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«And those (Servants of the Most
Merciful) who say, “Our Lord! Bestow
on us from our spouses and offspring
those who will be a comfort to our

eyes, and make us a (collective) leader
for the pious.”» [Al-Furgan 25:74]
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PRELUDE

Opening Sermon
- Ff Bo GS Bt core BAL oe meg?
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Al-hamdu lillah. Yndeed, all praise is due to Allah. We praise Him
and seek His help and forgiveness. We seek refuge with Allah
from the evil within ourselves and from our wrongdoings. He
whom Allah guides, no one can misguide; and he whom He
misguides, no one can guide.

0.3
4255 ce 988 Of Ag DA Sy tig ainyayofagit

I bear witness that there is no (true) god except Allah—alone
without a partner, and I bear witness that Muhammad (3) is His
‘abd (servant) and messenger.

*
ww \5

Ane dT OQ MGAHar ollGlad
«OQ you who believe, revere Allah the right
reverence, and do not die except as Muslims.»'

Lie the Ger Oe te OE oe hate 44 oy ateFe he ES 505 OT BT iD
7 oy tte change ae see Ste 4

SHEE NG
GOING ay AS as Ve

«O people, revere your Lord who created you
from a single soul, created from it its mate, and
dispersed from them many men and women.
Revere Allah through whom you demand things

»t

from one another; and (respect the ties of) the
wombs. Indeed, Allah is ever-Watchful over you.»

1. Al ‘Imran 3:102.

2. An-Nisa’ 4:1.
xiii
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<This knowledge will be carried by the trustworthy
individuals from every generation; they expel from
it alterations of extremists, falsehoods of
pretenders, and misinterpretations of the
ignorant.>'

B. PURIFYING OuR BELIEFS

Philosophical arguments, cultural dictates, and alien notions have
tainted the beliefs ofmany Muslims. Therefore, it is imperative to

purify the Islamic faith, basing it solely on authentic texts from
the Qur’an and Sunnah, cleansing it from all forms of shirk, and
aligning it with the belief of the Sahabah whom

Allah (38)
praised, saying:

VOY 5 aN
eG
(SEAT

285 oyy paste Ses (Bale ols

«So if they believe as you (OQ Muhammad and your
companions) believe, they are truly guided.»”

C. PURIFYING OUR PRACTICES

Innovated acts ofworship (bid‘ahs), not authorized by Allah (3)
or His Messenger (3), have marred the religious practices of
many Muslims. Therefore, it is imperative to purify the Islamic
practices, basing them on authentic texts from the Qur’an and
Sunnah, matching them with the understanding and practice of
the Sahabah, and cleansing them from bid ‘ahs. This is the “path
of the believers” that Allah describes as:(38)

EN Jue Ke
5

as & SASIS
gO ce: Ge at SS 15043\ hay

«He who opposes the Messenger—after guidance
became clear to him—and follows other than the
believers’ path: We will give him the consequence

1. Recorded by al-Bayhaqi, Ibn ‘Adiyy, and others from Abii Hurayrah, Ibn
Mas'‘iid, and other companions (4). Verified to be hasan by al-Albani (Hidayat-
ur-Ruwah 239).

3, Al-Bagarah 2:137.
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he chose and admit him into hell—the most awful
destination.»!

2. Cultivation
Cultivation (or tarbiyah) is the steady and persistent process of
learning to live upon the correct path of Islam and abide by its
dictates. It is to establish our beliefs and practices upon the

purified knowledge, and then continue to grow with this
knowledge. Cultivation goes hand-in-hand with purification.
A. BECOMING TRUE FOLLOWERS OF THE SALAF
Purification of our beliefs and practices must extend into
cultivating ourselves and our communities upon the purified
teachings, striving to be true followers of our great salaf, the
Sahabah (#). Praising both the Sahabah and their true followers,
Allah (8) says:

SB Aba Fee Cake 4 ayeoh dpe SIGIG SIG. SIT peeSIGghey!

BV INNES cep SSAIDie is oeias
a gS GC) EIN GAN

SHSCGS
«The first to embrace Islam among the MuhAajiran
and the Ansar, and also those who follow them in
the best way: Allah is pleased with them and they
are with Him. He has prepared for them gardens
beneath which rivers flow, and in which they will
abide eternally. This is the supreme success.»

The Sahabah were the righteous group that Allah (3%) chose to
accompany His Prophet (3) and receive His Message. They left
the false religion of their forefathers, eagerly accompanied the

Prophet (3), learnt directly from him, helped him establish the
first and best Islamic community, and accurately disseminated his
teachings.

1. An-Nisa’ 4:115.
2. At-Tawbah 9:100.
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Prelude xviii Our Precious Sprouts

When the Muslims establish the Sahdadbah as their true role
models, they will become inclined toward the objective pursuit of
truth, and their minds will become free from stubborn and

ignorant loyalty to mathhabs (sects), parties, or factions.
B. CALLING TO THE PURE RELIGION

A vital part of the cultivation process is to invite all people,
Muslims and non-Muslims, to the pure and unadulterated religion
of Islam. This should be done by:

a) Adorning ourselves with good manners and righteous actions
to become worthy representatives of our noble message.
Allah (88) says:

aod2GSaos GES xr VE
SNF 21SKsGGeats

«Indeed, Allah enjoins justice and good conduct
and giving to relatives, and He forbids
immorality and bad conduct and oppression. He
exhorts you (with this) that you might
remember.’

b) Presenting our message with wisdom, benevolence, and
kindness. Allah (8%) says:

2 & 4 » ae of 4etn Ah ass Ha eer SSA a
ol OYEN IM htISAT Se

«Invite your Lord’s path with wisdom and good
exhortation, and argue with them in the best way.
Indeed, your Lord is most knowing of those who
stray off His path and is most knowing of those
who are rightly guided.»”

1. An-Nahl 16:90.
2. An-Nahl 16:125.

3932 ail St

EOL
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Our Precious Sprouts xix Prelude

Undertaking the obligation of inviting to Allah’s path is the duty
of all Muslims, individually and collectively, each according to
his best ability. Allah (3) commands:

. 7 ae 47% “2%, ott
Y ope IpglaYs A de

«Help one another in righteousness and piety; and
do not help one another in sinning and
transgression.»

Anesaaly { Ls

This is the only way to attain Allah’s acceptance and achieve
happiness and success. Allah ($%) says:

Vesat oatWO PSY A ©

{5b BILGE cua
«By time, a human is surely in loss, except for
those who believe, do righteous deeds, mutually
enjoin the truth, and mutually’ enjoin
perseverance.»

This, further, is the way to establish among the believers a true
and honest compassion that emanates from a strong unifying
cause. Allah (8%) says:

TG TET Case AN Je (tel BD

«Hold fast, collectively, to Allah’s rope, and do not
disunite.»°

C. PRESENTING THE ISLAMIC SOLUTION

=

a

Inviting to the Truth includes providing realistic Islamic solutions
to contemporary problems. There is no doubt that Allah’s
guidance is the only comprehensive way for resolving people’s
problems at the individual and communal levels. Allah (8) says:

1. Al-M@idah 5:2.

2. Al-‘Asr 103:1-3.

3. Al ‘Imran 3:103.
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th sul Adal BGMIAt, osKia>
«Arbitrate among them (QO Muhammad)
according to what Allah revealed, and do not
follow their errant views.»

Conclusion
The above discussion demonstrates the urgency of providing the
readers with works that refine the understanding of Islam and
present it in a manner that incorporates correctness, simplicity,
and practicality. Indeed, this is the mission that we adopt, and this
book is a humble step in that direction.

We seek Allah’s guidance and help, and we implore Him (3) to
enable us to purify and cultivate ourselves and our communities
in the way that is most pleasing to Him—dmin.

1, Al-Ma’idah 5:49.
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PREFACE

The Muslim Family
The Muslim Family is a series of books presenting detailed
discussions relating to the family life, starting with courting and
marriage and extending into raising children according to Islam.
To-date, this series consists of the following titles:

@ The Questfor Love &Merey
Figh ofMarriage &Weddingin Islim

=

Discusses the importance and advantages of
marriage, be eee

selecting a spouse, the courting process, the marriage Sana
contract, marriage consummation, celebrating the wedding Be wont353and the walimah, and forbidden

marriages; provides ‘4

practical procedure for
performing the’ marriage

contractand includes a samplemarriage certificate.’ ;

Closer than a Garment
|

Marital Intimacy according to the Pure Sunnah
Covers the proper etiquettes ofmarital intimacy, forbidden
acts of intimacy, the perils of zind, and birth control; 2 ;

answers many frequently-asked questions about various

acts of‘intimacy.

é

a

@ The Fragile Vessels. ey)
Rights and Obligationsbetween the Spousesin Islim

Covers the obligations and rights ofboth spouses; contains ,2
biographies

of the Mothers of the Believers; paints very
~~~ * ~

realistic pictures from the life of the Prophet (4) with his
wives; and

Presents
a
complete discussion of the hadith ofVaan Zar‘. -

“4

IAL

Our Precious Sprouts
Islamic Regulations for Newborns

Vat

We base our discussions on authentic texts from the an ‘and
Sunnah, guided in their explanation by the understanding of
eminent ‘ulama’. We strive to eliminate elements of superstition
and falsehood that have crept into these parts of human life by
way of tradition or ignorance.

Qur’
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Preface xxii Our Precious Sprouts

This series deals with marriage and other family issues in a

practical approach, taking advantage of the author’s years of
experience in the field ofmarriage and counseling.
Each book serves as a complete and reliable handbook within its
scope. The material is often supplemented with charts and
diagrams for easy reference, discussion, and study.

This Book
As a logical continuation to the first three books, this sequel deals
with the normal fruit of marriage: babies. It covers the Isl4mic
regulations relating to a newborn. This includes welcoming the
baby, naming it, shaving its hair, circumcising it, and
slaughtering the sacrificial ‘agigah.
The discussion of naming the newborn covers recommended and

prohibited names, nicknames, and kunyahs. It is further enhanced
with two appendices. The first appendix provides a list of
suggested names for both boys and girls. The second appendix
discusses Allah’s excellent names and includes a list of authentic
names that have evidence from the Qur’an and Sunnah.

The discussion of ‘agigah includes its meaning, ruling, and
wisdom, animals that may be slaughtered to satisfy the ‘agigah
requirement, method of slaughtering the ‘agiqah, dispensing of
its meat, its feast, and wrong practices relating to it.

The discussion of circumcision includes the circumcision
process, its ruling for boys and for girls, its benefits, its
regulations, and wrong practices relating to it.

The discussion of other sunnahs relating to newborns includes
tahnik, shaving the baby’s head, and a warning against calling
athan or igamah in a newborn’s ear.

The discussion ofprotecting newborns from evil includes rugyah
and other extolments, and a warning against wrong methods of
protection.
The discussion of deterrents of good includes clothing, toys,
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music, and birthdays

The discussion of other baby issues includes faharah, piercing
the ears, and breast-feeding.

Therefore, this book can serve as a complete guide for the correct
Islamic acts that parents need to perform for their newborns
during their first weeks in life.

Acknowledgment
All praise and thanks are due to our Lord (8%) who facilitated the
completion of this work.
I ask Allah (3) to reward all the Muslims who helped and
supported this effort in various ways.
In particular, I ask Him (8%) to reward my shaykh and teacher,
Muhammad Nasir-ud-Dinal- Albani (), whose works have been
of tremendous benefit to me.

I ask Him (8) to reward my wife whose relentless support and
advice have always provided a gentle push toward the completion
ofmy projects.
I ask Him (8%) to reward my children and all individuals who
proofread the manuscript and provided beneficial feedback.

I ask Him (8) to reward my brother Sadiq al-Jibaly who has

always been instrumental in supervising the editing and printing
ofmy books, as well as stocking and shipping them.

I ask Him (8) to reward Bilal Zuhayr ash-Shawish who has

kindly and intently provided brotherly advice and support,
employing the abilities and expertise of “Al-Maktab-ul-Islamr’ in
publishing most ofmy books.

I ask Him (38) to make this humble effort helpful and profitable
to the Muslims, forgive my shortcomings, purify my work from
hypocrisy and conceit, and accept it from me.
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«My Lord, keep me constant in prayer, and the
same for my progeny. Our Lord, answer my du ‘a’.
Our Lord, forgive me, my parents, and the
believers on Judgment Day.»'

My Lord, bestow Your peace and praise upon our Prophet
Muhammad (38).

Sell date sy a3 yl
Muhammad Bin Mustafa al-Jibaly

Al-Madinah an-Nabawiyyah
Thul-Hijjah 1435
October 2014

1, Ihrdhim 14:40-41.
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1.
PLANTING THE SEED

Muslims are urged to have children and raise them righteously,
according to the Islamic teachings. This involves selecting a

righteous spouse to help in this most important “cultivation”
process. It also involves understanding the great rewards that
Allah (3%) has promised to those Muslims who handle their
parenting responsibility seriously. These issues are the subject of
discussion in this chapter.

Islam Encourages Having Children
PROCREATION Is A MAJOR GOAL OF MARRIAGE

Procreation is one of the main goals of marriage. Allah
ordained it for Muslims as a means of increasing the number of
His obedient servants. Allah (3%) says:

(38)

VAN 5ill VI Cea (BG Sas SAG
«So now (during Ramadan’s nights), have relations
with them (your wives) and seek that which Allah
has decreed for you.»

“Seeking that which Allah has decreed for you” means the

“offspring” as asserted by Mujahid, al-Hakam, ‘Ikrimah, al-
Hasan al-Basri, as-Suddi, and ad-Dahhak.”

Tbn-ul-Qayyim (#8) said:

“Allah (8) permitted the Muslims to have intercourse
during the nights of fasting—until dawn. But during
intercourse, a person is so overcome by the need to
fulfill his desire that nothing else occurs to his heart.

1. Al-Bagarah 2:233.
2. Tuhfat-ul-Mawdid p. 9.
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1-Planting the Seed 2 Our Precious Sprouts

Because of this, Allah (8) instructed the Muslims
that, while pursuing their desire, they should also seek
what Allah has decreed for them of rewards (for being
chaste), as well as the offspring that would issue from
this intercourse to become a worshiper ofAllah ...”'

A CHILD Is A FAVOR FROM ALLAH

In this life, children are among Allah’s infinite favors upon
people. Allah (8) indicates that He favored His messengers with
children:

VA
de CG A SS AS os SES COT

«And We have surely sent messengers before you

Ady

(O Muhammad) and granted them wives and
offspring.»

And He (8) favored other people with this:

4 LR AhoSal ES sal Ki Le aif,
Hono Sacer LeterriervY xsl € stabil onais Dam9 Ons

«Allah gave you spouses from yourselves, granted
you, from your’ spouses, children and
grandchildren, and provided you with good things
for your sustenance.»

A CHILD INCREASES THE NUMBER OF MUSLIMS

It is recommended for a Muslim to seek offspring through
marriage, and thereafter raise them according to Islam.

‘A’ ishah («) reported that the Prophet (38) said:

tetoa =ts cgdor dod
$

fete oe 4 27 BeerCAD 6
OV ARSBIR GE L555tae

Tuhfat-ul-Mawdiid p. 9.
. Ar-Ra‘d 13:38.

3. An-Nahl 16:72.
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Our Precious Sprouts 3 1-Planting the Seed

«Marriage is (part of) my Sunnah. Whoever does
not implement my Sunnah is not of my followers.
Marry because, indeed, I will be delighted by your

outnumbering
of (other) nations on Resurrection

>way.

Ma‘qil Bin Yasar, Abii Hurayrah, and Abi Umamah (4) reported
that the Prophet (38) said:

(EN Lita LE SIV ga 2% 216
2

HG
5 351255

«Marry a loving and fertile woman for, indeed, I
will be pleased by that you will outnumber other
nations (on Resurrection Day). Do not practice
monasticism like the Christians.»”

Goon Sol. Is REQUIRED FOR A GooD SEED

Righteous Muslims are the only people who elect to live by
Allah’s (8) commands and follow His Méessenger’s (3)
guidance. Therefore, it is important to increase their number so as
to establish Allah’s religion in this life and enter His gardens in
the next.

Thus, a Muslim should strive to raise his family upon the true

religion. Only then would they be among the numbers of
Muslims who will please Allah’s Messenger (3%) on Judgment
Day.
Because of this, a Muslim is required to seek a righteous spouse
who is capable of playing a positive and constructive role in
nurturing and raising the children.

‘A’ ishah («&) reported that the Prophet (4%) said:

|

AST ABS ASG Sahat | yoore)

1. Recorded by Ibn Majah. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani (as-Sahihah 2383).
2. This is combined from narrations recorded by Abii Dawiid, an-Nas@’i, and al-

Bayhaqi. It is verified to be authentic by al-Albant (rwa’-ul-Ghalil 1784, as-
Sahihah 1782).
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1-Planting the Seed 4 Our Precious Sprouts

«Make a (good) choice for your sperm (i.e.
offspring): marry (women) from worthy families,
and marry (your daughters) to such.)

Reward for Having Children
A GUARANTEED REWARD FOR TRUE BELIEVERS

The believers are rewarded for the children they beget, even if
those children die before puberty. Abi Tharr (4) reported that
the Prophet (4) said:

we eee ah arog Tye EOE. cys of of

Eis] SG ost Aol My WOW casi
«If you had a child who reached puberty, and you

+

expected good from him, but he died, would you
seek Allah’s reward for that?»

Abii Tharr replied, “Yes!” The Prophet (38) asked, ED
<Are you the one who created him?» Abi Tharr replied, “No, it
is Allah who created him.” The Prophet (3) asked, ESB
<Are you the one who guides him?> Abi Tharr replied, “No, it
is Allah who guides him.” The Prophet (38) asked, 5555 ENS
<Are you the One Who sustains him?» Abi Tharr replied, “No,
it is Allah who sustains him!” The Prophet (3) then said:

ae

(Gas

WN EUS Of alse WISGasUID
«of ASG aahel 5 SA

<Thus, put it (your seed) in the lawful (intercourse
with your wife), and avert it from the prohibited
(zina). IfAllah wills, He would then give it life; and
if He wills, He would make him die. And you will
be rewarded (in both cases).)”

1. Recorded by Ibn Majah, al-Hakim, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Sahth-ul-Jami‘’ 2928 & as-Sahihah 1067).

2. Recorded by Ahmad, Ibn Hibban, and an-Nasa’i. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albant (as-Sahihah 575).
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Our Precious Sprouts 5 1-Planting the Seed

CHILDREN WHO Die YOUNG

As indicated above, when a believer loses a child and shows
patience and submission to Allah’s will, he will be immensely
rewarded.

One of the 7abi‘tin known as Abt Hassan reported that he lost
two young sons. He met Abii Hurayrah and asked him, “Can you
relate to us something that you heard from Allah’s Messenger (#8)
to appease our souls in regard to the ones that we have lost?” Abii
Hurayrah then reported that he heard the following from the

Prophet (3):
(#)

5 cousSah86Cal Darl
ey (iD A Ns A te, TT

asl jlee?

aul

«Their (i.e., the Muslims’) deceased young are the
free roamers of Jannah. When one of them meets
his parent, he will hold onto their hand or the edge
of their garment like I hold your garment, and will
not desist until Allah admits him together with his
parent into Jannah.»

Abi Hurayrah (4) also reported that the Prophet (38) said:

ai ee Chi Sid hg. BE SY yo
BJS BAI Ih OU eb XsWs pes

ls

re

eSNGlar
328 SUS" A Se" 6) 5 "Gnar

futS155
three of a Muslim couple’s children die

before reaching puberty, Allah will admit the
parents into Jannah by virtue of His mercy. They
(the children) will stand at one of the gates of

Upl ecg

<When

Jannah, and will be told, “Enter Jannah.” But they
will say, “Not until our parents arrive.” They will

1. Recorded byMuslim (2635), Ahmad, and others,
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1-Planting the Seed 6 Our Precious Sprouts

then be told, “Enter Jannah, together with your
parents, by virtue ofAllah’s mercy!”)'

Qurrah Bin Ilyas al-Muzani(#) reported that among the
Sahabah (#) who attended the Prophet’s (38) halgahs was a man
with a young son who would come and sit in front of him. The
Prophet (#) asked him if he loved his son, and he responded, “O
Allah’s Messenger, may Allah love you like I love him!” Later
on, the boy passed away, and the father was so grieved that he

stopped attending the halgahs. The Prophet (32) inquired about
him and was told that his son died. The Prophet (4) summoned
him, consoled him, and asked him:

te ky of HORE
be GUISE GY SI

gy le of ht Coos GIS
“oe Oh OS vole we vot

5585 S| Bes 5545 VY) ah tpl

14 Ye L)

fo

<O so-and-so, what would you prefer: to enjoy your
child during this life, or that tomorrow (in the
hereafter) you would not reach a gate of Jannah
but find that he has preceded you to open it for
you?»

He replied, “I rather prefer that he precedes me to open the gates
ofJannah for me.” He told him, «43 4)33 «This will be yours.» A
man of the Ansar asked, “O Allah’s Messenger—may Allah
make me a ransom for you, is that specific to him, or is it for all
ofus (who lose their children)?” He replied, J» «Rather, it
is for all ofyou.”
Buraydah Bin al-Hasib (4) reported that the Prophet (3) used to
look after the Ansar, visit them, and inquire about them. One day
he was told that a woman from the Ans&r7 was very depressed
because she had lost her only child. So the Prophet (38),

1. Recorded by an-Nasi’l, al-Bayhaqi, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Ahkam-ul-Jan@iz p. 34).

2. Recorded by an-Nasa’i, Ahmad, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani
(Ahkam-ul-Jand@iz p. 205).
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Our Precious Sprouts 7 1-Planting the Seed

accompanied by some of his companions, went to visit and
console her, and he said to her:

Cg el abl
B50 tll Jo oo 5 OT BGS) lh

<I have been informed that you are sorrowful for
your son. Have taqwa ofAllah, and be patient.»

She replied, “How can I not be sorrowful when I have become a
childless woman?” He (38) said:

q
o ° - cae, cer 2BS gag shoal sfte oh ye bb 25 Gi Som

Beeae a 7420
@ KheCELI2 Ml ESEoY

I+

<A truly childless women is she whose children
remain alive (not offering them for Allah’s cause).
Whenever three children of a Muslim man or
woman die and they seek Allah’s reward for that,
Allah will admit them both into Jannah because of
them.»

‘Umar (#5), sitting on the Messenger’s (#8) right, asked, “May my
parents be a ransom for you, what ifonly two children die?” The
Prophet (3%) replied, «.oti3» (Even two.>!

CHILDREN OUTLIVING THEIR PARENTS

A righteous child who outlives his parents can contribute to their
record of good deeds after their death. Abi Hurayrah (#)
reported that the Prophet (3) said:

gee ate AT ate 27 2a fy ettBNEBid LH Cy OLY Su bpp

3 - te
of

4 of

Wa) ogyeatshe ol

<When a human dies, his (good) deeds come to an
end, except for three types: an ongoing charity, a
beneficial knowledge, and a righteous child who

1. Recorded by al-Bazzar and al-Hakim. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani
(Ahkam-ul-Jan@ iz p. 208).
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supplicates for him.

Invoking Allah’s Blessings and Protection
INVOKING ALLAH’S BLESSINGS AT MARRIAGE

A couple should start their marriage by invoking Allah’s
(38)blessings for themselves and their offspring.

‘Abdullah Bin ‘Amr reported that the Prophet (3) said:

idsSL2 £505 al 2.2.55 gels52kfal esistsf bp
<Let any of you who marries a woman put his hand
on her forehead, mention Allah’s name and invoke
His blessing (i.e., say, “Bismillah, allahumma barik
iiftha—With Allaih’s name. O Allah, bless her for
me,” and then say:

ile eke u fsoieeei"
«le Gs

bo
385 675 2

HS olsade|
“Allahumma inni asaluka min khayrihaé wa-khayri
ma jabaltaha ‘alayhi, wa-a‘iithu bika min sharriha
wa-sharrimajabaltaha ‘alayh—
O Allah, I ask You to grant me of the good that
ensues from her or that You placed into her
nature, and to protect me from the evil that ensues
from her or that You placed into her nature.”)”

A man once came to ‘Abdullah Bin Mas‘id (4) and told him that
he had just married a young woman and was worried that she

might dislike him. ‘Abdullah told him:

Sti Se LEN 5 5H Oy cs Cay Op

“85 Hale [ati Gols Cheat 8pi

1. Recorded byMuslim (1631), Abt Dawid, and others.

2. Recorded by Abii Dawiid, Ibn Majah, and others. Verified to be good by al-
Albani (AdGb-uz-Zifafp. 93 and al-Kalim-ut-Tayyib 207).
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Our Precious Sprouts 9 1-Planting the Seed

“Indeed, love (between the two spouses) is from Allah
and dislike is from Satan. Satan wants you to loathe
what Allah made lawful for you. When your wife first
comes to you, lead her in praying two rak ‘at, then say:

haSNS opie 835) AUN GSB dal bgSea
OLS J ESB Sy S55 Ry Cok ts Ey A AG

‘Allahumma barik It fi ahli, wa-barik lahum fiyya.
Allahumma-rzuqni minhum warzugqhum minni.
Allahumma-jma’ baynana ma jama‘ta bikhayr, wa-

farrig baynana ithafarraqta ila khayr—
O Allah, bless my wife for me and me for her. O
Allah, provide (offspring) for me through her and for
her through me. O Allah, let our joining be upon what
is good; and let our parting, when you separate
between us, be to what is good.’

INVOKING ALLAH’S PROTECTION AT INTERCOURSE

LTZ

One of the noble goals of intercourse is producing righteous
offspring. This is indicated in Ibn Mas‘tid’s above supplication.
In addition, it is important for the spouses to beseech Allah to
keep Satan away from their offspring.
Ibn ‘Abbas (#) reported that the Messenger (2) said:

ba 5 SME
he ait

: SG aahii of aist lol yb

387
« 05.25 FAS oe 5 ES at Oy SEhast

«When one of you is about to approach his wife (for
intercourse), if he says:

1. Recorded by at-Tabaraéni (a/-Kabir 8993, 8994), ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq (10460,
10461), and others. Verified to be authentic by al-Albant (4dab-uz-Zifaf p. 96).
Note that this hadith counts as being said by the Prophet (4), because it legislates
an act ofworship that a sahabi would never devise ofhis own.
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1-Planting the Seed 10 Our Precious Sprouts

“Bismillah. Allahumma jannibn-ash-Shay{an, wa-
jannib-ish-Shaytana md razaqtanad—

With Allah’s name (I perform intercourse). O
Allah, keep Satan away from us and from what
You provide for us.”

If it is then decreed that a child ensues (from that
intercourse), Satan will never harm it

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (141, 3271, 3283, 5165, 6388, 7396), Muslim (1434),
and others.
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2.
EMERGENCE OF THE SPROUT

PregnantWomen’s Cravings
During pregnancy, especially in the early stages, some women
develop strong cravings for specific food items or other things.

A common belief is that the woman must have what she craves.
If she does not, a mark similar to the craved item will appear on
the baby’s body after birth. All of this has no basis in Islam.

Exposure during Delivery
DOcTORS AND NURSES

In our time, pregnancy often requires regular checkups by an
obstetrician. Delivery is usually handled by the obstetrician and a
number of nurses. Thus, a woman is expected to expose the most
private part of her body to several individuals during the course
ofher pregnancy and delivery.
This exposure must be limited to the bare minimum. To fulfill
this, a woman should apply the following guidelines:

1. She should make sure that her physicians and nurses are
Muslim females. If this is not possible, they should at least be
all females. Exposure in the presence of male doctors or
nurses should be a highly exceptional case—a Muslim family
should only allow it for an absolute necessity.

2. She should limit her doctor’s checkups (even if the doctor is

female) without endangering herselfor her baby.
3. She should limit the number of nurses and hospital staff

members present during her delivery.

4. She should not expose any part of her body beyond the
minimum amount required for checkup or delivery.
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2-Emergence of the Sprout 12 Our Precious Sprouts

In reponse to a question about hospital delivery, the ‘allamah, al-
Albani said:(#)

“This is an issue with which Muslims are afflicted
nowadays. A pregnant woman used to deliver in the

depth of her home, with the help of some of her
female relatives or a midwife. Things have changed
now because Muslims are influenced by foreign and
Western customs, in confirmation of the Prophet’s
saying:

EIB GtCas IS OS 3 Sc

ne less
<You will follow the ways of those who preceded
you, a span for a span, and a cubit for a cubit.
Even if they enter

into
a lizard’s hole, you would

surely follow them!>'

Pere ew >

Indeed, we find Muslims imitating the
nonbelievers in their worst customs and practices.
One such act of imitation is to force women to deliver
in the hospital, whether or not this is a real necessity
for them. This has becomea consistent practice, even
for poor housholds that would have to tighten their
budget in order for the woman to deliver in the
hospital ...

If the midwife or female doctor who supervises the
preganant woman decides that her delivery is
abnormal and might require an additional surgery then
she may be transferred to the hospital. But for a
natural delivery, it is not permissible to make the
woman leave her house and enter the hospital to have

a natural birth ...

1. Recorded by al-Bukhar (3456)
and Muslim (2669) from Abi Sa‘id al-

Khudri (2).
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Our Precious Sprouts 13 2-Emergence of the Sprout

Furthermore, if it is necessary for the woman to enter
the hospital within the aforementioned narrow
guidelines, her delivery should not be performed by a
male doctor but, rather, by a female doctor—unless a
female doctor is not available and the woman’s life is
endangered, in which case a male doctor may perform
the delivery ...

As for the evidence that a woman should deliver in
her home unless there is a necessity for her to be
admitted into the hospital, it is that Allah (3%) says:

ashes 2 Bee ©7647 Gt egr
Wg co Bae G5

«And abide in your homes and do not display
yourselves as was the display of the former times
of Jahiliyyah.»'
This means that a woman should stay in her home and
not leave it except for a need ... As we said earlier,
there is no need for a woman with normal pregnancy
to go to the hospital.

Furthermore, when a woman is admitted into the
hospital, she will be liable to exposure to many men
and women. This cannot be permitted except within
the tight guidelines that we set earlier.””

VIDEO-RECORDING THE DELIVERY

A wrong practice that must be avoided by Muslims is for the
husband or some other individual to photograph or video-record
the delivery process, keeping a permanent record of the mother’s
‘awrah.

1. ALAhzab 33:33.

2. . From a question-answer session recorded in Emirates, archived at:
audio.islamweb.net/audio/index.php?page—FullContent&audioid=109346-44k .
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2-Emergence of the Sprout 14 Our Precious Sprouts

The First Cry
The first indication of a live birth is the baby’s cry. This cry falls
upon the ears of the fretting parents and relatives as the sweetest
sound on earth.

In fact, the Prophet (38) tells us that one of the reasons a newborn
begins its life with a cry is that Satan pinches it. Satan’s extreme
jealousy and hatred for humans has no limit. He does not hesitate
to direct his attacks on every human from birth.

Abt Hurayrah (4) reported that the Prophet (4) said:

ED) i Se SLANE AS3
255M 0 Sys Let

ads oa gob bnikst, blo fees
<Thereis no baby but that Satan pokes it when it is
born, so it starts off by crying from Satan’s poke—
except for the Son of Maryam (Mary) and his
mother.»

Abi Hurayrah (4) then recited the ayah:
Ot ae JT40) ao edly 5535AGS ap

|

«(Maryam’s mother supplicated to Allah,)
“Indeed, I seek Your protection for her and her
progeny from Satan, the outcast.”»'”

Thus, a child who has not yet encountered anything in this life is
first received with a poke fromman’s worst enemy: Satan.

As the child grows into an adult who understands and appreciates
various worldly pleasures, Satan will have more chances to
influence him. A human will then be in serious need for a shield
in the face of Satan’s seduction and misguidance. This is where
Allah’s (8%) guidance is essential: it provides every human with
the only possible protection against his archenemy—from his
first to his last days on earth.

1. Al ‘Imran 3336.

2. Combined from narrations by al-Bukhari (4548, 3286, 3431) andMuslim (2366).
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Our Precious Sprouts 15 2-Emergence of the Sprout

Condition for Inheritance
The condition for a fetus to inherit is that it is born alive—even
for a brief moment. Abi Hurayrah (4) reported that the
Prophet (3%) said:

(5335 Jyhgs bp
<As soon as a baby cries (at birth), it inherits.»

An exception to the above is an illegitimate child ofzind. Such a
child would not inherit from the biological father. ‘Abdullah Bin
‘Amr (t&) reported that the Prophet (38) said:

1.25295 59 65 5WG acl oe Cth
«Whichever man commits zind with a free or slave
woman, the child (that she bears) is a child of zind.
It neither inherits (from him) nor gives (him)
inheritance.

The reason for this is that a child from zind may not be attributed
to the biological father. ‘A’ishah, Abt Hurayrah, and other
sahabah (#) reported that the Prophet (3) said:

(adi ails S50

<A child belongs to the mattress (where it was
born), and the one who committed adultery
receives the stones (as punishment).>°

This hadith will be discussed further in the next chapter.

Applauding the Newborn
ANNOUNCING THE BIRTH

Bisharah is to deliver pleasant information or glad tidings. An

1. Recorded by Abii Dawiid and al-Bayhaqi. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani
(rwa’-ul-Ghalil 1707).

2. Recorded by at-Tirmithi, Abi Dawid, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Hiddayat-ur-Ruwah 2990).

3. Recorded by al-Bukhari (2053, 2218, 2745, 4303, 6749, 6750, 6765, 6818,
7182), Muslim (1457, 1458), and others.
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2-Emergence of the Sprout 16 Our Precious Sprouts

important type of bisharah is to announce a child’s birth to the

parents and those who would appreciate the news. This brings
pleasure and happiness to the believers, which is a recommended
act in Islam. Allah (8%) tells us that He sent angels to give the

good tidings to Ibrahim («a) and Zakariyya («s).
Allah (8%) gave Ibrahim (#a) the bisharah of the forthcoming
birth ofhis first son Isma ‘il (ss):

ital OD) pi 25h 5555
}€'

«So We gave him the good tidings of a tolerant
Boy.»!

Allah (8) also gave Ibrahim and his wife (#4) the bisharah of the
forthcoming birth of their son Ishaq and, subsequently, IshAq’s
son, Ya‘ qib (#4):

SESS AleSOULEHI aay thes Se Jas >

O
115 AAA

28OSH Sets
«Our messengers (the angels) have surely come to
Ibrahim with good tidings. They said, “Peace.” He
replied, “Peace.” And he hastened to bring them a
roasted calf. But when he saw their hands not
reaching for it, he deemed their conduct strange
and became apprehensive of them. They said,
“Fear not. We have been sent to the people ofLit.”
His wife was standing, and she smiled. Then We
gave her good tidings of (the birth of) Ishaq and,
after Ishaq, of (his son) Ya‘qib.»”

FESS igs ASST: ve

1. As-S@ffat 37:101.
2. 11:69-71.Hid
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Our Precious Sprouts 17 2-Emergence of the Sprout

Allah (8) also says in regard to this:

EO pl oth GET YG Za peeSoS
«He conceived fear of them. They said, “Fear not!”
And they gave him good news of a knowledgeable
boy.»’

Allah (##) also tells us that the angels delivered to Maryam (ia)
the bisharah of the birth of ‘Isa (a):

EO Sy 5S
£0 I

6 Op Ol oeGel
«And when the angels said, “OQ Maryam (Mary),
indeed Allah gives you tidings of a word from Him

22s KS

pod

whose name will be the Masth (Messiah), ‘Isa, Son
ofMaryam.”»)”

And Allah (8) gave Zakariyya (3s) the bisharah of Yahya’s (sa)
birth:

COGS Burd A SGU
«(He was told,) “O Zakariyy4, indeed We bring
you good tidings of a son whose name will be

YsUbe

Yahya (John), and whose name We never gave to
anyone before him.”»*

CONGRATULATION

Tahni’ah literally means: requesting bliss. It is a form of
congratulation presented to a person who has received a blessing
or favor, and it usually includes a supplication of barakah
(blessing).
As stated above, when a pleasant event occurs to a Muslim, it is

1. Ath-Thariyat 51:28.
2. Al ‘Imran 3:45.
3. Maryam 19:7.
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2-Emergence of the Sprout 18 Our Precious Sprouts

recommended that some of his relatives or friends give him the
bisharah. Other Muslims can then share in the occasion and bring
him pleasure through tahni’ah.

When Allah (8%) revealed that He accepted the repentance of
Ka‘b Bin Malik and his other two companions’, a man rushed to
Ka‘b and gave him the bisharah. Later on, when Ka‘b entered
into the Masjid, other people gave him tahni’ah.”
Tahniah may only be made with Islamically acceptable terms,
such as asking Allah to bless the child and give it a righteous life.

A famous, albeit weak, report from al-Hasan al-Basri (#&) is to
say to a person who who is granteda child:

(3565555 GAR BGs Calg 585 oe gh all GY

“May what you have been granted be blessed (for
you), may you be grateful to the Giver, may it (the

home oy!

newborn) live to adulthood, and may it be good to
993

you.

A more valid report from al-Hasan al-Basri (4) is to say:
ad ogid Je; tele tosis antes

“Ja‘alah-Ullahu mubarakan ‘alayka wa- ‘ala ummati
Muhammad—May Allah (8%) make it (the child)
blessed for you and for Muhammad’s (2) Ummah.”

Allah (8%) says:
2 be teesWV ot

ao STE Es BENE OES

At-Tawbah 9:118.

2. The full story of Ka‘b’s repentance is recorded by al-Bukhari (4677), Muslim
(2769), and others.

3. Recorded by Ibn “Adiyy, Ibn ‘Asakir, and others. Verified to be extremely weak
by Ibn ‘Adiyy (in and Ibn Hajar (in LisGn-ul-Mizan). Some ‘ulama’
indicate that, as additional proofof its weakness, it mentions al-Wahib instead of
al-Wahhab (the Giver) as a name for Allah.

ad-Du‘afa’)

4. Recorded by at-Tabarani and Abii Nu‘aym with an acceptable (hasan) isnad.
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Our Precious Sprouts 19 2-Emergence of the Sprout

«So her Lord accepted her (Maryam) with good
acceptance and caused her to grow righteously.»

Based on this ayah, some ‘ulama’ derive the tahni’ ah:

(bcs BENG ce nd
;
, Ab

aces)

“Tagabbalah-Ullahu bi-qabiilin hasanin wa-anbatahi
nabatan hasanan—May Allah (3) accept it favorably
and raise it righteously.”

GIVING PRESENTS

Giving presents to Muslims is a good practice on all occasions.
Abi Hurayrah (4) reported that Allah’s Messenger (38) said:

«a

«Exchange presents to enhance love among you.)
Thus, it is permissible to give a present to a newborn’s family as
a token of help and support for the added responsibility.
However, the present should be given without extravagance or
show-off. Furthermore, it should not be given with the

understanding that it is a required and consistent obligation upon
all relatives and acquaintances.

Islam Prohibits Gender-Based Bias
SUBMISSION TO ALLAH’S DECREE

We should be pleased with the children that Allah grants us,
regardless ofwhether they are boys or girls. We must understand
that what Allah (8%) decrees for us derives from His great
knowledge and wisdom. Nothing happens haphazardly in Allah’s
dominion. Allah (88) says:

2g “2G0 AE Se
ti- AOS Ge

3Bedoy) 2 LE fi >Wy

. Al ‘Imran 3:37.

2. Reported from Ibn Baz (4), as on www.ahlalhdeeth.com.

3. Recorded by Abi Ya‘ld, al-Bayhaqi and al-Bukhari in al-Adab-ul-Mufrad.
Verified to be hasan by al-Albani (rwa -ul-Ghalil 1601).
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2-Emergence of the Sprout 20 Our Precious Sprouts

AS NO) as ES,

SAGO BELG Bae MH Sass

«To Allah belongs the dominion of the heavens and
earth. He creates what He wills. He gives to whom
He wills females, and He gives to whom He wills
males. Or He couples them as males and females,

don

and He renders whom He wills childless. Indeed,
He is Knowing and Capable.»'

DISLIKING GIRLS Is A QUALITY OF EXTREME IGNORANCE

It is prohibited to favor boys over girls or dislike the birth of
girls. Allah (8%) condemns this as being one of the traits of
Jahiliyyah. He says:

es GSN ANT 525 >

dl €@ Yar

«And when one of them is informed of a female
(born to him), his face darkens with suppressed
anger. He hides himself from the people because of
the ill of which he has been informed. Should he
keep it in humiliation or bury it in the ground?
Unquestionably, evil is what they decide.”

\3 grad
Le"
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The pagans of Jahiliyyah hated to have girls and considered them
_a source of shame and scorn. They often killed them or buried
them alive to get rid of the disgrace associated with them. At the
same time, they believed that the angels were female and that

they were Allah’s daughters! Allah (8) mocks this contradiction
in the following:

1. Ash-Shiird 42:49-50.
2. An-Nahil 16:58-59.
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«And when one of them is given tidings of (the
birth of) that which he so readily attributes to the
Most Merciful (i.e. a daughter), his face darkens
with suppressed anger.»'

MERITS IN HAVING DAUGHTERS

A believer is pleased with whatever Allah grants him. He realizes
that one girl is sometimes better than many boys.
When Maryam’s mother gave birth to her, she thought that
Maryam would not be as capable as a boy. However, Maryam
grew up to be better than most people—one of the best four
women who ever lived. Anas and Jabir (%) reported that Allah’s
Messenger (38) said:

(3585Als ake Ehebb
<Of the women of mankind, it is sufficient for you
(to honor): Maryam Bint ‘Imran, Khadijah Bint
Khuwaylid, Fa,t imah Bint Muhammad, and
Asiyah, Pharaoh’s wife.>”

A daughter brings cheer and happiness to the hearts of her
parents. ‘Ugbah Bin ‘Amir and ‘A’ishah reported that the
Prophet (3) said:

C200 S54 326 tn
<Do not dislike daughters, because they are the
cheering and dear ones.>°

1. Az-Zukhruf 43:17.

2. Recorded by Ahmad, at-Tirmithi, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Hidayat-ur-Ruwah 6141 & Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 3328, 3143).

3. Recorded by Ahmad, Ibn ‘Adiyy, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
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2-Emergence of the Sprout 22 Our Precious Sprouts

Raising girls uprightly is a great act of righteousness in Islam. It
makes one worthy of close company with the Messenger (32) in
Jannah. Anas () reported that the Prophet (4) once brought
together his index and middle finger, saying:

i esata oils de Se as
GS TAI a 3A

«Whoever supports two or three daughters, or two
or three sisters, revering Allah in their regard, and
taking care of them—until they reach puberty, or
depart (by marriage), or die, or he dies (before
that), I will then be with him in Jannah like these
two fingers.»'

ele Noga Je!
1)Gn al aul

Ul ees cp

‘Ugqbah Bin ‘Amir (#) reported that the Prophet (8) said:

Egle Kab wt
IAI 657
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«Whoever has three daughters and he raises them
patiently, giving them food, drink, and clothes as
he can afford, they will

then
shield him from the

Fire on Resurrection Day.»
Jabir Bin ‘Abdillah (&) reported that Allah’s Messenger (32) said:

«ad bse CorBS creeds ll oye BS SUE:cpWJBJ4

Albani (as-Sahihah 3206).
1. This is combined from narrations recorded by Muslim (2631), Ahmad, at-

Tirmithi, and others. Some of those narrations were verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahthah 295-297, 1120). A similar narration was recorded by at-
Tirmithi from Abit Sa‘id al-Khudri (2), and verified to be authentic by al-Albani
(Sahih-ut-Targhib 1973).

2. Recorded by Ahmad, Ibn Majah, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 294 and al-Adab-ul-Mufrad 76).
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Our Precious Sprouts 23 2-Emergence of the Sprout

«Whoever supports three daughters, sufficing them
and showing them mercy and kindness, will enter
Jannah.)

‘A’ ishah reported that a poor woman came to her carrying
two little daughters, and begging for food. ‘A’ishah gave her all
the food she had, which was just three dates. The woman gave
one date to each of her daughters and was about to eat the third,
but her daughters asked her for more food. So she split the

remaining date in half and gave each of her daughters one half.
Her action amazed ‘A’ishah and she’ mentioned it later to the

Prophet (34) who said:

1 (ude)

Be Oy GA doy
Bye fA afd ba ote ot ok

CUS ye a SES Cyl] BOE B
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«Indeed, because of her action, Allah has ordained
for her Jannah and secured her from the Fire. He

wes

who is tried by having daughters and treats them
kindly, they will shelter him from the Fire.)

We know that a number of the prophets mostly fathered females.
This applies, for instance, to Lit (Lot x) and Muhammad (#8).

Salih, Imam Ahmad Bin Hanbal’s son, reported that when his
father or others whom he knew had female babies, Ahmad (3)
would say:

EL ot dale B55 ty aL tL
“The prophets were fathers of girls. And what you
know (of good things) has been reported in regard to
females.”

1. Recorded by Ahmad, Abi Ya‘ld, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 2492 and al-Adab-ul-Mufrad 78).

. Recorded by al-Bukhari (1418, 5995) andMuslim (2629-2630).
3. Tubfat-ul-Mawdiidp. 19.
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2-Emergence of the Sprout 24 Our Precious Sprouts

Importance of Gratitude
Those who receive a favor should show gratitude for it. And who
deserves our gratitude more than our greatest benefactor:
Allah (8)?
Gratitude to Allah ($) is a main objective of worship. A true
believer acknowledges Allah’s favors with gratitude, contentment
and love.

One should strive to be grateful to Allah (@€) in all situations and
circumstances. Gratitude is rendered to Him with the tongue
through words of praise, dedication, and glorification. It is also
rendered with the body and limbs through actions of submission
and obedience.

GRATITUDE IS A QUALITY OF THE MESSENGERS AND BELIEVERS

Gratitude is a quality that Allah (8) praises, and to which He
calls His messengers and their followers. Allah praises His Khalil
(close confidant) Ibrahim (3a) for being grateful to Him:

VEO GOs AG
PN GO gilt pie

JbiasATae
«Verily, Ibrahim was an ummah (a comprehensive
leader), devoutly obedient to Allah, inclining
toward the truth, and was not of those who join
partners with Allah. He was grateful for His

Gary=. i)

(Allah’s) favors. He (Allah) chose him and guided
him to a Straight Path.»

Similarly, Allah (8) praises His prophet Nth’s (#3) gratefulness:

lM OURS SEANGS Uy SbVale

«The offspring of those whom we carried with
Nih—Indeed, he was a grateful servant (to Us).»»”

1. An-Nahil 16:120-121.
2. 17:31.LIsra@
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Our Precious Sprouts 25 2-Emergence of the Sprout

Allah (88) commands all of the believers to adorn themselves
with the virtue of gratitude. He says:

4

oo Bi (YEG SEES GE oe Le fae ol
1Gee

«Oh you who believe, eat of the good things which
A

We have provided for you, and be grateful to
Allah—if it is indeed Him that you worship.»

And He (88) says:

PE PE SESE
«So, remember Me—I will then remember you;
and be grateful to Me, and do not deny Me.»”

Most PEOPLE ARE UNGRATEFUL

EW) 095 J

Despite Allah’s boundless favors upon us, most people are

ungrateful to Him. He (4) says:
idee CO) OGDONG £5 Jens

«And it is He Who gave you hearing, eyesight,
and

hearts. But little are you grateful (to Him).»

oy 23 SUB

Allah (88) also says:

to SKE EIS
«Only few ofMy servants are the grateful.»*

REWARD FOR GRATITUDE AND PUNISHMENT FOR INGRATITUDE

While Allah (8%) promises prosperity and abundance for His
grateful servants, He (8) condemns those who are ungrateful and
promises severe punishment for them. He (4) says:

AL-Bagarah 2:172.

Al-Bagarah 2:152.

As-Sajdah 32:9.

Saba’ 34:13.
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2-Emergence of the Sprout 26 Our Precious Sprouts
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AGO
«And (remember) when your Lord proclaimed, “If
you are grateful (to Me), I will surely give you
more (of My favors). But if you are ungrateful,
indeed, My punishment is surely severe. »

As an example, Allah (3) tells us that He punished the tribe of
Saba’ for their ingratitude:

ln
COD 1S

VSG EE A
«That was their punishment because of their

yo Cae

ingratitude—and do We thus punish except the
ungrateful?»

Gratitude for Having Children
A CHILD Is A GREAT FAVOR FROM ALLAH

One of Allah’s great favors on us is His granting us offspring.
Allah (8%) says:

4 of er Gee Bee ater

5956 Sth Sih © sss,Sic wlYG
etl OD) oS

«So revere and fear the One who provided you

ext

with that which you know: He provided you with
cattle and children, and gardens and springs.»

And Allah (3€) says

loa} Sam
© Serer ee

YY
dull g tbl os Che1229 9

«Allah has given you spouses from yourselves, has

1. Ibrahim 14:7.

. Saba’ 34:17.
3. Ash-Shu‘ar@ 26:132-134.
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Our Precious Sprouts 27 2-Emergence of the Sprout

granted you, from your spouses, children and
grandchildren, and has provided you with good
things for your sustenance.»

RAISING CHILDREN GRATEFULLY

The best way of utilizing a favor that Allah (8) grants us is by
making that favor a source of obedience and a show of gratitude.
This applies to our children.

The believers must strive to raise their offspring to be pious,
submissive to Allah, consistent in their prayers, and responsible
bearers of the da‘wah to Allah. If they do so, they contribute to
their children’s life-long well-being and eternal salvation. If, on
the other hand, they neglect this important duty, they contribute
to their children’s possible eternal ruin.

Abii Hurayrah (#) reported that the Prophet (38) said:

239d ar SeTIS
32
Oa aol JoUp Jo 9

ye Gb oF fa lars ald sfead of

«Every child is born with a pure fifrah (nature)—
until he becomes able to express himself. It is his

_
parents who then turn him into a Jew, a Christian,
a Magian, or a pagan. This is like baby goats: they

al 1!

«Fe Prices

are born intact—can you find any of them (at
birth) with a cut ear?»’

From the moment a child is born, we should exhibit deep
gratitude to Allah for this great favor. We should demonstrate our
gratitude by slaughtering ‘agqigah, implementing various sunnahs
pertaining to a newborn, avoiding violations and bid‘ahs
committed by the ignorant, and striving to raise our child to be a

An-Nahi 16:72.
2. This is a combined narration recorded by al-Bukhari (1358, 1359, 1385, 4775,

6599), Muslim (2658-2659), and others. A similar narration was recorded by
Ahmad, ad-Darimi, and others from al-Aswad Bin Sari‘ (4), and verified to be
authentic by al-Albant (as-Sahihah 402).
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2-Emergence of the Sprout 28 Our Precious Sprouts

righteous individual who will also show gratitude to his
Lord (8).
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3.
NAMING THE NEWBORN

When to Name a Newborn
NAMING ON THE SEVENTH DAY

A newborn should be named during its first few days of life.
According to some reports, this should be done on the seventh
day. Samurah Bin Jundab (45) reported that the

Prophet
(38) said:

(025 FA 4s Ant eels phe A wc NE JS
«Every childis confined by its ‘agigah, which is to
be slaughtered for it on its seventh day. On that
day, it should

also be named, and its head should
be shaved.»'

And ‘Abdullah Bin ‘Amr (#) reported:

(Gall SieNl 233 40Lia 6 3jo Hote seh3115

“The Prophet (32) commanded us to name a newborn
on its seventh day, and

to remove filth off it and

perform its ‘agigah.””
NAMING BEFORE THE SEVENTH DAY

There are authentic reports indicating that the Prophet (4) named
some newborns before the seventh day.

Anas (#4) reported that on the morning following the birth of the
Prophet’s (3) son Ibrahim, the Prophet (3) said:

wl
aad BOEALLch ANS»

1. Recorded by Ahmad, Abi Dawid, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 4541 and Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 1165).

2. Recorded by at-Tirmithi and Ibn Abi Shaybah. Verified to be hasan by al-Albani
(Sahih-ut-Tirmithi 2269).

29
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3-Naming the Newborn 30 Our Precious Sprouts

<A baby-boy was born
for

me this
past night. I

named him after my father’, Ibrahim.”
Anas also reported that as soon as his mother, Umm Sulaym,
gave birth to his younger brother, ‘Abdullah, she told him, “O
Anas, take these dates, and do not let the baby eat anything until
you first hand him to Allah’s Messenger (38) in the morning.”

(2

In the morning, Anas took the baby to the Prophet (3). He found

him wearing a striped cloak and marking some cattle. When he

saw the baby he asked Anas, «Gk. 22, Did Milban’s
daughter deliver?» He replied, “Yes!” He said, eal 335559

«Wait until I finish what I am doing.» He then put away what
he had in his hand, held the baby, and asked, «Fig ical» Did you
bring anything with him?» He replied, “Yes, some dates.”

The Prophet (38) took the dates, chewed on them, mixing them
with his saliva, opened the baby’s mouth, and rubbed the chewed
dates inside his mouth. The baby began to hungrily suck the
sweetness of the dates together with the Prophet’s (38) saliva.
This was the first thing to enter

the
baby’s stomach; and the

Prophet’s (38) said: LA 22 iy iyi
<See how the Ansar love dates!»

Anas then said, “O Allah’s Messenger, give him a name.” The
Prophet (4%) rubbed the baby’s face and named him ‘Abdullah.’

Abi Misa al-Ash‘ari (4) reported:
coalA SESS tha GSE

1. Meaning, “forefather”.

Recorded byMuslim (2315), Abii Dawid, and others.

3. This is a combined report from al-Bukhari (1301, 1502, 5470, 5542, 5842),
Muslim (2144), Ahmad, and others.
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Our Precious Sprouts 31 3-Naming the Newborn

aS AUD 655 aya sd
“A baby-boy was born for me. I took him to the

Prophet (3) who named him Ibrahim, chewed on a
date and made him suck it, invoked blessings for him,
and then gave him back to me.”

Sahl (4) reported that when al-Munthir Bin Abi Usayd was born,
he was brought to the Prophet (38) who » «What is
his name?» His father, Abi’ Usayd, replied, “So-and-so.” The

Prophet (42) said, «320 401 353 (yo «Rather, his name is al-

Munthir.)”
CONCLUSION

asked..42.5

From the above, we see that the Prophet (3%) instructed to name a
newborn on the seventh day. However, his practice shows that he
named some newborns upon birth.

A few among the ‘ulamd’, such as al-Hasan al-Basri(#) and
Imam Malik (4), hold the opinion that it is not permissible to
name a child before the seventh.

Most of the ‘ulama’, however, are of the opinion that naming a
newborn is permissible upon birth, but should not be delayed past
the seventh day.

We find the latter opinion more appropriate for the following
reasons:

1. It is not clear from the Prophet’s (4%) above commands that he
prohibited naming a newborn before the seventh day. In other
words, we do not have a text saying, for example, “Do not
name a baby before the seventh day.”

2. The best way to reconcile between the Prophet’s (#8)
statements and actions is by allowing both of them to hold

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5467, 6198), Muslim (2145), and others.

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (6191), Muslim (2149), and others.
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simultaneously—if possible. This reconciliation is possible in
this case, and there is no need to assume that either of the two
indications abrogates the other.

Thus we conclude—Allah knows best-—-that a newborn should be
named no later than the seventh day from birth.

Who Names the Child?
The ‘ulama’ agree that the father has the first right to name the
newborn. This is because Allah gave him the responsibility of
leading the family. Allah (8%) says:

EAB BSCS IB IND
Yt Leb oat &

«Men are in charge of women by (right of) what
(qualities) Allah has given one over the other and
what they spend (in support) from their wealth.»'

Ibn “Umar
reported

that the
Messenger (38) said:

($585 be S952
5

(eb pays AEE Oe J shitety esols
Gr cedelsfa ieSsh5A5 cabal cs SENG

SFIS aes 5 wha JG15 PSIG lees “yb yas
(485 2 S85 «eo SSS 8 ye af Je
«Each one of you is entrusted with a responsibility
and is accountable for his responsibility. A ruler is
responsible (for his people), and is accountable for
his responsibility. A man is responsible for his
family and is accountable for his responsibility. A
woman is responsible for her husband’s house and
is accountable for her responsibility. A servant is
responsible for his master’s property and is
accountable for his responsibility. And a (young)

1. An-Nis@ 4:34.

3-Naming tne Newborn 32 rrecious sprouts
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man is responsible for his father’s wealth, and is
accountable for his responsibility. Thus, each one
of you has a responsibility and is accountable for
his responsibility.>'

However, it is recommended for the father to show kindness to
his wife by consulting with her and seriously considering her

suggested names, especially if they are within the guidelines of
good names that we discuss below.

It is also permissible for the mother to name her child
independently, provided that the father approves or agrees to this.
Allah (3€) tells us that upon delivering Maryam (Mary), her
mother was the one who named her:

g £55, BASS 5S65 3 UE25th

YO oe JI Bakes 45 SH
Si 555

«When she (Maryam’s mother) delivered her, she
said, “My Lord, I have delivered a female—And
Allah was most Knowing of what she delivered—
and the male is not like the female. And I have
named her

It is also recommended for the parents to consult with individuals
of knowledge and wisdom who can help them find the most
suitable names for their offspring.

Giving a Good Name

The parents are required to choose a good name for their
newborn. A good name is a name that is known to be pleasing to
Allah (8%), approved by His Messenger, or acceptable to the
righteous ‘ulamd’ of Islam.

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (893, 2409, 2554, 2558, 2751, 5188, 5200, 7138),
Muslim (1829), and others.

2. Al ‘Imran 3:36.

Uur Prrecious Sprouts 33 the Newborn3-Namin
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Maryam.”»
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3-Naming the Newborn 34 Our Precious Sprouts

Bakr Abii Zayd (3) said:
“The ‘ulama’ agree that it is obligatory to name
both males and females ...

If the parent violates this shar‘i fact, and selects
(for the newborn) a name disapproved by the shar‘
or not possible to accommodate by the Arabic
language, this choice would produce a conflict and
contradiction between the child’s dignity as a
human being and a Muslim and the improperly
chosen title ...

A name is the first thing that faces a newborn
when it exits from the darkness of the womb. It is
the first description that distinguishes it from other
human beings. It is the first long-lasting act that a
parent does for the newborn. It is the first process
through which a newborn enters into the nation’s
record. ...

Thus we see, as stated by Ibn-ul-Qayyim (4), that
most of the lowly people have names suiting their
status, and most of the honorable and decent
people have names suiting their status ...

Indeed, the names affect the named ones: in terms
of beauty or ugliness, cheerfulness or repulsion,
and kindness or harshness.

Thus, O Muslim—may Allah bless what He grants
you—be good toward your newborn, yourself, and
your nation by selecting a name that is pleasant in
utterance and in meaning.”

Therefore, the parents should carefully appraise the name that
they want to give to their child, making sure that it has a good
meaning, sounds pleasant, and is suitable in other regards.

1. Tasmiyat-ul-Mawlidpp. 20-24.
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Our Precious Sprouts 35 3-Naming the Newborn

Recommended Names

There are guidelines to be considered when looking for a name
for one’s child. These guidelines are discussed in the following
subsections. Appendix I presents lists ofnames for boys and girls
that mostly fulfill these guidelines.
NAMES OF ‘UBUDIYYAH

The best two names are: ‘Abdullah and ‘Abd-ur-Rahman. Ibn
‘Umar and other companions (#) reported that the Prophet (3%)
said:

Ate5 al Le cat J eM op

<Indeed, the most beloved names to Allah are:
‘Abdullah and ‘Abd-ur-Rahman.»

These two names describe their bearers as being ‘ibdd (servants
and worshipers) of Allah. They reflect the true purpose of a
person’s existence: ‘ubudiyyah or servitude to Allah, as
Allah (8) says:

ob Ml € @) atesY EULk 5D
«I only created jinns and humans to worship Me.»

SYS

Furthermore, these two names declare servitude to Allah through
His two foremost excellent names: Allah and ar-Rahman, which
are mentioned in the following:

Vie ol aM efGANGLG A SAT Sp
«Say, “Call upon Allah or call upon ar-Rahman.
Whichever (name) you call (is acceptable, because)
to Him belong the best names.”»’

ye

The first name, ‘Abdullah, was the most common among the
sahabah (#). Approximately three-hundred companions carried

1. Recorded byMuslim (2132), Ibn Majah, and others.

2. Ath-Thariyat 51:56.
3. Al-Isra’ 17:110.
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3-Naming the Newborn 36 Our Precious Sprouts

it. The very first child that was born for the Muhajirin in al-
Madinah was named ‘Abdullah Bin az-Zubayr (#).
We can see from the above dayah that it is also recommended to
give names expressing servitude to any ofAllah’s other authentic
excellent names. A full list ofAllah’s excellent names is included
in Appendix B.

Note that one may not rely on fabricated and baseless narrations
in order to demonstrate the recommendation of names of
servitude. The following narration, for example, is fabricated:

"gto Neto cs
“The most beloved names to Allah are those
expressing servitude.”

ul

And the following is another often-mentioned narration that has
absolutely no basis in any of the books ofhadith:

" gsSe; Xe bai Cat
“The most beloved

names
Allah are those

expressing servitude or praise.”
NAMES WITH REALISTIC MEANINGS

helo
to

It is recommended to give or carry names whose meanings are

realistic, avoiding excessiveness or exaggeration. Abi. Wahb al-
Jushami (4) reported that the Prophet (4) said:

ON AHN ie all Le
see

egy
«Bg rel 235. gee

<The best of names are: ‘Abdull4h and ‘Abd-ur-
Rahman. The most truthful names are: Hammam
(planner) and Hiarith (cultivator). And the worst

1. Verified to be fabricated by al-Albani (ad-Da‘ifah 408).
2. Verified to be baseless by al-Albani (ad-Da'‘ifah 411).
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names are: Harb (war) and Murrah (bitter).>!
Two good names mentioned in this hadith are Hammam and
Harith. They both reflect true qualities that are within human
nature. Every human is a planner and maker of decisions—
whether good or bad. And every human’s actions in this life
cultivate crops—whether good or bad.

Since bearing these two names would not constitute exaggeration
or lying, the Prophet (32) considered them truthful.

Other names that fulfill the same criteria of being truthful and
modest should also be good to bear.

NAMES OF THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD

It is indeed recommended to bear the name of Allah’s
Messenger (3%), because he is our example and the finest of
humanity. Furthermore, he invited the Muslims to carry his name.

Jabir, Abi: Hurayrah, and Anas (4) reported that the Prophet (3%)
said:

,

CERI get (ESA) yee

<Give (or carry) my name, but not my kunyah
(nickname).»”

This permission applies to the Prophet’s (3) original name,
“Muhammad”, or its synonyms, such as “Ahmad” or “Mahmiid”.
It does not apply to other names or qualifiers describing specific
acts of the Prophet (8), as in the following hadith. The second
part of this hadith is discussed below in the section of “kunyah”.
Jubayr Bin Mut‘im (#) reported that the Prophet (3) said:

U5 ig?dil 205 ill oti hy Gath of
‘leaf Jap

1. Recorded by Ibn Wahb (in al-Jami'‘). Verified to be authentic by al-Albani (as-
Sahihah 904, 1040).

2. Recorded by al-Bukh&ri (110, 2120-2121, 3114-3115, 3537-3539, 6187-6188,
6196-6197), Muslim (2131, 2133-2134), and others.-
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<I have various names:
1. Iam Muhammad (the often-praised);
2. Iam Ahmad (the highly praised);
3. I am al-Ma&hi (wiper) because Allah wipes

away disbelief through me;
4. I am al-Hashir (the gatherer) because all

people will be gathered behind me (on
Judgment Day);

5. And I am al-‘Aqib (the succeeder) because
there is no prophet after me.»'

It should be noted that naming a child Muhammad is
recommended but not obligatory. One should beware of
excessive fabricated hadiths in this regard, such as the following:

“Anyone who has three sons and failed to name one of
them “Muhammad” has indeed acted ignorantly.””

Another related baseless hadith is the one mentioned earlier:

“The most beloved names to Allah are those
expressing servitude or praise.”°

And still another one is:

“Whoever is granted a baby-boy and names him
“Muhammad” for the blessing in this name, he and his
newborn will be admitted into Jannah.”

NAMES OF OTHER PROPHETS

It is recommended to bear names ofprophets because they are the
most righteous of humanity, and Allah (8) chose them as His

Recorded by al-Bukhari (3532, 4896), Muslim (2354), and others.

Verified to be fabricated by al-Albant (ad-Da' ifah 437).
Verified to be baseless by al-Albani (ad@-Da‘ifah 411).
Verified to be fabricated by al-Albani (ad@-Da‘ifah 171).
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Our Precious Sprouts 39 3-Naming the Newborn

envoys to humanity.

In addition, Allah directly named some ofHis prophets, such as

Yahya (John) and ‘Is& (Jesus). Allah (88) says:

wee 4O G2 oth os SoeAcct ph Gotsdoc

«(He was told,) “O Zakariyya, indeed We bring
you good tidings of a son whose name will be
Yahya, and whose

name We never gave to anyone
before him.”»'

And He (88) says:

255 NG KANG
£0 Ol ST eh oISe Coes

«And when the angels said, “O Maryam (Mary),
indeed Allah gives you tidings of a word from Him

wee

whose name will be the Masth (Messiah), ‘Isa, Son
ofMaryam.”»”

Sometimes, the Prophet (3) named newborns after prophets.

Anas (4) reported that on the morning following the birth of the
Prophet’s (4) son Ibrahim, the Prophet (38) said:

Cellaf pb 158 Hig 39{

<A baby-boy was born for me this
past night.

I
named him after my forefather, Ibrahim.

AbiMisa al-Ash‘ari (4) reported:

Gall CSE AE LH}

(Gy25535 aSALS1655 33aKS
oles «,

Maryam 19:7.

. Al ‘Imran3:45.
3. Recorded byMuslim (2315), Abi Dawiid, and others.
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“A baby-boy was born for me. I took him to the
Prophet (3) who named him Ibrahim, chewed on a
date and made him suck it, invoked blessings for him,
and then gave him back to me.””

YisufBin ‘Abdillah Bin Salam reported:
rete rs

My

Se co ee Se Cat gs la)
“The Prophet (48) named me Yusuf, sat me on his lap,
and rubbed his hand over my head.””

Naming children after prophets and righteous individuals was an
old practice among the earlier nations. Al-Mughirah Bin
Shu‘bah reported that he once traveled to Nijran (in Yemen)
and was asked by some Christians there:

“You recite in your book regarding Maryam (Mary):
VA way € «O Sister ofHaran (Aaron) ...»°

However, Harin and Miisé (Moses) preceded ‘Isa
(Jesus) by numerous years.”

So when he came back to al-Madinah, he asked the Prophet (3)
about this, and the Prophet (3) explained to him:

CGS 5 oly
«Indeed, they used to bear names of their

prophetsand righteous people who preceded them.»

NAMES OF RIGHTEOUS PEOPLE

Next to the prophets, the most esteemed individuals to us are
other righteous scholars of Islam, headed by the Prophet’s
companions (#). They are the inheritors of the knowledge of

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5467, 6198), Muslim (2145), and others.

2. Recorded by Ahmad, at-Tirmithi (in ash-Shamda’il), and al-Bukhari (in al-Adab-
ul-Mufrad). Verified to be authentic by al-Albani (Mukhtasar-ush-Shamail 292
and Sahih-ul-Adab-il-Mufrad 834).

3. Maryam 19:28.

Recorded byMuslim (2135).
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Our Precious Sprouts 41 3-Naming the Newborn

prophethood, and the teachers of goodness. Their favors and
benefits are tremendous to all people. Thus, they are the best
examples to take, and it would honor a person to carry one of
their names.

Therefore, it is recommended to name one’s children after the
sahdbah (&), headed by the Four Rightly Guided Successors
(Abi Bakr, “Umar, ‘Uthmifn, and ‘Ali), the Mothers of the
Believers, and the family of the Prophet @). It is also
recommended to name after other individuals among the
salaf (#5) who were known for knowledge and virtue.

Ascribing the Child to the Father
ASCRIBING THE CHILD TO His FATHER IS MANDATORY

A child should be ascribed to his (or her) true father, and not to
the mother or some other person. Thus, if the child’s name is
Zayd and the father’s is ‘Amr, the child is called Zayd Bin ‘Amr
(Zayd son of ‘Amr). Allah (88) says:

Vl of SA ne LCST

KGS alll pace
«Ascribe them to their fathers; it is more just to
Allah. But if you do not know their fathers—then
they are still your brothers in religion and your
allies.»)'

a” oS hoePred pagal

IPNI

Even on Judgment Day, people will be ascribed to their fathers.
Ibn ‘Umar () reported that Allah’s Messenger (3%) said:

Kye 8 yh hes Se oe Ff THeOQ opQS olka”
65215) 4 A552Goll opjae ¢

<On the Day of Resurrection, a banner will be
raised over a traitor saying, “This is for the
treachery of so-and-so son of so-and-so (man).

1. Al-Ahzab 33:5.

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (6177-6178), Muslim (1735), and others.
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Note that this hadith refutes the claim made in a fabricated
hadith:

“On Judgment Day, the people will be called by their
mothers.”

ASCRIBING THE CHILD TO OTHER THAN His FATHER IS A MAJOR SIN

In Islam, ascribing a child to other than the true father is a major
sin. Its punishment is denial of Jannah in the hereafter.

Sa‘d Bin Abi Waqqas and Abi Bakrah (#) reported that the

Prophet (3) said:

(aleFe LG af 8 Fees 55 caf ES 5Lest Voy

<Anyone who relates himself to other than his
(true) father, knowing that he is not his father,
Jannah will then be prohibited for him.)

Abi Hurayrah (4) reported that the Prophet (3) said:

548 545al 2C5 “ys SEU 6 pes ¥ )

<Do not disown your fathers. Disowning one’s
fatheris (an act of) kufr”

Abi Tharr reported that the Prophet (4) said:

FN 65EY oles 505 esol A) 251 85 Ga

Gs ties Hedy he BBS

Oe

<Any man who knowingly assigns himself to other
than his father is a ka@fir (in this act). And anyone
who claims ownership (or lineage) thatis not his iisnot one of us, and he will have a seatin the Fire.>

1. Recorded by Ibn ‘Adiyy from Anas and by at-Tabarani from Ibn ‘Abbas.
Verified to be fabricated by al-Albani (ad-Da‘ ifah 433,434).

. Recorded by al-Bukhari (4326-4327, 6766-6767), Muslim (63), and others.

3. Recorded by al-Bukhari (6768), Muslim (62), and others.

Recorded by al-Bukhari (3508), Muslim (61), and others.
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‘Ali and Anas reported that the Prophet (38) said:(#)
et OF

feSBI gh neM65 co

lg SSL;aCunardoy POP

who relates himself to other than his
(true) father, or associates himself with other than
his (true) masters, upon him will be the curse of
Allah, the Angels, and all people.»’

«Anyone

‘Abdullah Bin ‘Amr reported that the Prophet (3) said:

of 55 bg Fd Gao

(a)
(oa VY cS blest

<It is an act of disbelief to deny a (true) lineage—
slight though it might be, as well as to claim an
untrue lineage.»

‘Abdullah Bin ‘Amr also reported that the Prophet (38) said:

Eh al BSF510
UGE Sad

Sines
i

de
YR

O15

<Anyone who relates himself to other than his
(true) father will not smell the fragrance of
Jannah, even though its fragrance can be found
from a travel distance of seventy years.)

ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN

The above rule has an exception in the case of an illegitimate
child who is conceived as a result of a zind relationship. An
illegitimate child may not be ascribed to the biological father—
even if the father is known beyond doubt.

Recorded by al-Bukhari (111, 1870), Muslim (1370), Abii Dawid, and others.

2. Recorded by Ahmad and at-Tabarani (in as-Saghir). Verified to be authentic by
al-Albani (Sahth-ut-Targhib wat-Tarhib 1987).

3. Recorded by Ahmad. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani (Sahih-ut-Targhib
wat-Tarhib 1988).
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Abi Hurayrah (#) (and more than twenty’ other companions)
narrated that Allah’s Messenger (38) said:

«35d las cola)
<The child belongs to the owner of the mattress;
and the adulterer deserves a stone.» ”

Sp

More specifically, ‘A’ishah («) reported that, after the conquest
of Makkah, Sa‘d Bin Abi Waqqias and ‘Abd Bin
went to the Prophet (3%) to resolve a dispute between them.

Zam ‘ah

Sa‘d (4) said, “This child is my nephew. My brother ‘Utbah Bin
AbiWaqgis testified to me that he is his son, and you can see his
resemblance to him.”

‘Abd Bin Zam‘ah (4s) said, “He is my brother, from my father’s
slave woman. He was born on my father’s mattress.” -

Inspecting the child, the Prophet (3) observed an obvious
resemblance between him and ‘Utbah’. Yet, he (4%) said:

alls«tallgh 35 ke ga
<He is yours, O ‘Abd Bin Zam‘ah. The child
belongs to (the owner of) the mattress; and the
adulterer deserves a stone.»

Turning to his wife, Sawdah, the Prophet (#8) added, & see
«3544 «Keep your hijab in his presence, O Sawdah.» So the

disputed child never saw Sawdah after that.”®

pan

3

Reported by Ibn Hajar from Ibn ‘Abd-il-Barr in Fath-ul-Bari 12:47 (under 6750).
Recorded by al-Bukhari (6750, 6818), Muslim (1458), and others.

He was the brother of Sawdah Bint Zam‘ah (sé), one of the Prophet’s wives.
This child, whose name was ‘Abd-ur-Rahman Bin Zam‘ah, was born as a result
of a zind relationship that was accepted during Jahiliyyah as a form ofmarriage.
A woman would have intercourse with different men. Should she deliver a child,
they would attribute him to the man that it resembled the most.

5. Recorded by al-Bukhari (2053, 2218, 2421, 2533, 2745, 4303, 6749-6750, 6765,
6817-6818, 7182), Muslim (1457-1458), and others.
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This hadith indicates that an illegitimate child belongs to the
owner of the mattress on which it was conceived, or to the

legitimate husband (or master) of the mother at the time of
conception, regardless of other claims or chances. This holds
whether the concerned individuals were Muslim or not when the
child was conceived.

This is the most correct opinion in regard to this issue.’ Laws of
inheritance and family relations should follow this understanding.

As for the Prophet’s (4) command to Sawdah to cover herself
from ‘Abd-ur-Rahman, despite the fact that he is considered her
brother, it is out of precaution and protection for the Mothers of
the Believers, because of the great similarity that the Prophet (4)
found between him and ‘Utbah.

Note that this does not condone the great sin that the two partners
committed in their illegitimate contact, for which they deserve a
severe punishment under the /s/a@mic law and incur a great burden
of sin on Judgment Day.”
From the above hadith we also conclude that a child conceived
by a free (non-slave) single woman should carry her name. For
example, if her name was Lubna Bint Charles Johnson and his
name was Sami, his full name would then be Sami Bin Lubna
Bint Charles Johnson.

Surnames
DEFINITION

A surname, also called last name or family name, is a name
carried by all members of the same family.

Historically, surnames derived from tribe names or nicknames. A
nickname is a descriptive name usually given to a person instead
of, or in addition to, the actual name; it derives from the person’s
occupation, appearance, locality, or other matters.

1. Review Fath-ul-Bari 12:39-48 (under 6749-6750).
2. The Author provides a detailed discussion ofzind in, “Closer than a Garment”.
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In recent times, most countries have adopted surnames as a
means of distinguishing between families and keeping track of
family lineage. This is important for marriage, custody,
inheritance, and other purposes.

In many Muslim countries, the use of surnames has led to

dropping the Islamic way of nomenclature whereby a man is
ascribed to his father with the term ibn or bin (son), and a woman
with bint (daughter).

Despite government and legal requirements, a Muslim should
continue to present himself using the Islamic naming method in
correspondence, introductions, and so on. Thus, if his name is
Salim, his father’s is Rafiq, and his surname is Carpenter, he
should introduce himself as Salim Bin Rafiq Carpenter.
CHANGING THE SURNAME

We showed that it is prohibited to ascribe oneself to other than
one’s true father. This does not necessarily apply to changing
one’s surname. As is discussed above, the surname is different
from the father’s name. Changing the surname, therefore, is

permissible if it does not cause confusion in regard to one’s
lineage—whether legally or in the minds of some people.

Assume, for example, that a woman’s name before she accepted
Islam was Christina, and her father’s was Charles Johnson. Thus,
her full name was Christina Bint Charles Johnson. After
embracing Islam, she wanted to change her first name to Lubna
and her surname to ‘Abdullah. Her new name would then be
Lubna ‘Abdullah Bint Charles Johnson, which is often shortened
to Lubna ‘Abdullah. This is permissible if it does not result in
losing her lineage to her father or cause confusion in her
relationships.
CARRYING THE HUSBAND’S SURNAME

A common practice in many countries nowadays, including some
Muslim countries, is to legally change a woman’s surname to her
husband’s surname uponmarriage.
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As discussed in the previous subsection, this is permissible and
does not fall under the prohibition of attributing oneself to other
than one’s father. However, if the woman has the option of
keeping her maiden surname, she should do so rather than follow
this non-Isl&mic practice.

Bearing a Kunyah
DEFINITION AND RECOMMENDATION

In general, “kunyah” is a nickname given to a person instead of,
or in addition to, the actual name. In this book, however, we
apply “kunyah” to a specific type of nicknames: It is a
combination of two terms consisting of a name preceded by the
word Abu (father) or Umm (mother). Depending on its position in
a sentence, Ab# may appear as Abd or Abi. Most often, the name
used in the kunyah is the bearer’s eldest child. But, as we will
show below, this is not a necessary condition.

In less common cases, the name is preceded by Jbn (son) or Bint
(daughter) instead ofAbu or Umm.

Bearing a kunyah and addressing people by their kunyahs is an
old Arab etiquette that was condoned by Islam. It was practiced
by the Prophet (4), his companions, and the righteous Muslims
through the ages. Addressing a person with his kunyah is a show
of respect and esteem. Thus, it is recommended for a Muslim to
bear a kunyah and to address others by their kunhahs.
BEARING A KUNYAH BEFORE HAVING CHILDREN

Contrary to common understanding, it is recommended for a
Muslim to bear a kunyah even without having offspring.
Hamzah Bin Suhayb reported that ‘Umar said to Suhayb,
“Why do you use Abii Yahya as your Aunyah even though you do
not have a son (called Yahya)?” Suhayb (4) replied:

OF hati J25yt
“Allah’s Messenger (38) gave me the kunyah of Abi

(#)
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Yahya.”
Furthermore, a person’s kunyah does not necessarily need to
contain the name of one of his (or her) children. Many of the
companions (#) were known with a kunyah that did not derive
from a child’s name. Examples: Abi Bakr, Aba Hafs
Abi Hurayrah, Abi Tharr, Abi Sulayman (Khalid Bin
Abi Salamah, etc.

(‘Umar),
al- Walid),

GIVING KUNYAH TO A CHILDLESS WOMAN

It is also recommended for a woman to carry a kunyah, even if
she does not have an offspring.

‘A’ishah (w&) reported that she once said to the Prophet (38), “O
Allah’s Messenger, why do you not give me a kunyah?” He
replied:

cable FFG tt oeal 53 eh
«Carry a kunyah after your sister’s son, ‘Abdullah
(Bin az-Zubayr). So you are Umm ‘Abdillah.»”

Commenting on this hadith, al-Albani (2) said:
“This indicates that it is recommended to carry a

kunyah, even for those who do not have children. This
is an Islamic etiquette that, as far as I know, is
unparalleled by other nations. Thus, all Muslims, men
and women, should adhere to it and drop what has
invaded them of foreign customs ...””

GIVING KUNYAH TO CHILDREN

It is also permissible to give kunyahs to children and address
them by their kunyahs. This is part of the Arab and Islimic
tradition that the Prophet (38) approved and practiced.

L. Recorded by Ibn Majah, al-Hakim, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albant (as-Sahihah 44).

2. Recorded by Ahmad, Abi Dawiid, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 132 and Sahih-ul-Adab-il-Mufrad 850,851).

3. Ag-Sahihah vol..1.1 p. 257.
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Anas (4) reported that Allah’s Messenger (4%) often visited
Anas’s family. On one of his visits, he saw a young brother of
Anas looking sad. The Messenger (3) asked, LS wr «What is
the matter with him?> He was told that he had a small bird that
died. So he said to him:

PES je a peetfi
<O Abi ‘Umayr, what happened to the birdie?»’

Umm Khalid Bint Khalid reported that once the Prophet (4)
was brought some garments among which was a small black

khamisah? with green or yellow impressions. He asked his

companions, (ize! ois 4255 5555 +2) «To which girl do you
think we should give this shirt?» They all remained silent. So he

said, «Jt a dg> <Bring me Umm Khalid.» She was carried
before the Prophet (4) wearing a yellow dress, and he put the

garment on her with his own hands while saying:

tee)

ate phish apafe yf ah yfwes Bh es HENS BT ale ls ub
Relate BR eyeCE Al GLa (ha She Ol Ea La

«May you wear out and replace (your clothes), then
wear out and replace, and then wear out and
replace. This is pretty, OQ

Umm Khilid! This is
pretty, O Umm Khalid!)°

THE PROPHET’S KUNYAH

It is not permissible to bear the Prophet’s (4) Aunyah: Abul-
Qasim. It is further preferable to avoid naming one’s eldest son
Qasim because, by common tradition, the father would be called
Abul-Qasim.

Recorded by al-Bukhari (6129, 6203), Muslim (659, 2150), and others.

2. Khamisah: A black or red garment or shirt made of silk or wool with little
colored impressions.

light

3. Recorded by al-Bukhari (3071, 5823, 5845, 5993), Abii Dawid, and others.
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Jabir Bin ‘Abdillah (#) reported that a boy was born for a man
from among the Ansar, so he named him al-Qasim. The other
Ansar said to him, “We will not address you as Abul-Qasim, and
will not please your eye with this.” When the Prophet (4) heard
about this he said:

~ os

ew} eepS YS VyasLas eeUI

OS SENG GIs Xi TL CLS
<The Ansar have done well! Carry my name but
not my kunyah. I have only been made a qdsim
(distributor) because I distribute and judge among
you. So, carry my name but not my kunyah.»

Be

The Prophet (38) then said to the man, 46) c=) <Name

your son ‘Abd-ur-Rahman.»'
oe ae

Abi Hurayrah and Anas reported that the Prophet (4) said:
© EEN SVG pth (ED Loc

<Give (or carry) my name, but not my kunyah.»’
Some reports of this hadith from Anas indicate that the

Prophet (3) said this when a man was calling another man
saying, “O Abul-Qasim!” The Prophet (3) thought that he meant
him and turned to look at him. The man then explained, “I did not
mean you, O Allah’s essenger

‘Ali reported that he said to the Prophet @), “O Allah’s
Messenger, if I am granted a son after you, may I give him your
name and your kunyah?” The Prophet (2) replied, <Yes.»*

(#)

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (3114-3115, 3538, 6186-6187, 6189, 6196), Muslim
(2133), and others.

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (110, 2120-2121, 3537, 3539, 6188, 6197), Muslim
(2131, 2134), and others.

3. Recorded by al-Bukhari (2120-2121, 3537), Muslim (2131), and others.

Recorded by Abii Dawid, at-Tirmithi, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
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Commenting on the various views regarding this issue, Ibn-ul-
Qayyim (2) said:

“The disapproval (of using the Prophet’s (48) kunyah)
has three reasons:

1. Giving this description (Qasim) to those who do
not deserve it ... because his (#) division (of
wealth) among people was according to Allah’s
command, unlike the division of kings who might
give or deny according to desire.

2.. Concern about confusion (between the

Prophet (38) and someone else) when addressing
or calling ... as was the case whena caller said to
the Prophet (8), ‘I did not mean you.’ ...

3. Using both the Prophet’s name and kunyah
removes the benefit of having a distinction (in
name) for him ...

The first reason makes it prohibited to carry the
Prophet’s (4) kAunyah during his life and after his
death. The second reason limits the prohibition to his
lifetime. The third reason only prohibits carrying his
name and his kunyah simultaneously ...”'

Prohibited Names
NAMES EXPRESSING SERVITUDE TO OTHER THAN ALLAH

There is a consensus among the Muslim ‘ulama’” that it is
prohibited to use a name expressing servitude to other than Allah
by means of terms such as ‘abd (slave) and ghulam (servant).
Examples: ‘Abd-ur-Rastil (Messenger’s slave), ‘Abd ‘Ali, ‘Abd-
ul-Husayn, ‘Abd-ul-Ka‘bah, ‘Abd-ul-‘Uzza, ‘Abd Shams (Slave
of the Sun), Ghulam Rasil, Ghulam Muhammad, and so on.

Albani (as-Sahihah. 6:1081-1082).
1. Tubfat-ul-Mawdidp. 90.
2. Review Ibn Taymiyyah’s al-Fatawa 1:378.

vVur rrecious Sprouts Pl 3_Waming the
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It is also prohibited to use a name expressing servitude to an
unauthentic name ofAllah, such as ‘Abd-ul-Magsiid or ‘Abd-us-
Sattar. A list of the most common names without evidence is
presented at the end ofAppendix B.
NAMES AND DESCRIPTIONS SPECIFIC TO ALLAH

Among Allah’s (8) excellent names, there are some that may be
applied to people. For example, Allah is al-Basir (the Seeing) and
a human is basir (seeing). Obviously, the human’s sight is limited
whereas Allah’s is not.

On the other hand, there are some excellent names that are unique
and specific to Allah (8%) and may not be applied to any of His
creation. They include: Allah, ar-Rahman, al-Ahad, al-Khallaq,
al-Bari’, as-Samad, al-Qayyiim, ar-Razzaq, al-Jabbar, and al-
Mutakabbir.

The reader is referred to Appendix II for a complete list of
Allah’s names together with their meanings.

It is also prohibited to apply to a human being a description that
is Allah’s sole right, such as King of Kings or Judge of Judges,
Supreme Owner of the Dominion, Knower of the Ghayb, and so
on. Abii Hurayrah (4) reported that Allah’s Messenger (38) said:

Ge ASNGs padhe oath
<On Resurrection Day, the most corrupt name to
Allah will be that of a man who was called King of

fed taal

Kings. There is no (true) king except Allah.»’
NAMES OF NONBELIEVERS AND TYRANTS

It is prohibited to carry names of known nonbelievers, tyrants,
and other deviant individuals. Examples: Shaytan (Satan),
Khinzib (a devil), Fir‘awn (Pharaoh), Haman (Pharaoh’s
general), Qariin, Cleopatra, Qaysar (Caesar), Kisra, and so on.

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (2605-2606), Muslim (2143), and others.
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Disapproved Names
NAMES SPECIFICALLY DISAPPROVED BY THE PROPHET

There are names that the Prophet (3) specifically disapproved.
‘Umar (4) reported that the Prophet (4%) said:

85555 ells (eeeet:peeSif “si«Babs OmYoke
<If I live long enough, I will surely prohibit namingRabah, Najth, Aflah, Barakah, Nafi‘, and Yasar.

And Jabir Bin ‘Abdillah (&) reported:

bs kas alls 15 ey Sahl 3s gal

sib a8
SES

TS gis des

(155 3S 2 fae sich SS 82 545
“The Prophet (3) intended to prohibit naming Ya‘la
(high), Barakah, Aflah, Yasar, Nafi‘, and so on. But
he did not say or do anything in this regard until he
passed away. ‘Umar

then intended to prohibit this, but
he later

8% 1315

o3e'
ans SUS omy

38

stopped.

On the other hand, Samurah Bin Jundab (4) reported:
ax5 A353

grea J 95 seeal ok aul

"

elsall
“Allah’s Messenger (32) prohibited us from naming
our slaves as Aflah (successful), Nafi' (useful), Rabah
(winner), or Yasar (facilitation).”°

19 THIS

Samurah also reported that the Prophet (3) said:(#)

1. Recorded by at-Tirmithi, Ibn Majah, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 2143).

. Recorded byMuslim (2138) and others.

3. Recorded byMuslim (2136), IbnMajah (3730), and others.
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<« Do not name your servant Rabah or Aflah or
Yasar or Najih (successful), because it would be
said, “Is he there?” And the answer could be,
“No!”)!

Commenting on the above narrations, al-Albani (4) said:
“According to Jabir’s (4) knowledge, the Prophet (3)
passed away without prohibiting these names.
However, Samurah Bin Jundab (4) reported that he

prohibited them.”

Yet, it is important to note that the Prophet (4%) had a servant
named Rabah, and he did not alter his name. ‘Umar (#) reported:

cal S55 ee chyGp seeksgal th)

Ohh J25 Fegost eis yt 2386
“When Allah’s Messenger (3) abstained from his
wives’, I saw his servant Rabah and told him, ‘O
Rabah, take permission for me to see Allah’s

Based on the above reports, we note the following:
1. Some of the disapproved names constitute self-praise or

glorification, such as Rabah and Nafi‘.

Some of the disapproved names describe good qualities that
would reflect unpleasant meanings when put in a negation
context. This is because the negation may appear as though it

Recorded byMuslim (2136-2137), Abi Dawid, and others.

As-Sahihah (5:177).
This incident is discussed in detail in the Author’s, “The Fragile Vessels”.
Recorded by al-Bukhari (2468, 4913, 5191, 5843), Muslim (1479), and others.
Note that the servant’s name is onlymentioned inMuslim’s reports.
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refers to the good quality rather than the name. For example,
if a person called Barakah (blessing) departs from a place,
one would say, “Blessing has departed,” and if he is not
present, one would say, “Blessing is not here.” Such
statements might bring pessimism to ignorant individuals.

3. The Prophet (32) had a servant named “Rabah”—one of the
disapproved names. Also, many knowledgeable individuals
during and after the Prophet’s (3) time carried such names.

4. According to most ‘ulama’, the names mentioned in the
above hadiths are not strongly prohibited but are merely
makrih (disliked). An-Nawawi (2) said:
“It is disapproved to give these names or others of
similar meanings. This disapproval is of the level of
dislike and not of prohibition. As clarified by the
Prophet (3), the reason for this dislike is that one may
ask, “Is he there?” And the answer could be, “No!”
This answer is unpleasant and might lead some people
to pessimism.”

5. The same ruling of disapproval might apply to other names of
similar meanings. Ibn-ul-Qayyim (#%) said:

“.. Similar to this are: Mubarak (blessed), Muflih
(successful), Khayr (goodness), Surir (happiness),
Ni‘mah (bounty), and the like. The reason for which
the Prophet (4) disliked the four (earlier) names
applies to these as well ...””

UcLy NAMES

Names of repulsive meaning or pronunciation could cause
mockery and bring awkwardness to their bearers. Islim
disapproves such names that conflict with the Prophet’s (#8)
recommendation of carrying good names.

1, Al-Minhaj (2137).
2. Tahfat-ul-Mawdiud p. 74.
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In a hadith that we cited earlier from Abii Wahb al-Jushami (45),
the Prophet (48) said:

5525OF el SM ZS)

<The worst of names are: Harb (war) and Murrah
(bitter).>'

Obviously, these two names have ugly meanings. We will see
below that the Prophet (38) often changed ugly names to good
ones. For example, he changed Shihab (a burning comet) because
it represents fire and destruction, and he changed Hazn because it
represents harshness.

At-Tabari (#) said:
“One should not carry names of ugly meanings, self-
praise, or that reflect a curse—even if those names
were proper nouns for individuals and were not
intended for the literal meaning they represent. Such
names are disapproved because, on hearing them, one
would think that they are descriptions of their bearers.
Thus, the Prophet (3) altered some people’s names to
names that truly described their bearers.””

WESTERN AND NON-ARABIC NAMES

A Muslim should not give his child a name originating from
outside the Islamic culture, because this expresses glorification of
those cultures. Examples include: Jacklyn, Julie, Diana, Susan,
Victoria, Emily, Gloria, Lara, Linda, Maya, Heidy, Yara, Mervat,
Shirin, and Nivin. In addition, when some of those names are
traced to their roots, they are found to have un-Islamic original
meanings, such as pagan gods.

Also, some Muslims, including Arabs, use names of Arabic
origins that were converted to other languages, such as Turkish
and Persian. Examples: Jawdat, Midhat, Najdat, Safwat, ‘Ismat,

1. Recorded by Ibn Wahb (in Verified to be authentic by al-Albani (as-
Sahihah 904, 1040).

2. Reported by Ibn Hajar in Fath-ul-Bari 10:707 (under 6193).
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Ra ‘fat, Haqgi, Fawzi, Majdi, Ramzi, Raja’i, Rushdi, etc. Such
names should be replaced by their original Arabic equivalents.
Examples: Ra’ fat > Ra’tf; Fawzi > Safwat > Safi.Fa iz;
Also, a genre of ugly names that have crept into some Muslim
communities are names that have no meaning in any language
and are more like names of dogs and cats. Examples: Zizi, Fifi,
Mimi, etc.
NAMES OF SINGERS, ACTORS, AND OTHER SINNERS

It is disliked to bear names of movie stars, singers, musicians,
sports champions, and other celebrities. Such individuals are not
good role models in Islam. Therefore, they do not deserve to be

given a position of importance in our lives or the lives of our
offsprings.
GIRLS’ NAMES INDICATING PASSION OR BODILY ATTRACTION

Parents should avoid giving their daughters names that reflect
intimacy, lust, attraction, or seduction. In addition to being far
from the way of the salaf, such names carry an implicit invitation
to sin and corruption.

Al-Albani (4) said:
“Among the ugly names that have become prevalent
in our time, and should be changed ... are names such
as: Wisal (lovers’ union), Siham (arrows of love),
Nahid (full-breasted woman), Ghadah (sensual
woman), Fitnah (temptation), and so on.”

Bakr Abi Zayd says:

“... And those infatuated, mushy, and silly names:
Ahlam (dreams), Arij (fragrance), Taghrid (chirping),
Ghadah, Fatin (temptress), Nahid, Huyam? (... and so
on, in a list that would be too long to mention.”

1. As-Sahihah vol. 1.1, p. 427.

Huyam: Passionate love; insanity caused by extreme infatuation.

3. Tasmiyat-ul-Mawlid p. 8.
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COMBINED NAMES

It is also disliked to use names that are made up by combining
two or more words. The only exceptions to this are the names of
servitude to Allah that we discussed earlier.

Many of the combined names consist of a descriptive word
combined with the words “din (religion)”, “Islam”, Allah, or

“haqq (truth)”. They usually constitute excessive praise for their
bearers. Examples:

Such names were never used by the sahdbah or the early
righteous Muslims, and mostly came to Islim from non-Arab
cultures. And even some of the great ‘Ulama’ who were given
such names by their parents later declared their disapproval of
them, as in the case ofMuhy-id-Din an-Nawawi, Taqiyy-ud-Din
Ibn Taymiyyah, and Nasir-ud-Din al-Albani. Al-Albani (#5) said:

“Thus, it is not permissible to carry names such as

‘Izz-ud-Din, Muhy-id-Din, Nasir-ud-Din, and so on.”

There are many other forms ofdisliked combined names. One of
these forms consists of the name Muhammad preceding other

boys’ names. Thus, instead of ‘Ali or Mahir, for example, some

1. As-Sahihah 1:427.

Name

Diya’

Rhayr-ud-Dia

Nasir-ud-Din
Nar-ud-Din
Sa‘d-ud-Din

Sayfid-Din
Sharaf-ud-Din

Tagiyy-ud-Din-
Nar-ul-Iskam

Meaning
~Religion’s Highness

Religion’s
Religion’s Goodness

Religion’s Protector ,
‘Religion’s Light

Religion’s Happiness

‘Religion’ s Sword

Religion’s Honor
Piousin Religion

Lightof Islam ~~” Allah’sMercy

Meaning
aReligion’sBeauty —

Religion’8Glory:
+Iay ‘Religion’

s Revivor
Nasr-ud-Din Religion’8

Qamar-ud-Din Religion’s Moon

Salah-ud-Din Religion’$Virtue
Shanis-ud-Did ‘Religion’ s Sun

Religion’s Comet’.
Light of Truth

Name

agd-DE Baha’ -ud-Di
Fakhr-ud-Dinud-Din Light.

d-Din
Vict

Shihab-ud-Din

Rahmat-ul-Lah
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people would make up the combined names Muhammad ‘AIT or
Muhammad Mahir. Except for official records, the bearer of such
a name would usually be addressed by his second name. The first
name (Muhammad) is only included for blessing. This is an
unacceptable innovation that was introduced among the later
generations ofMuslims, and should therefore be avoided.

NAMES OF ANGELS AND Qur’ ANIC SURAHS

Many of the ‘ulama’ dislike carrying an angel’s names, such as
Jibril, Mika’il, and Israfil, because this was not a practice of the
Salaf. For the same reason, it is disliked to name a girl Malak or
Malak (both mean angel).

Similarly, it is disliked to name a child Taha, Yasin, Ha-mim, or
other names ofQur’anic siirahs. Many people think that the first
two of these are names of the Prophet (32). However, there is no
ground for this claim.

Changing a Name to a Better One
THE PROPHET’S PRACTICE

If one finds that one’s name is improper or disapproved in Islam,
one should try to change it to a better name.

It was the Prophet’s (38) practice to change bad names to good
ones, ‘A’ishah also reported:

geal ANTUl dll eo ZS 31S

“The Prophet (4) used to change an ugly name to a

good one.”

col

This is a general statement that may apply to people, animals,
towns, or locations. As an example, ‘A’ ishah reported:

(Sepak lcd BSUSJe Sab SE AS ans
1SLan

“When the Prophet (38) heard an ugly name, he would
alter it. Thus, he once passed by a village called

Lael

1. Recorded by at-Tirmithi and Ibn ‘Adiyy. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani
(as-Sahihah 207).
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‘Ufrah (infertile) and named it Khadirah (green).””

Also, both Abi Humayd and Jabir Bin Samurah (.4) reported that
the Prophet (#) changed al-Madinah’s old name of Yathrib
(corruption and condemnation) to Tabah goodness

As for altering people’s names, ‘A’ ishah («) reported:
(AE ZY ars Jo su

au iy 2 SS
“When a man came to the Prophet (4) with a name
that he disliked, he would alter it.”

NAMES THAT THE PROPHET CHANGED

There are many examples of names that the Prophet (38) changed
for children and adults, males and females.

iN

Zaynab Bint Abi Salamah (%&) reported that her name was
Barrah, but the Prophet (4) told Umm Salamah

Mom eA wok é ae _ Df BosNG Lally BR aL a a Ob BRETSHV
<Do not assert your own goodness. Indeed, only

mel.

Allah knows the righteous and the corrupt among
you. Name her Zaynab.>*

Abi Hurayrah (4) reported the same:

CBS ral J95 OS ges SH" a 5CSS SS)

“The name of Zaynab (Bint Jahsh) was Barrah
(righteous), and it was said that this constituted self-
praise. So the Prophet (32) changed it to Zaynab (nice
smelling and good looking tree).’*

1. Recorded by at-Tabarani, Abii Ya‘la, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 208).
Recorded by al-Bukhari (1481, 1872, 4422), Muslim (1385, 1392), and others.

3. Recorded by at-Tabarani and al-Khallal. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani
(as-Sahihah 209).

4. Recorded byMuslim (2142), al-Bukhari (in al-Adab-ul-Mufrad 821), and others.

5. Recorded by al-Bukhari (6192), Muslim (2141), and others.
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Ibn ‘Abbas (#) reported:
ay

4 {O-% gar ea op Se oe PyeAGN abut S95 BS MLN je CIS)OU goad

Wo gg-
ge" Bas

“Juwayriyah’s name was Barrah (righteous), but
Allah’s Messenger (#) changed it to Juwayriyah (little
friend or wife). The reason was that he disliked for
people to say about him (when leaving her house),
‘He departed from the righteous.”

Ibn ‘Umar reported that he had a sister called ‘Asiyah
but the Prophet (4%) changed it and told her,

cif) <You are Jamilah (pretty or good).>°
(disobedient)

Hisham Bin ‘Amir (<&) reported that the Prophet (3%) asked him
about his name. He replied, “Shihab (comet).” The Prophet (3)
said, jo Rather, you are Hisham’*.»°etd

‘A’ishah («) reported that while the Prophet (38) was in her

house, an old woman visited, and he asked her, Ged <Who
are you?» She replied, “Juthamah (nightmare) from the tribe of
Muzan.” He said, «725 #25 cf (Rather, you are Hassanah
(benevolent) from the Muzan.» The Prophet (#8) then asked her:

MA
eo of os

WEIS BS AS TE Gas
425)

«How are you? How are your affairs? And how
have you been after we last met?»

Recorded byMuslim (2140), Ahmad, and others.

2. Note that this is different from Asiyah, which is a good name that we have
included in the list of recommended names in Appendix L

3. Recorded byMuslim (2139), Ahmad, and others.

“Hisham” means: expert camel milker; destroyer (of enemy).
5. Recorded by Abii Dawid, al-Hakim, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-

Albani (as-Sahihah 215).
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The woman replied, “We are all well—may my father and
mother be a ransom for you, O Allah’s Messenger!”
After the old woman left, ‘A’ishah (sw) said, “O Allah’s
Messenger, why did you give this old woman so much
attention?” He replied:

«OC Ss seal Be 815 gas 125 Gob Eas appW

<She used to visit us during the time of Khadijah.
Indeed, keeping the old trusts is a part of #man.y'

Sahl Bin Sa‘d reported that when al-Munthir Bin Abi Usayd
was born, he was brought to the Prophet. The Prophet (#) asked,

» <What is his name?> His father, Abi Usayd, replied,
“So-and-so.” The Prophet (38) said, 4251 455 cyo «Rather,
his name is al-Munthir.)”

«Pan

jee

Hani’ Bin Yazid(#) reported that when he visited the
Prophet (38) with some of his people, the Prophet (4) heard them
call him Abul-Hakam. The Prophet (32) summoned him and said:

86541 ghCESSIS25H ilyASAI5h ad Op

Indeed, Allah is the Hakam (Judge) and to Him
belongs the judgment. Why then did you use this
kunyah ofAbul-Hakam?)

He replied, “It is only that when my people had a dispute, they
would come to me for arbitration, and my judgment would

appease both sides.” The Prophet (3) commented, «!\is eas la»

<How good is this!» Then he asked him, 4. GS uw» «What
children do you have?) He replied, “Shurayh, ‘Abdullah, and
Muslim.” He asked him, «¢,. (<i» «Who is the eldest among
them?» He replied, “Shurcyh

” The Prophet (38) then said, EMS
ZSI

1. Recorded by al-Hakim, al-Bayhaqi, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 216).

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (6191), Muslim (2149), and others.
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Lea Jl <You are Abi Shurayh then.» And he made

supplications for him and his children.

Hani’ added that the Prophet (3) also heard some people calling
one of them, “‘Abd-ul-Hajar (stone-worshiper),” so he told him,
«abl2Cf yo «No! You are ‘Abdullah.
When it was time for Hani’ to return to his land, he asked the

Prophet (38), “Tell me what thing would admit me to Jannah.”
The Prophet (3) replied:

t Jy15 oe> Mer
<Say good things, and generously offer food (to the

adall

needy).>
REFUSING THE PROPHET’S RECOMMENDATION

It is wrong to oppose a command or a recommendation by the
Prophet (), even when it only deals with changing a name.

Sa‘id Bin al-Musayyib (#) reported that his grandfather (2)
went to the Prophet (38) who asked him about his name. He

replied, “Hazn (harsh).” The Prophet (4) said, «.je és You
are Sahl (easy).» He responded, “I do not like changing a name
that my father gave me.” Sa‘id concluded, “Thus, harshness
remained in our family since that time.””

Calling by a Nickname
CALLING ADULTS BY SHORTENED NAMES

It is permissible to call adults by reduced versions of their names.
This is called tarkhim (softening), and it often reflects love,
kindness, friendliness, or intimacy.

‘A’ ishah («) reported that Prophet (3%) once told her:

1. Recorded by Abi: Dawiid, al-Hakim, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 1939).

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (6190, 6193), Abii Dawiid, and others.
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tp to ite ie be
<O ‘A’ ish, this is Jibril giving you salam.

She replied, “And upon him be salam and Allah’s mercy and

blessings. O Allah’s Messenger, you see that which we cannot.”

Similarly, ‘A’ishah reported that, when she followed the

Prophet (3) to al-Baqi’ and then ran back to her bed, he entered
and exclaimed, «9415 Lis (tse ui!> «What is wrong with you,
O ‘A’ish, panting and your abdomen rising and falling?»
CALLING CHILDREN BY NICKNAMES OR ABBREVIATED NAMES

Go

It is conventional to call children by nicknames or reduced
versions of their names. This often pleases and delights them, and
there is nothing against it in Islam. Rather, the Prophet (3)
practiced this on some occasions.

Anas (4) reported that the Prophet (3) used to play with Zaynab,
Umm Salamah’s (+) daughter, calling her as:

a oF - o-4 +

Gens
7Gols &

<O Zuwaynib, O Zuwaynib.»>’

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (3768, 6201), Muslim (2447), and others.

2. Recorded byMuslim (974), Ahmad, and others.

3. Recorded by ad-Diya’-ul-Maqdisi. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani (as-
Sahihah 2141).
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‘AQIQAH

Meaning of ‘Agigah
LINGUISTIC AND RELIGIOUS MEANINGS

““Agiqah’” derives from the Arabic verb ‘agga, which means split
or cut. According to Ahmad, Ibn ‘Abd-il-Barr, al-Khattabi, and
others, “‘agigah” refers to cutting the throat of the animal that is
sacrificed for a child’s birth.'

According to al-Asma‘i, az-Zamakhshari, and others, “‘agigah”
originally referred to the baby’s hair at birth and was
subsequently applied to the sacrificed animal because it was
offered at the same time as when the hair was shaved.

According to [bn-ul-Qayyim (#), both meanings are acceptable
and correct. Therefore, in Islamic terminology, ‘agiqah refers to
the animal slaughtered as a sacrifice for a newborn child. It is so
named because the animal’s throat is cut during the sacrifice.

IS THE NAME “‘AQiQAH” DISLIKED?
Some scholars dislike calling this sacrifice “‘agigah” because the

Prophet (4) showed dislike of this name in the following hadith.
They believe that it is preferable to call it nastkah (sacrifice).
‘Amr Bin al-‘As (#) reported that the Prophet (4%) was asked
about ‘aqgiqah. As ifhe (38) disliked the name, he replied:

- Bee 4 6 Zz
“

«5ei (CHTY) aul Yo

does not approve (or I do not approve) of
‘uqiig (ungratefulness).>
«Allah

He was told, “This is not what we meant. We are referring to that
associated with having a baby.” He said:

1. Fath-ul-Bari9:726 (above 5467).

65
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on 8 aoe ce en a
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a a myth

CRUE I 35 «

QULE

wishes to perform a sacrifice for (the

boat
paw

«Whoever
birth of) his child, let him do so—two comparable
goats for a boy, and one goat for a girl.»'

In this hadith, it appears that the Prophet (4) disliked using the
term ““‘agigah” because of its connection with “‘ugig’* which
means “ungratefulness to parents and relatives”. Instead of
‘agiqah, the Prophet (48) used the verb nasaka for sacrificing.

However, we will see below many other hadiths in which the

Prophet (3) called this sacrifice “‘agigah” without showing any
dislike of the name. Thus, it appears that when ‘uqiiq was
mentioned in the above hadith, the Prophet (4) took the
opportunity to warn against ungratefulness, without truly
disapproving of the term “‘aqigah’’ itself—and Allah knows best.

Ruling of ‘Aqiqah
Most of the ‘ulama’ consider ‘agiqah voluntary. Some ‘ulama’
consider it compulsory (wajib). And some go to the extreme of
considering it disliked! In this section, we discuss each one of
these views and show that the correct view is that it is obligatory
upon those who can afford it.

Is It DISLIKED?

A few scholars believe that ‘agigah is one of the practices of
Jahiliyyah that Islam censored. They base their opinion on what
the Prophet (#2) said in the above hadith of Ibn ‘Amr, bol Yo
ae <I do not approve of ‘uqiig.» However, we have shown

that this word “‘ugiiq” could mean “slaughtering a ‘agigah’” or

“ungratefulness”, We have shown that the Prophet (38) referred to

1. Recorded by Abii Dawiid, an-Nasa’l, and others. Verified to be hasan by ai-
Albani Urw@ -ul-Ghalil 1166).

2. Both words derive from the same root past-tense verb ‘agqa that means cut.
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the second meaning, as is clear from the rest of this hadith.
Ibn-ul-Munthir (#8)! said:

“Among those who approved of ‘agigah are:
‘Abdullah Bin ‘Abbas, ‘Abdullah Bin ‘Umar,
‘A’ishah—Mother of the Believers, Fatimah—
daughter of Allah’s Messenger, Buraydah al-Aslami,
al-Qasim Bin Muhammad, ‘Urwah Bin az-Zubayr,
‘Ata’ Bin Abi Rabah, az-Zuhri, Abii az-Zanad, Malik,
the people ofMadinah, ash-Shafi‘i and his followers,
Ahmad, Ishag, Abi Thawr, and many other learned
people. By this, they follow Allah’s Messenger’s (38)
Sunnah. When a sunnah proves to be authentic, one
must adopt it, regardless of those who reject it. The
followers of opinion (the Hanafis) denied that ‘agiqah
is a sunnah, thereby violating authentic narrations
from Allah’s Messenger (38), his companions (), and
whoever reported them from the Tabi‘in.’”

EVIDENCE THAT IT Is OBLIGATORY

Those who hold the position that ‘agigah is compulsory base
their opinion on the following hadiths:

1. Salman Bin ‘Amir ad-Dabbi (2) reported that the Prophet (3)
said:

4OWES | 0s Ze
1b pan als nae (SC (3) ee

<A ‘agigahis prescribed for every child. Thus
shedblood on its behalf, and remove the harm off it.»°

2. ‘A’ishah, Umm Kurz, and Salman Bin ‘Amir (4) reported that
the Prophet (38) said:

1. Muhammad Bin Ibrahim Bin al-Munthir from Naysabir (242-318 H). He wrote
large books in tafsir andfigh, such as al-Ijma‘ and al-Awsat.
Reported by Jbn-ul-Qayyim in tahfat-ul-Mawdiid (p. 27).
Recorded by at-Tirmithi, an-Nasa’1, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Sahih-ul-Jami' 4253 & 5877, and Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 1171).
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<(Slaughter) for a boy two compatible sheep, and
es

for a girl just one. Do not worry whether they (the
sheep) are male or female.»'

3. Ibn ‘Abbas (&) reported that the Prophet (3) said:
hay See

a (| od eral ce)
<Two ‘agigahs (should be slaughtered) for a boy
and one for a girl.”

4. Asma’ Bint Yazid («») reported that the Prophet (38) said:

MAb 925Qube oud ys 3 Bain
CAgigah is a right (upon you). (Slaughter) for a
boy two compatible sheep, and for a girl just one.»°

5. Samurah Bin Jundab (4) reported that the Prophet (#8) said:

wit MST

t. 6 a oa bs
C215 ab 5225 65 Ee ATU (NE JS

«Every child is confined’ by its ‘agigah. On its
AD

seventh day, its ‘agigah should be slaughtered, it
should be named, and its hair should be shaved.»

6. Ibn ‘Abbas, ‘A’ishah, ‘Ali, and other Sakdabahs (#) reported:
(ASL) RES RES RBG opi ob

abl SB

1. This combined report from. Ahmad, Abii Dawid, and others, is verified to be
authentic by al-Albani (Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 4105 & 4106, and Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 1166).

2. Recorded by at-Tabarani (in al-Kabir). Verified to be authentic by al-Albani
4107 and Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 1166).

3. Recorded by Ahmad and others. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani (Sahih-ul-
Jami‘ 4133, and Irwa’ -ul-Ghalil 1166).
The meaning of this “confinement” is discussed below (p. 84).

(Sahih-ul-Jami‘

5. Recorded by an-Nasa’i, Abi Dawiid, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 4541, and Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 1165).
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“Allah’s Messenger (38) offered -aqigah
for al-Hasan

and al-Husayn: two rams, two rams.”

It should be noted that some narrations of this hadith express that
the Prophet (3%) slaughtered one ram for each grandson while
others mention two rams. Commenting on this, al-Albani(#)
indicated:

“ “Two rams’ is the correct number for two reasons:

a. (Narrations of two) include an addition over the
other narrations, and additions from trustworthy
reporters are acceptable ...

b. This agrees with other hadiths in this regard that
the Prophet (4) required slaughtering two sheep
for aboy...”

From the above reports, it is clear that Allah’s Messenger (3)
commanded the people to slaughter a ‘agiqah, indicated that it is
compulsory for the newborn, and performed it himself for his
grandsons: al-Hasan and al-Husayn.
It is well established in the Islamic figh that a command from
Allah (@%) or His Messenger (8) indicates an obligation—unless
there is an additional evidence to make it voluntary.

In the case of ‘agigah, the above reports clearly classify it as an
obligation. In what follows, we discuss the counter evidence.

EVIDENCE THAT IT Is VOLUNTARY

Many scholars believe that the following reports reduce ‘agiqah
from the level of wujiub (obligation) to the level of istikbab
(recommendation):

1. In the previously cited hadith of ‘Abdullah Bin ‘Amr (#),
Allah’s Messenger (38) said:

1. Recorded by an-Nasa’i, Abi Dawiid, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani -ul-Ghalil 1164).(Irwa’.

2. Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 1:384.
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«Whoever wishes to perform a sacrifice for (the

OGL

birth of) his child, let him do so—two comparable
goats for a boy, and one goat for a girl.’

Those who believe that ‘agiqah is voluntary argue that this hadith
makes it dependant on the person’s wish or inclination.

Our response, in light of the evidence cited in the previous
subsection, is that the choice given in this hadith should be
understood as, “Whoever wishes to sacrifice because he can
afford it ...”
Another possible explanation is that, similar to any other Islamic
obligation, ‘agigah is not enforced on a person. Rather, it is

subject to his choice, and he has the option of complying or
refusing (for which he would be subject to either reward or
punishment). Ibn Hazm (#)’ said:

“If this hadith were authentic, it would be an evidence
for us against them, because it requires ‘agigah for the
boy and girl. It further indicates that this obligation
does not bind the father against his will ... This hadith
makes ‘agigah similar to zakah and zakat-ul-fitr in
this regard, without any difference.”*

2. Abii Rafi’ (4) reported that when Fatimah (s) gave birth to
al-Hasan (#4), she asked Allah’s Messenger (32), “Shouldn’t I
sacrifice blood (as ‘agigah) formy son?” He replied:

1. Recorded by Abii Dawid, an-Nasa’i, and others. Verified to be hasan by al-
Albani (rwa’ -ul-Ghalil 1166).

2. Abii Muhammad ‘Ali Bin Hazm from Andalosia (384-456 H) was a great scholar
and an extensive writer. His most cherished book is al-Muhalla in which he laid
strong foundations for the Zahiri (apparent) school offigh.

3. Al-Muhalla 6:241.
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Chabot Staats cals pad Ar cE BS
<No, do not slaughter a ‘agigah for him. Just shave

oN

the hair of his head, and give sadaqah (charity)
equal to its weight in silver.»

She did this; and when al-Husayn was born, she did the same.!
The argument here is: had ‘agigah been compulsory, the

Prophet (3) would not have prevented Fatimah from offering it.

However, the earlier report by Ibn ‘Abbas and other sahabah,
including Fatimah’s husband ‘Ali(#), is clear in that the

Prophet (38) himself had slaughtered two rams for each ofhis two
grandsons. Therefore, there was no reason for Fatimah or ‘Ali to
slaughter. Al-Bayhaqi (4) said:

“Tt is as if he (the Prophet (38) wanted to perform the

‘agigah himself, as we have narrated, so he
commanded her (Fatimah) to do another thing instead,
which was to give charity

“AQIQAH VS. SADAQAH
It is not permissible to give charity in place of slaughtering
‘agiqah, even if the amount of charity exceeded the ‘agiqah’s
cost. Each act of worship in Islam has its own time, place, or
conditions that would not normally allow other acts to replace it.

Imam Ahmad (#4) was asked, “Would you prefer for a person to
slaughter ‘agigah or give its value to the needy?” He replied,
Agigah (is better).”*

Tbn-ul-Qayyim (#) said:
“Slaughtering for a specific requirement is better than
giving what equals or exceeds its value as charity—

1. Recorded by Ahmad, al-Bayhaqi, and others. Verified to be hasan (good) by al-
Albani ([rwa@’ -ul-Ghalil 1175).

2. Reported by al-Albani in Jrwa’ -ul-Ghalil voi. 1, p. 404.

3. Reported by al-Khailal in al-Jami‘.
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such as the hady (hajj sacrifice) and udhiyah. This is
because the slaughter and spilling of blood are

specifically required in these cases ...”"
CONCLUSION

We conclude from the above that ‘agigah is obligatory upon the
father or those who are in immediate custody of the newborn—
Allah (8) knows best.
Ibn Hazm (3%) said:

“The Prophet’s (4) command concerning ‘agigah
makes it an obligation. No one is allowed to
understand that any of his (32) commands are elective
unless there is an additional text in that regard.
Otherwise, saying such a thing would be lying ...’”

A well-founded rule in Islam is that accountability is based on
capability. Thus, the obligation of ‘agigah is dropped for those
who cannot afford it. This does not mean that they would then be
prohibited from performing it, but merely that it becomes
optional for them. They may find relatives or friends willing to
help with its cost, ormay borrow money for this purpose.

Imam Ahmad’s (4) son Salih asked him concerning a man to
whoma child is born. The man has no money to offer a ‘aqigah;
should he borrow and offer it or wait until he has the money? The

response was:

“The greatest warning that we heard in regard to
‘aqiqgah is Samurah’s hadith that every child is
confined by its ‘agigah. Indeed, I hope that if this man
borrows money, Allah (3%) will quickly enrich him
because he revives a sunnah of the Prophet (3) and
follows his guidance.”

1. Tuhfat-ul-Mawdid p. 44.
2. Al-Muhalla 6:237.
3. Reported by al-Khallal in al-Jami".
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Animals that May Be Slaughtered for ‘Aqiqah
ANIMAL TYPE
In the hadiths concerning ‘agigqah, the Prophet (32) referred to the
animal to be slaughtered as shat. In the above, we translated
“shat” as “sheep” or “goat”. According to IbnManzir:

“While Shat normally means a male or female
sheep, ... it can also mean a goat, a deer, a cow, a
farm animal, or a zebra.”!

As for the Prophet’s (%) practical Sunnah, we have seen in an
earlier report by Ibn ‘Abbas (#) that the Prophet (32) slaughtered
two rams for each ofhis grandsons.
The normally accepted practice among the salaf is to only
slaughter sheep or goats for ‘agiqah—although, as we have
shown, the texts of the hadiths do not exclude slaughtering larger
animals.

As for slaughtering camels, some of the Sahabah considered it

permissible. As an example, al-Hasan reported:

Cag oly oe Gu WL oy SIS)

“Anas Bin Malik (4) used to slaughter camels as

‘agigah for his children.” ”

jak wll

However, ‘A’ishah strongly disapproved of this. Abi
Mulaykah reported that “Abd-ur-Rahm&n Bin Abi Bakr () had a
male baby and his sister ‘A’ ishah (#) was told, “O Mother of the
believers, slaughter a camel for his ‘agigah.” She replied:

(8)

Anos iy oS Wee ete Sa ticeQE, QELS» ait S95 SU Le 2555 call Sta

“T seek refuge with Allah! Rather, what Allah’s
Messenger said was, <Two comparable shdts.)”*

1, LisGn-ul-‘ Arab under “shawaha”.
. Recorded by Ibn Abi Shaybah and at-Tabaraniwith an authentic isndd.

3. Recorded by at-Tahawi and al-Bayhaqi. Verified to be hasan by al-Albani
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Thus, the more correct view is that it is not permissible to
slaughter camels for ‘agigah.
NUMBER OF ANIMALS

We have cited earlier narrations indicating that a ‘agigah consists
of two animals for a boy and one for a girl. For example, Ibn
“Abbas reported that the Prophet (#8) said:

ee Lh aH oc

Wdade ICI 565 pall en

<«(Slaughter) two ‘agigahs (or animals) for a boy
and one for a girl.»

According to some scholars, the difference between male and
female newborns in terms of the number of ‘agigah animals is
comparable to the difference between males and females in
matters of testimony, inheritance, blood ransom, etc. It arises
from the difference in social rights and liabilities, and gives no
guarantee of additional merit or better rewards for either side, the
latter being only based on piety.
SEX OF THE ANIMALS

The sex of the animals slaughtered for ‘agiqah is immaterial. We
again cite the hadith reported by Umm Kurz that Allah’s
Messenger (3) said:

BU AES OSS SbGLI 25pidall 29Hai
<(Slaughter) for a boy two sheep, and for a gir] just
one. It does not matter whether they (the sheep)
are male or female.»

(Irwa’ -ul-Ghalil 1166).
1. Recorded by at-Tabarani (in a/-Kabir). Verified to be authentic by al-Albani

(Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 4107, and Irw@’ -ul-Ghalil 1166).
2. Recorded by Ahmad, Abii and others. Verified to be authentic by al-

Albani (frwa@-ul-Ghalil 1166).
Dawid,
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OTHER QUALITIES

There is no authentic text requiring other qualities for a ‘agigah,
such as size, age, color, etc. Some scholars hold the opinion that
it should have similar qualities to the udhiyah'. This has no proof,
since acts ofworship cannot be subjected to giyas (analogy).
Yet it is to be noted that, similar to udhiyah, ‘aqiqah is a sacrifice
offered to Allah (8) as an expression of servitude and gratitude.
Therefore, in both cases, one should try to sacrifice animals of
good quality and appearance.

Day of Slaughtering the ‘Aqigah
THE SEVENTH DAY

‘Aqiqah should be slaughtered on the seventh day from birth
(counting the birthday). We cite again two hadiths in this regard.

Samurah Bin Jundab (4) reported that the Prophet (3) said:

C245 FAS agSly aul AG each ae, Ea SEMS

«Every child is confined by its ‘agigah, which is to
be slaughtered for it on its seventh day. Also, its
hair should be shaved, and it should be named.»

(HS

‘Abdullah Bin ‘Amr reported:

(Gag ASGM 0355 eae 652 al EatsCe sah

“The Prophet (3) commanded that a newborn be
named on the seventh day and that the harm be
removed off it and its ‘agiqah be slaughtered.”

Since the Prophet (32) set the time for this act ofworship, it is not
permissible to slaughter the ‘agiqah prior to the seventh day—
just like prohibiting slaughtering the ‘id sacrifice before the ‘id

The sacrifice offered on the ‘/d ofal-Adha.
2. Recorded by an-Nasa’1, Abi Dawiid, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-

Albani (Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 4541, and Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 1165).
3. Recorded by at-Tirmithi and Ibn Abi Shaybah. Verified to be hasan by al-Albani

(Sahih-ut-Tirmithi 2269).
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prayer.

Ibn Hazm (2) said:
“Slaughtering should be performed on the seventh day
of birth, and is not acceptable before then. If the

slaughter is not done on the seventh, it is mandatory to
do it whenever it becomes possible after that.”!

Waliyy Ullah id-Dahlawi (a8) said:

*Aqiqah is slaughtered on the seventh day so as to
give the family enough time to recover from the pains
and hardship of childbirth, and to enable them to find
the animals needed for ‘agigah.””

AFTER THE SEVENTH

If the ‘agigah is not slaughtered on the seventh, it may still be
slaughtered on the fourteenth or twenty-first day from birth.

Buraydah (4) reported that the Prophet (8) said:

(iy beg Gaby asheON SeidBian
<A ‘agigah should be slaughtered on the seventh,
fourteenth, or twenty-first day (after birth).>°

If the ‘agiqah is not slaughtered on one of these three dates for a

legitimate reason, it should be slaughtered as soon as possible
after that. Legitimate reasons for delay include: inability to find
an animal, forgetting, ignorance, poverty, and so on.

Deliberately neglecting to slaughter the ‘agigah on the specified
days is a sin that requires repentance. In addition, as indicated
above by Ibn Hazm, the ‘agigah would still need to be

slaughtered after repentance.

1. Al-Muhalla 6:234.

Hujjat-Ullah-il-Balighah.
3. Recordéd by at-Tabdrani (in al-Awsaf) and ad-Diya’. Verified to be authentic by

al-Albani (Sahth-ul-Jami' 4132 and Irwa -ul-Ghalil 1170).

Downloaded via sunniconnect.com
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It is important to note that these dates are set for the actual
slaughtering of ‘agiqah. As for cooking and eating it, it may be
done at any later date.

OFFERING ‘AQIQAH FOR ONESELF

Offering ‘agigah is an obligation upon the parents or those who
are in custody of the newborn. It is not the newborn’s obligation
or responsibility.

However, if no one performed this obligation for an individual, it
is permissible for him to perform it when he reaches adulthood.
The Prophet (3) did this for himself.

Anas reported:

CLS ay 32 att J 5 ge)

“Allah’s Messenger (3%) performed ‘agigah for
himself after he was appointed as prophet.”

Muhammad Ibn Sirin (#) said:
“If I knew that ‘agigah was not performed for me, I
would perform it myself.””

Al-Hasan al-Basri (3) said:
“If no one performed ‘agigah for you, perform it for
yourself-—even if you are a full grownman.”

Method of Slaughtering
SINCERITY TO ALLAH

‘Aqigah must be offered purely and sincerely to Allah (8).
Offering a sacrifice to other than Allah is a major sin and act of
shirk. Those who commit it would be liable to Allah’s wrath and

1. Recorded by ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq, at-Tahawi, and others. Verified to be authentic by
al-Albani (as-Sahihah 2726).

q,

2. Recorded by Ibn Ibn Abi Shaybah in al-Musannaf. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 6:506).

3. Recorded by Ibn Hazm in al-Muhalla. Verified to be hasan by al-Albani (as-
Sahihah 6:506).
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curse. ‘Ali (4) reported that the Prophet (38) said:

a5 atl WN As
2 i cal 5 Gal

©
“yo Al ad

2 Au5a GS
«2

ah tut N22N ery
<Allah curses anyone who curses his parents; Allah
curses anyone who offers a slaughter to other than
Allah; All4h curses anyone who gives abode to an
innovator (in the Din); and Allah curses anyone
who changes’ land ~boundaries (thereby
transgressing without right).>'

USING A SHARP KNIFE

An animal should be slaughtered quickly and skillfully, using a

sharp knife. Bin Aws (4) reported that the Prophet (#8)
said:

5 dia op teh CSas
Shaddad

JS de of)

« 6135.25538 don Let nsJET
«

ly

«Allah requires that all deeds be well-performed.
So when you kill, kill in a good manner, and when
you slaughter, slaughter in a good manner. And let
the person (who performs the

slaughter) sharpenhis blade and make it easy for his kill.»

‘A’ishah (&) reported that once Allah’s Messenger (3%)

sacrificed (for ‘id) a large-horned ram with black legs, chest,

belly, and eyes. When he was ready to slaughter it he said to her,

cath is 113s «O ‘A’ishah, bring the knife.» Then he said,

«Sede «Sharpen it on a stone.» Then he took the knife,
laid down the ram, and slaughtered it while saying:

i)

ant(38 F542 UTM5 45S iyo Sr
FSV

NG
abst etal

1. Recorded byMuslim (1978), Ahmad, and others.

2. Recorded byMuslim (1955), Abii Dawiid, and others.
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« Bism-illahi wallahu akbar—With Allah’s Name (I
slaughter); Allah is the Greatest. O Allah, accept
from Muhammad and Muhammad’s family, and
from Muhammad’s Ummah.'

Furthermore, the knife may not be made from teeth (or tusks) or
nails (or claws). Rafi‘ Bin (4) reported that the
Prophet (#8) said:

Khadi

NG S28 SI JS calle oh enh 5855 «pallsal to

(2646525hin uf class E20 GT

«Whatever (cutting tool) causes the (animal’s)
blood to gush out, and if Allah's Name is
pronounced on it, then you may eat from it. But do
not use teeth or nails (to kill it). As for teeth, they
are bones; and as for nails, they are the
Abyssinians’ knives.)

The reason for the prohibition of using teeth, bones, and nails is
that knives made from them cause pain and torture to the animal,
which contradicts the requirement of showing mercy to it, as is
further explained below.

MERCY TOWARD THE ANIMAL

Out of Allah’s (8) great and boundless favors on us, He
subjugated some animals for our sustenance. This does not give
us permission to torture these animals to any degree beyond the
minimum needed for killing them. Thus, the animals should be
slaughtered with a sense ofmercy and compassion. This includes
hiding the knife from the animal’s sight until the last minute, and
avoiding killing the animals within each others’ sight.

Qurrah Bin Ilyas al-Muzani (4) reported that a man told Allah’s
Messenger (32), “O Allah’s Messenger! Indeed, even when I

1. Recorded byMuslim (1966), Abi Dawid, and others.

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (2488, 2507, 3075, 5498, 5503, 5543-5544), Muslim
(1968), and others.
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slaughter a goat, I show mercy to it.” The Prophet (#8) said:

«A Binsng SALE
<Even for a sheep (or goat), if you show it mercy
Allgh will show mercy to you.»

Ibn ‘Abbas (%&) reported that the Prophet (38) saw a man

preparing to slaughter a goat. He laid it down and stood over it,
holding it with his foot on its side, sharpening his blade even
while it helplessly watched him. The Prophet (38) said to him:

ead TLFT the Soh

<Should you not have done it (the sharpening)
before this (the slaughter)? Do you wish to give it
death twice?)

In another report, the Prophet (38) said:

gamedOF ISBILES355Sa tots OTA Th

<Do you want to give it death many times? Should
you not have sharpened your blade before laying it
down?>°

LAYING THE ANIMAL DOWN

It is recommended to lay the animal down before slaughtering it

(except for camels). This is what the Prophet (#8) did when he

slaughtered the black-legged ram as in ‘A’ishah’s (w) earlier
hadith. Commenting on that hadith, an-Nawawi (#) said:

“This shows that it is recommended to lay the sheep
down during slaughtering. They should not be
slaughtered while standing or sitting, but while lying
down. This is more merciful, and is supported by a

1. Recorded by Ahmad, at-Tabarani, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 26).

2. Recorded by at-Tabarani and al-Bayhaqi. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani
(as-Sahihah 24).

3. Recorded by al-Hakim. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani (as-Sahihah 24).
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number of hadiths. Furthermore, there is a consensus
among the Muslims, which complies with the
‘ulama’’s opinion and the Muslims’ practice that the
animals should be laid on their left side, because it is
easier for the slaughterer to hold the knife with his
right hand and the animal’s head with his left.””

Anas (4) also reported:

oy CGA GeAER,ait J25A)
(SSE ab alah 1d 85 Je sls

“Allah’s Messenger sacrificed (for ‘id) two wide-eyed
and large-horned rams. He slaughtered them with his
hand. I saw him place his foot on their flanks while

ably Ns lane,

saying, <Bism-illahi wallahu akbar—with Allah’s
name; Allah is the Greatest).»””

From this hadith, we also see that it is recommended for the

person conducting the slaughtering to place his foot on the
animal’s side near the neck. This would facilitate the slaughtering
process.

In addition, we have seen from an-Nawawi’s above statement
that it has been the practice of the salafto lay the animal down on
its left side, so that the person slaughtering it would be able to cut
its throat with his right hand while holding its head with the left.

It has also been the practice of the salaf to turn the animal so as
to face the direction ofQiblah while being slaughtered. Nafi’ (#)
reported that Ibn ‘Umar (t#) used to dislike eating from an animal
that was slaughtered facing away from the Qiblah.’
CUTTING THE THROAT

We have seen from Rafi‘’s earlier hadith (p. 79) that one of the

1. Sharhu Muslim 13:130.

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5558, 5564-5565), Muslim (1966), and others.

3. Recorded by ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq with an authentic isndd (as in Ahkam-ul-Mawlid).
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requirements of correct slaughtering is that the blood should be

poured out. This is done by cutting the throat. Ibn ‘Abbas
said:

"

gidG46
“(Correct) slaughtering is applied to the throat and

The acceptable practice among the Muslims is to cut the food-
passage (larynx), the windpipe, and the two jugular veins. An-
Nawawi (#) reported that Ibn-ul-Munthir (2) said:

“There is a consensus among the ‘ulama’ that when
the windpipe, the larynx, and the two jugular veins are
cut and the blood is shed, correct slaughtering is

accomplished. However, the ‘ulama’ differ in regard
to cases where the four passages are not all cut ...”

PRONOUNCING ALLAH’S NAME

It is required to pronounce Allah’s name over an animal while
slaughtering it. We have seen above that the Prophet (3) did this
when he slaughtered the rams. He also commanded R&afi’ Bin
Khadij (p. 79) to pronounce Allah’s name over the slaughtered
animals.

Pronouncing Allah’s name demonstrates that the animal is
dedicated to Allah and not to any false god. Allah (8%) says:

Pf Sebit all Ko
«So eat of that (meat) upon which Allah's Name
has been pronounced (at the time of slaughter), if
you have faith in His Signs.»

1. Recorded by Ibn Hibban and others from Ibn ‘Abbas and other companions (4).
Verified to be authentic by al-Albant (rwa '-ul-Ghalil no. 2542). A hadith similar
to this and attributed to the Prophet () is verified by al-Albani to be extremely
weak (/rwa’-ul-Ghalil no. 2541).
Sharhu Muslim 13:133.

3. Al-An‘am 6:118.

windpipe.”
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And He (88) says:
VY La 6 325 25 ack Stif An 3 EWE YS }

«And do not eat of that (meat) upon which Allah's
Name has not been pronounced; that would indeed
be a grave disobedience.’

Lea4

These Gyat, as well as Rafi'’s hadith, clearly require pronouncing
Allah’s Name upon the meat at the time of slaughter.
In the first of the above two ayat (6:118), Allah (8) permits the
believers to eat from animals that were purely dedicated to Him
during slaughtering. In the second dyah (6:121), Allah (3%)
prohibits eating from animals that were not purely dedicated to
Him (but to other false gods), and considers eating their meat a

grave disobedience. This is further clarified in the following two
ayat:

CARLES of Aces IIT E>
ae

BL He Fadl 05 ail Aad Sh Ae 256 pie SIC AS

ela£25342BEG gle
V5

«Say (O Muhammad), “1 do not find among what
was revealed to me anything forbidden to one who
would eat it, unless it be a dead animal, or blood
spilled out, or the flesh of swine—for indeed, these
are impure. Also (forbidden) is a

(slaughter of)
disobedience dedicated to other than Allah.”»”

And:

we
Ys ype d

al tend

oe Raw, ie eae ore

ly a ail pal Jal peas was ¢ { ell Sale Gap

CK Gs IAIN
ar an
es bs dob'\

Bld 323 BOs eee 3 oly

1. Al-An‘Gm 6:121.
2. Al-An‘am 6:145.
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«Prohibited to you are dead animals, blood, swine
flesh, what has been dedicated to other than Allah,
and what has been killed by strangling, by a violent
blow, by a head-long fall, by gorging, or that from
which a wild animal ate—except what you are able
to slaughter (before its death), and those which are
sacrificed on stone alters, and (also prohibited is)
that you seek decision through divining arrows.
(All of) this is grave disobedience.»

Thus, failing to pronounce Allah’s name during slaughtering,
because of ignorance or forgetting, does not make the animal
prohibited—aunless it is dedicated to other than Allah.
SUMMARY

From the above, we conclude that correct slaughtering should be

performed as follows:

The animal should be laid down on its left side facing the
Qiblah.
A sharp tool should be used in order to spill the blood and
minimize the animal’s pain.

Nails, teeth, or bones (ofhumans or animals) may not be used
for slaughtering.

The throat and windpipe should be cut, and the blood should
be poured out.

Only Allah’s name may be pronounced over a slaughtered
animal. Pronouncing other names is a grave act of
disobedience that makes the slaughtered animal prohibited.

Dispensing of the ‘Aqiqah’s Meat
DIVIDING THE MEAT

Comparing ‘agigah to udhiyah (‘id sacrifice), some scholars
recommend dividing it into three parts, eating one part, feeding

1. Al-M@ idah 5:3.
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the second, and giving the rest as charity. This has no authentic
proof in the Sunnah.

Thus, it is left open for those offering ‘agigah to dispense of it in
a way suitable to their condition and finances. They may keep it
all, give it away, cook it and feed the people, and so on.

FEEDING PEOPLE

Many scholars recommend cooking the ‘agiqah’s meat and

inviting others to feast on it. This has been practiced by the
Muslims since early times. Mu‘awiyah (4) Bin Qurrah (as)!
reported:

“When my son Iyas was born, I invited a number of
the Prophet’s (4) companions and fed them. They
supplicated (for the boy) and I said, ‘May Allah bless
your supplication; I will now supplicate, so say amin
to what I say.” Then I made a long supplication for
him.”

There is no specific text in the Sunnah prescribing a feast for the
‘agiqah. However, there are general texts encouraging the
Muslims to feed others. Since ‘agiqah is slaughtered as a display
of gratitude to Allah, and since at least some of the meat will
normally be given away, it is best to give it away in cooked form.
Tbn-ul-Qayyim (3) said:

“Tt is recommended to cook it rather than give it away
as raw meat ... thereby relieving the poor people and
the neighbors from the need to cook; this is an act of
added benevolence and an expression of gratitude (to
Allah) for this favor.”

However, some people are under the wrong impression that the

1. Qurrah al-Muzant was a sahabi, and his son Mu‘awiyah was a fabi'l.
Mu ‘awiyah’s son, lyas, grew up to becomea brilliant judge.

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari in al-Adab-ul-Mufrad (1255). Verified to be authentic by
al-Albani (Sahih-ul-Adab-il-Mufrad).

3. Tubfat-ul-Mawdiid pp. 49-50.
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purpose of ‘agiqah is to invite people to the feast. They direct
more concern to this than to the sacrifice itself, sometimes buying
the meat instead of slaughtering. This is wrong, as it misses the
basic idea behind ‘agigah, which is the sacrifice.

As for those who are invited to a ‘aqigah feast, it is
recommended for them to attend, unless there are violations to
Islam practiced by the attendees’. Ibn ‘Umar reported that the
Prophet (38) said:

2555 FOG Lass ast bp
«When one of you invites his brother, he should

(te)

eS

respond to his invitation—whether it is for a
wedding feast or something similar.>”

Wisdom Behind the ‘Agiqah
CHILD’s CONFINEMENT

Central to understanding the wisdom behind ‘agigah is the
interpretation of “confinement” in Samurah’s (4) earlier hadith:

ths
oa

Acts ano A aka tas SE
«Every child is confined by its ‘agiqah. On its
seventh day, its ‘agiqah should be

slaughtered,
it

should be named, and its hair should be shaved.»°

ty Xe AS

The ‘ulama’ differ in interpreting “confinement” in this hadith.
Imam Ahmad (2) said:

“The meaning of ‘confinement’ in the hadith is that
the child will be confined from interceding for its
parents (on Judgment Day).””

1. For a detailed discussion of the ettiquettes required from the host and guests in
regard to a walimah or other feasts, the readeris referred to the Author’s, “TheQuest for Love andMercy”.
Recorded by al-Bukhari (5173, 5179), Muslim (1429), and others.

3. Recorded by Abii Dawiid, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 4541, and Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 1165).

an-Nasa’T

4. Reported by al-Khallal in al-Jami'‘.
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Tbn-ul-Qayyim (#) strongly challenged this view. Proposing a
better and more reasonable understanding, he said:

“There is a difference (among the scholars) in regard
to the meaning of this ‘confinement’.

To some of them, it means that (if the parents did not
offer ‘agigah) the child will be prevented from
interceding for the parents (on Judgment Day). This
was said by ‘Ata’ and followed by Imam Ahmad.

This opinion is clearly debatable, because a child’s
intercession for its parent has no priority over the
opposite (i.e., a parent’s intercession for a child).
Intercession is not the purpose of being a parent. The
same is true about all other relationships and lineages.
Allah (88) says:

EI hee (thyoly oe oS ORGS, 35 toast >
¥¥ Ola) € ESB ely oe she 5a

«O people, revere your Lord, and fear a Day when
no parent will avail

his child, nor will a child avail
his parent at all.»!

a
KAoay

. Thus, no one will intercede for anyone on
Judgment Day except after Allah’s permission and
consent. And His (#) permission depends on (a) the
deeds of the person who is interceded for—in terms of
belief (in Allah) and purity (from shirk), and (b) the
intercessor’s position and closeness to Allah. This
closeness is not earned by lineage or parenthood or
ancestry. Even the Master of Intercessors
(Muhammad 38), who has the highest status before
Allah (88), told his uncle, aunt, and daughter:

pe Bee Fok ee
CES abl 52 55 GUY) oie TY\

1. Lugman 31:33.
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<I cannot suffice (or protect) you in any way from
Allah.>'

The Prophet (38) also said in regard to his major
intercession (on Judgment Day), when he will
prostrate before his Lord (8%):

gests sb uke
<He will set a limit (of people) for me that Iwilltake out from the Fire and admit into Jannah.»

Thus, his intercession will be for a certain number of
people that Allah will specify for him, and his
intercession will not exceed them.

How then can one say that a child will intercede for its
parent, and that if the parent did not offer ‘agigah for
it, the child will be prevented from interceding?

Furthermore, you do not say for a person who does
not intercede for others that he is confined. There is
nothing in this term (confinement) supporting this
usage. Allah (4%) only indicates that a person will be
confined by what he earned. Allah (8%) says:

Sal Sig FP(Ok
«Every soul will be detained (or confined) for what
it had earned (in its first life).»°
And He (8) says:

Ve ola €TESLAot(AN
«Those are the ones who are put into captivity (in

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (2753, 3527, 4771), Muslim (204-206), and others from
Abii Hurayrah (4).

2. Recorded by al-Bukhati (6565), Muslim (193), and others from Anas and Abi
Hurayrah (44).

3. Al-Muddaththir 74:38.
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the Fire) because ofwhat they had earned.»'

A confined person is imprisoned because of an act
that he or someone else did ...

Allah has made the child’s sacrifice a means of
releasing it from confinement with the devil that
attaches himself to it from the moment that it enters
into this world, stinging it in its side.

The ‘aqgigah then provides for a person ransom and
redemption from Satan’s confinement and

imprisonment, and from hindering his pursuance of
deeds that would benefit him in his final abode.

Thus, it is as if a person is confined because Satan had
slain him with the knife that he uses on his allies and
followers. Having made an oath to his Lord that he
would destroy all but a few of Adam’s progeny, he

closely watches for the emergence of a child into this
life. As soon as it emerges, he rushes to embrace it,
and strives to keep it in his fist and confinement and
among his allies and followers. He is most keen to

accomplish this, and thus, most ofnewborns are of his
followers and belong to his party ...

Allah has thus legislated for the parents a means of
releasing their child from Satan’s confinement in the
form of a redeeming slaughter. If this slaughter is not
performed for the child, the child remains confined by
it. This is the meaning of the Prophet’s (4) hadith in
which he commanded that blood be shed on its behalf
to save it from being confined.

Had the confinement been applicable to the parents,
the Prophet (3) would have said, ‘Shed blood for
YOURSELVES so that you would deserve your child’s
intercession.’

1. Al-An‘am 6:70.
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The Prophet (3) commanded that the apparent harm
be removed from the child, and that blood be shed to
remove the hidden harm because of its confinement.
This indicates then that the intention is to cleanse the
newborn from both forms of harm: the apparent and
the hidden—and Allah knows best.”

INSIGHT INTO THE ‘AQiQAH’SWISDOM

Great ‘ulama’, such as Ibn-ul-Qayyim (#)? and Waliyy-Ullah
ad-Dahlawi (8)°, presented important insights into the wisdom
behind the legislation of ‘agigah. These include the following:
1. ‘Agigah is a considerate way of declaring the birth and

lineage of the newborn. It is far better than announcing the
birth in marketplaces, newspapers, or other media.

2. ‘Agiqah provides a way of feeding the needy. This makes it
an important Islamic means of promoting generosity,
suppressing stinginess, and incurring multiple rewards.

3. ‘Agigah is a declaration of happiness for the birth of a new
Muslim, adding to the number of Muslims that will be
displayed by the Prophet (38) on the Day ofResurrection.

4. ‘Aqigqah strengthens the ties among the Muslims because they
gather to feast and celebrate the birth of the newborn.

5. ‘Agigah is an act that distinguishes the Muslims from the
Jahili pagans who used to rub the child’s head with animal
blood, or the Christians who baptize their children with water.

6. ‘Agiqah is a sacrificial act that reminds us of Ibrahim’s (38)
sacrifice and the ram that Allah (@%) sent down as a ransom
for Ibrahim’s son Isma‘l (#4). It strengthens the Muslims’
attachment to their righteous ancestors and encourages them
to be consistent in doing good like those ancestors did.

Tuhfat-ul-Mawdiid pp. 48-49.
In Tubfat-ul-Mawdiid.
In Hujjat-Ullah-il-Balighah.

1

2.

3.
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7. ‘Agigqah is an act of obedience and benevolence that, with
Allah’s permission, benefits the child and helps protect it
from harm and evil.

8. ‘Agiqah ransoms the child and ends its confinement. We
should ask Allah (3%) and expect from Him that He makes
the ‘agigah a cause for good health, security, and
development of the child, protecting it from Satan
throughout its life, making each part of the animal of
‘aqiqah a ransom for the corresponding part of the child.

Rubbing Saffron on a Newborn’s Head
On the seventh day from birth, it is also recommended to rub
saffron or other perfume on the baby’s head.

An old Jahili practice, subsequently abolished by Islam, was to
smear a newborn’s head with the ‘agigah’s blood. Buraydah (4)
reported:

tals Abels 1S 6SgEWas5ated GES

(gi Elis tals Gini 1S Aas OS aie OG

“When a child was born to one of us during
-Jahiliyyah, he would slaughter a goat and smear its
blood over the child’s head. After Allah brought
Islam, we (were commanded to) slaughter the goat,
shave the baby’s head, and cover it with saffron.”

EYL

‘Abd al-Muzani (4) reported that the Prophet (38) said:
- Wee

tp eat G «gS oFGa
<‘Aqiqah is to be slaughtered for a newborn. But its
head should not be touched with blood.)

1. Recorded by Abi Dawiid, al-Hakim, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 2452 and Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 1172).

2. Recorded by Ibn Majah, at-Tabarani (in a/-Awsaf), and at-Tahawi. Verified to be
authentic by al-Albanit (as-Sahihah 1996, 2452, Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 4:389, and
Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 8108).
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‘A’ ishah reported:(we)
4fe yc

ae eS peer otANSSE gly Madi 03 bathed Lad Hall G1 pis)YOs
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glad
OF 22

“During Jahiliyyah, people would soak a cotton piece
in the ‘agigah’s blood and pass it over the newborn’s

rays lu

head. (After Islam,) the Propher (38) commanded that
the blood be substituted with khaliiq'.””

Questions Answered
In this section, we cite questions (Q) and their answers (A) as

provided by prominent contemporary ‘ulama’.
DELAYING THE ‘AQ/QAH FOR FINANCIAL REASONS

Q. At the birth of his child, a man could not afford a ‘agiqah. If
he has the money for it after a year or more, should he slaughter
‘aqiqah, or does the obligation cease for him?

A. It is recommended for him to offer ‘agigah whenever it
becomes possible for him—even after one or more years ...°
BuyING MEAT INSTEAD OF SLAUGHTERING

Q. Is it permissible to buy some meat instead of slaughtering a

‘aqiqah?
A. No, it is not permissible. A goat should be slaughtered for a
female baby and two goats for a male baby ...*

‘AQIQAH FOR A SHORT-LIVED BABY

Q1. A baby was born alive after a six-month term, but died the

1. is an orange-colored perfume that women in the past used. It is mainly
composed of saffron.
Khaliq

2. Recorded by Ibn Hibban, Abii Ya‘la, and al-Bayhaqi. Verified to be authentic by
al-Albani (as-Sahihah 2452 and Irwa’ -ul-Ghalil 4:389).

3. Permanent Committee for Scholarly Research & Fatwa (including: ‘Abd-ul-
‘Aziz Bin Baz, ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq ‘Afifi, ‘Abdullah Bin Ghadayan, and ‘Abdullah
Bin Qa‘iid).

4. Permanent Committee for Scholarly Research & Fatwa (including: ‘Abd-ul-
‘Aziz Bin Baz, ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq ‘Afifi, and ‘Abdullah Bin Qa‘id).
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same day. Is it required to offer ‘agigah for it?

Al. It is recommended to slaughter ‘agiqah for this baby (two
goats for a boy and one goat for a girl) even though it died right
after birth. ‘Agigah should be slaughtered on the seventh day of
birth, and the (dead) baby should be named. This is based on
what Salman Bin ‘Amir reported that the Prophet (4) said:

«SWI Se \

(155
8 |

dy alaspS gan
Jf

<A ‘agigahis prescribed for every child. Thus
shedblood on its behalf, and remove the harm off it.!

Also, Samurah (#) reported that the Prophet (3) said:
4(ils SEL ann 658 hae Ean SE J

«Every childis confined by its ‘agiqah. It should be
slaughtered for it on the seventh day, its

hair
should be shaved, and it should be named.”

F
Pe v4 ot

Q2. Is it required to offer ‘agigah for a baby who dies before the
seventh day?
A2. If a baby dies before the seventh day, its ‘agiqah should still
be slaughtered on the seventh. The baby’s death before the
seventh does not prevent slaughtering for it on the seventh. As
for the shar‘i evidences specifying the time for slaughtering the
‘agiqah, we do not find any of them indicating that it ceases for a
baby who dies before the seventh ...*

1. Recorded by at-Tirmithi, an-Nasa’i, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 4253, 5877, and Irwa’ -ul-Ghalil 1171).

2. Recorded by an-Nasa’i, Abi Dawid, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 4541, and Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 1165).

3. Permanent Committee for Scholarly Research & Fatwa (including: ‘Abd-ul-
‘Aziz Bin Baz, ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq ‘Afiff, ‘Abdullah Bin Ghadayan, and ‘Abdullah
Bin Qa‘iid.)

4. Permanent Committee for Scholarly Research & Fatwa (including: ‘Abd-ur-
Razzaq ‘Afifi, ‘Abdullah Bin Ghadayan, and ‘Abdullah BinMani.)
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‘AQIQAH FOR A MISCARRIED FETUS

Q1. Is ‘agiqah required for a miscarried fetus whose gender is
clear?

Al. ‘Agigah is not required for a miscarried fetus, even if its
gender is clear—if it is dropped before life is blown into it. The
reason for this is that in this case it cannot be called a baby or a
newborn ...'

Q2. Is ‘agiqah required for three miscarried male fetuses, the first
dropped after four months minus three days, and the second after
three months and seventeen days, and the third dropped after two
months?

A2. ‘Aqigah is recommended for a miscarried fetus if it is
dropped after life has been blown into it, which occurs after four
months ofpregnancy. In your case, ‘agigah should not be offered
for any of the three fetuses.”

STORING THE ‘AQIQAH’sMEAT

Q. Is it permissible to store the ‘agiqah’s meat in the freezer?

A. (Yes because) it is recommended to eat some of the ‘agigah’s
meat, give away some, and feed some to the relatives and

neighbors ... The time for distributing the meat is open and
unrestricted ...””

1. Permanent Committee for Scholarly Research & Fatwa (including: ‘Abd-ul-
‘Aziz Bin Baz, ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq ‘Afifi, and ‘Abdullah Bin Ghadayan,)

2. Permanent Committee for Scholarly Research & Fatwa.
3. ‘Abd-ul-‘Aziz Bin Baz, Niérun-‘al-ad-Darb recordings.
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5.
CIRCUMCISION

Overview
ORIGIN OF CIRCUMCISION

Circumcision is an act of cleanliness that was first ordained by
Allah (8%) for His prophet Ibrahim (a). Subsequently, it became
a consistent practice among Ibrahim’s descendants and followers,
including the Jews and Muslims.

Abu Hurayrah (4) reported that the Prophet (3) said:

gs peat]HalES 3 STL

Up Al GEG ae SIE5
brahim was the first person to host guests. He
was also the first person to be circumcised—at the

cay
585

age of eighty—and he circumcised himself with an
axe.)

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS

The male sexual organ, the penis, consists of a head called
“glans”, and a shaft. The shaft is covered with skin that ends at
the base of the glans in a junction called the “frenar band”. At
birth, the glans is encased in a skin covering called the
“foreskin”, or “prepuce”, which is a continuation of the shaft’s
skin. The “frenulum”, or “frenum’”, is a connecting mucous
membrane on the underside of the penis, similar to that beneath
the tongue.

Circumcision is a minor surgery that removes the foreskin,
resulting in complete exposure of the glans. This surgery
includes:

1. Recorded by Ibn ‘Asakir. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani (as-Sahihah 725).

95
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1. Cutting around the frenar band and

removing the foreskin.

2. Splitting the frenum and pushing it back
until the crown of flesh is fully uncovered.

3. Drawing the blood out of the wound and

surrounding areas.

4. Putting ointment, bandages, and gauze pads
to help stop the bleeding and heal the
wound properly.

The adjacent diagram! shows a comparison
between an uncircumcised and a circumcised
penis.

Circumcision in the Islamic Texts
ONE OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF FITRAH
There are a number of practices that are labeled as
“characteristics offitrah” because they conform to the true, pure,
and unadulterated human nature. The Prophet (4) included
circumcision as one of these characteristics.

Abii Hurayrah (#5) reported that the Prophet (3) said:

fis LEI ad SIDR
G Fuk

by
(There are five qualities of fitrah: circumcision,
shaving the pubic hair, trimming the mustache,
clipping the nails, and plucking the armpit hair.”

Commenting on this hadith, Abii Bakr Binal-‘ Arabi (&) said:
“T consider all five qualities mentioned in this hadith
mandatory, because anyone who neglects them would
not appear like a human being—much less a

1. Courtesy ofwww.cirp.org .

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5889, 5891, 6297), Muslim (257), and others.

i;
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Muslim.”!

In another narration, the Prophet (3%) named ten or eleven
qualities of fitrah. ‘A’ishah (4) reported that the Prophet (4§)
said:

AAR BEN BIGLNGSD LE fad saga oy» the
hE5 IN CSGet L085 EN 255 coh Suing

coladt ate
‘There are ten qualities of fitrah: trimming the
mustache, sparing the beard, siwak (brushing the
teeth), inhaling water (to clean the nose) and
rinsing the mouth, clipping the nails, washing the
finger knuckles, plucking the armpit hair, shaving
the pubic hair, washing

the private parts with
water, and circumcision.»

A PROPHETIC COMMAND

\5

The Prophet (3) commanded new Muslims to get circumcised.

Kulayb al-Juhani (4) reported that he came to the Prophet (4)
and told him that he embraced Islam. The Prophet (38).
commanded him:

Pg ae gh
«Shave off the hair of kufr, and get

APRACTICE OF THE FATHER OF PROPHETS

we,
|

circumcised.»

We saw earlier that circumcision was first performed by
brahim in fulfillment of a command from Allah (#8).aga)

. Reported by Ibn Hajar in Fath-ul-Bari 10:418 (under 5889).
2. A combined report from Muslim (261), Abii Dawid, Ahmad, and others. A

similar hadith is recorded by Ahmad, Ibn Majah, and Aba Dawid from
‘Ammar (<4), and is verified to be hasan by al-Albani (Sahihu AbtDawid 54).

3. Recorded by Abii Dawiid and Ahmad. Verified to be hasan by al-Albani (Sahih-
1251 and Irwa’ -ul-Ghalil 79).L-Jami‘
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Similar to the earlier narration, Abi Hurayrah (4) reported that
the Prophet (3) said:

CpAllBic 255 peal
was circumcised with an axe when he was

eighty years old.»'

Al-Marwazi reported that Imim Ahmad (&) was asked about this
and he explained:

“He used the (sharp) edge of an axe.””
A PRACTICE OF THE SAHABAH
Circumcision was practiced by the sahabah—though they often
delayed it until the child was older. Ibn ‘Abbas (%) was asked,
“How old were you when Allah’s Messenger (3) passed away?”
He replied:

(BG SF EWS BEY 855 OE
“I was circumcised then. And they used to not
circumcise a male until he reached the age of
discernment.”?

Ruling
IBN-UL-QAYYIM’S REASONING

In what follows, we summarize the most important reasons
provided by Ibn-ul-Qayyim (#)* as proof that circumcision is
obligatory:
1. Allah commanded the Prophet Muhammad (3) to follow the

pure creed of Ibrahim’, and circumcision is a part of it.
2. Allah’s Messenger (38) commanded Kulayb al-Juhani to get

Recorded by al-Bukhiri (3356, 6298), Muslim (2370), and others.

Tuhfat-ul-Mawdid p. 95.

Recorded by al-Bukhari (6299, 6300), Ahmad, and others.

In Tuhfat-ul-Mawdiidpp. 100-110.
As in an-Nahl 16:123.

>
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circumcised when he embraced Islam.

3. Circumcision is one of the clear and apparent practices that
distinguish between Muslims and k@firs.

4. Circumcision causes pain and may result in complications
and serious repercussions. This would not be allowed for the
sake ofa noncompulsory act.

5. Islam prohibits exposing one’s ‘awrah, or looking at someone
else’s ‘awrah or touching it without a necessity. Circumcision
involves committing these three prohibitions (exposing the
‘awrah, looking at it, and touching it). This would not be
possible unless circumcision is obligatory.

6. Islim prohibits cutting any part of a human body unless Allah
commands and ordains it. Circumcision must then be

obligatory to make it possible for the person performing it to
cut the foreskin.

7. An uncircumcised person is liable to impurity and
uncleanliness because of the remains of urine underneath his
foreskin. This could nullify his prayer and other acts of
worship.

CONCLUSION

We saw in earlier texts that: (a) Ibrahim (38) started the sunnah of
circumcision; (b) the Prophet Muhammad (3) commanded a new
Muslim to get circumcised; and (c) circumcision has been a
consistent practice of the Muslims from the time of the sahdbah.

Based on this, in addition to Ibn-ul-Qayyim’s above argument,
we conclude that circumcision is obligatory. Al-Albani (8) said:

“As for the ruling of circumcision, the correct opinion
according to us is that it is obligatory. This is the
opinion of the majority of such as Malik,
Ash-Shafi‘l, and Ahmad. Ibn-ul-Qayyim took this
position as well and presented fifteen different reasons
to support it. Though those reasons cannot
individually prove this position, there is no doubt that

ulama
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they can collectively do so.”
Date of Performing Circumcision
THE EARLIER THE BETTER

Being obligatory, circumcision should be performed at the
earliest possible date. Thus, it is permissible to circumcise a male
baby during his first few days, especially since circumcision at
this early age this has a number ofbenefits:
1. The child heals faster.

2. The child does not remember the pain.

3. Circumcision requires exposing the private parts, which
makes it more disliked to do so for an older child than a
newborn.

NARRATIONS SPECIFYING THE SEVENTH Day
Some people believe that circumcision should be performed on |

the seventh day. However, this is only based on weak narrations
that cannot be held as acceptable evidence.

The first narration, from Jabir (4), says:
“Allah’s Messenger (4) offered ‘agigah for al-Hasan
and al-Husayn and circumcised them on the seventh
day (from birth).””

Note that the first part of this narration is authentic as we showed
in the discussion of ‘agiqah.

.

The second narration, from Ibn ‘Abbas says:

“There are seven practices that are part of the Sunnah
for a male baby on the seventh day: he should be
named ... and circumcised ... ”°

1... Tamam-ul-Minnah p. 69.

2. Recorded by at-Tabarani (in as-Saghir), Ibn ‘Adiyy, and others. Verified to be |

weak by al-Albani (Tamam-ul-Minnah p. 68).
3. Recorded by at-Tabarani (in al-Awsaf) and verified to be weak by al-Albani |

(Tamam-ul-Minnah p. 68).
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Some ‘ulama’, such as Imam Malik (a), dislike performing the
circumcision on the seventh day because this resembles the Jews’
practice.'
Imam Ahmad (2) said:

“Performing circumcision on the seventh day is
permissible. Al-Hasan (al-Basri) disliked it only for
fear of resembling the Jews. But this is not apparent
... Wahab Bin Munabbih was asked about this, and he
said, ‘It is recommended to do it on the seventh day
because it is easier for the baby. A baby is born with
numbness in all of its body, and cannot feel pain for
seven days. If it is not circumcised by then (the
seventh), let him grow stronger before you do it.”””

We conclude from the above that the seventh day has no special
significance in this case. Circumcision may be performed on,
before, or after the seventh, depending on the parents’
convenience and the child’s health.
DELAYING CIRCUMCISION UNTIL THE AGE OF DISCERNMENT

We saw in Ibn ‘Abbas’s earlier report that some of the
sahabah did not circumcise their children until they reached the
age ofdiscernment, which is normally past seven years.

This practice did not necessarily rely on a command from the

Prophet (3). It is very likely that they delayed the circumcision
until the child was stronger and healthier, rather than make him
liable to dangerous or fatal infections in his first days, especially
with the limited hygienic and medical conditions in those days.

Al-Mawardi said:

“Circumcision has two dates: a date of obligation and
a date of recommendation. The date of obligation is
the attainment of puberty. And the date of

1. Ibn Taymiyyah’s Majmii‘-ul-Fatawi 21:113.
2. Tuhfat-ul-Mawdidp. 112.
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recommendation is on the seventh day after birth ...
One is urged not to postpone it beyond the
recommended date without an excuse.

New Mus_Lims

When an uncircumcised man embraces Islam, he should get
circumcised as early as possible. This was the case with Kulayb
al-Juhani in the hadith cited earlier.

Benefits and Wisdom
Circumcision is a means of completing and perfecting the fitrah
upon which Allah (4) created humans. It is performed based on a
command from Allah and guidance from His messengers. It
establishes a way of conforming to Allah’s legislation, even in
the private genital area—which is the most personal part of a
human’s body. It shows submission to Allah’s command and
willingness to live by His laws, publicly and privately.

Tbn-ul-Qayyim (#) said:
“Circumcision is one of the beauties of the legislations
that Allah ordained for His servants. It completes the
fitrah upon which He created them ... Circumcision
was initially ordained to complete the Pure Religion.
Allah made a covenant with Ibrahim, promising to
make hima leader for the people and a father ofmany
nations. He promised to raise the prophets and kings
from his seed and to multiply his progeny. He told
him that the sign of this covenant is that they will
circumcise every newborn among’ them
Circumcision is then a sign of entering into the
religion of Ibrahim ...

Allah’s “dye”” is the Pure Religion because it dyes the
hearts with knowing Him, loving Him, sincerity to
Him, and worshiping Him alone without partners. It

1. Reported by Ibn Hajar in Fath-ul-Bari 10:421 (under 5889).
2. He is referring here to al-Bagarah 2:138.
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also dyes the bodies with the qualities offitrah, such
as circumcision, shaving the pubic hair, trimming the
mustache, clipping the nails, plucking the armpit hair,
rinsing the mouth, inhaling water (to clean the nose),
siwak (brushing the teeth), and washing the private
parts. Allah’s fitrah then appears in the hearts and
bodies of the followers of the Pure Religion.”

Circumcision is an important hygienic method ofmaintaining the
cleanliness of male genitals by eliminating a prime location for
filth and germs to collect. Ibn-ul-Qayyim said:

“What adornment is better than removing excessive
foreskin, pubic hair, armpit hair, mustache hair, and
nails? Indeed, Satan likes to hide, habituate, and dwell
in these things ... The uncircumcised foreskin is
uglier than excessively long nails, mustaches, or pubic
hair ...”

Circumcision of Females
DESCRIPTION

Female circumcision is somewhat similar to male circumcision. It
is applied to the clitoris instead of the penis. Just like the foreskin
surrounding the glans, the clitoris is surrounded by a small hood
connected to two flaps of skin called the “labia minora”.

Female circumcision involves removing part or all of the clitoral
hood and the labia minora.

EXCESSIVE CIRCUMCISION

Pharaonic circumcision in the Nile Valley is as old as recorded
history, and continues to be practiced in Sudan, Egypt, and other
African countries. Because of its brutal and destructive nature, it
is often called “female genital mutilation”.

Pharaonic circumcision involves excision of the clitoris, the labia

1. Tubfat-ul-Mawdid pp. 113-114.

2. Tubfat-ul-Mawdiid p. 115.
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minora and the inner, fleshy layers of the labia majora. The
remaining outer edges of the labia majora are then brought
together so that when the wound has healed they are fused so as
to leave only a pinhole-sized opening. Urination and
menstruation must thereafter be accomplished through this
remaining pinhole-sized aperture.
FEMALE CIRCUMCISION IN ISLAMIC TEXTS
There is a popular assumption that female circumcision has no
place in Islam. This is not true, because female circumcision was
practiced during the Prophet’s time and he approved it. It
continued to be practiced by the sahabah and Salafafter him.

Anas () reported that the Prophet (38) said to a woman in al-
Madinah who used to circumcise women:

ANGE SENGStlaks
Kei £5

<When you trim (the clitorial foreskin), do it lightly

(C54) 4m Us pal)

and not excessively. This would then bring beauty
to the woman’s face and please her husband.»'

‘A’ ishah and Ibn ‘Amr (:) reported that the Prophet (38) said:

« C55 gudSh bpposs
«When the two khitans (of man and woman) meet,
ghusl becomes compulsory.»

Similarly, ‘A’ ishah («) reported that the Prophet (4%) said:

(fod 55 4B Seb Sel fagON Gad oe ple bp
<Once he (the man) sits between her (the woman’s)

1. Recorded by al-Hakim, at-Tabaranit (in a/-Awsaf) and others from Anas and
|

others. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani (as-Sahihah 722).
Ghusl is a ritual bath that is required after intercourse.

}

3. Recorded by Ahmad at-Tahawi, and Ibn Majah. Verified to be authentic by al-
|

Albani (as-Sahihah 1261, 2063).
|

|
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four limbs and (his) khita@n touches (her) khitan,
ghusl becomes compulsory.»'

Also, ‘A’ishah («) reported that the Prophet (3) said:

«Sb Sali Shs 556 bp

<When the (man’s) khitén enters past the
(woman’s) khitan, ghusl becomes compulsory.»

In the above narrations, the Prophet (38) described both the male
and female sex organs as which means, “circumcision
area or location”. This again indicates that female circumcision

“khitan”

was a known and acceptable practice. Commenting on this, Imam
Ahmad (2) said:

“This provides evidence that women used to be
ss Proviescircumcised.”

RULING

From the above, we see that female circumcision is voluntary. It
is recommended for women with extensive labia growth, but the
prophet clearly warned against excessive removal.

Violations and Innovations
There are many violations and innovations relating to
circumcision. In what follows we list a few of them:

1. For males: Removing, in addition to the foreskin, some of the
shaft’s skin, leading to great pain and serious harm to the
child.

2. For females: Excessive removal of the labia or other genital
parts, as in the case ofPharaonic circumcision.

3 Celebrating circumcision by slaughtering animals, serving

Recorded byMuslim (349), Ibn Khuzaymah, and others.

2. Recorded by at-Tirmithi, Ibn Majah, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (al-Mishkah 442 & Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 80).

3. Tuhfat-ul-Mawdidp. 117.
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food, offering congratulations, giving money and gifts, and so
on.
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6.
OTHER NEWBORN SUNNAHS

There are some other sunnahs pertinent to a newborn during its
first few days of life. In this chapter, we discuss the most
common of them.

Tahnik
DEFINITION

Tahnik is to chew some food and then insert it into a baby’s
mouth. ! Usually, the food is dates, and is rubbed against the

baby’s hanak (upper jaw or palate) so that the baby would suck
on it or eat it.

AUTHENTIC REPORTS

There are several authentic reports of the Prophet (38) performing
tahnik for newborns. ‘A’ ishah (#) reported:

Bs agile N55galSHES)
“Newborns were occasionally brought to the
Prophet (34). He would invoke Allah’s blessings on
them and perform tahnik for them.”

Anas (#) reported that as soon as his mother, Umm Sulaym (+),
gave birth to his younger brother, ‘Abdullah, she told him to take
him to the Prophet (4) with some dates. The Prophet (32) took
some of the dates, chewed on them, mixing them with his saliva,
opened the baby’s mouth, and rubbed the chewed dates inside his
mouth. The baby began to hungrily suck the sweetness of the
dates together with the Prophet’s (4) saliva. This was the first
thing to enter the baby’s stomach; and the Prophet’s (3) said:

1. Lisan-ul-‘ Arab.
2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (222, 5468, 6002, 6355), Muslim (286, 2147), and

others.
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«3 2 Vy sta oto gh a5aaids J
<See how the Ansar love dates!» or <The Ansar refuse
but to love dates.>'

AbiMisa al-Ash‘ari (45) reported:

i] send (Zs) a CSEBS J
(55555 155 350 KS

“T had a baby-boy. I took him to the Prophet (38) who
named him Ibrahim, chewed on a date and gave it to

fe VI \y

SHILA

him suck, invoked blessings for him, and then gave
him back to me.””

And Asma’ Bint Abi Bakr reported:

EMG Src CI ey Ce BS Se, SN th te EIi Ais 5568 65 A oo bee GIRS OB)a J925 EAS cole

ies Bs aid 25 529BF JE INS 45 GJS

(EM GD} 2 She
5155 cathe W385 Tees S spa

“IT conceived ‘Abdullah Bin az-Zubayr(%) in
Makkah. I migrated to Madinah near the end of my
term and gave birthin Quba’’. Then, I took ‘Abdullah
to Allah’s Messenger (3) who placed him on his lap,
requested a date, chewed it, and transferred it to his
mouth. Thus, the first thing to enter his stomach was
the saliva ofAllah’s Messenger (3%). The Prophet then
rubbed the date inside ‘Abdullah’s mouth and

Ny

J3!

supplicated and invoked blessings for him. ‘Abdullah
was the first child born (for the Muhajirin) in Islam

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (1301, 1502, 5470, 5542, 5842), Muslim (2144), and
others.

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5467, 6198), Muslim (2145), and others.

3. Asuburb ofMadinah.
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(in Madinah).””
DISCUSSION AND RULING

Based on the above reports, an- Nawawi (#) concluded:
“Among the benefits in these narrations are the
following:
1. There is a consensus (among the ‘u/amda’) that it is
recommended to perform tahnik for a newborn.
2. A righteous man or woman should perform the
tahnik for the baby.

3, It is preferable to perform tabnikwith dates.”

And al-‘Ayni (4) said:
“The wisdom behind tahnik is the expectation that the
baby would then attain iman and its sweetness,
because dates are the fruits of the tree that the
Prophet (8) likened to a believer—especially if the

person who performs fahnik is one of the virtuous
people or righteous ‘ulama’, so that his saliva will
enter the child’s stomach. Don’t you see that when
Allah’s Messenger (38) performed fahnik for
‘Abdullah Bin az-Zubayr, he (‘Abdullah) attained
virtues and qualities ofperfection beyond description?
He grew to be a reciter of the Qur’an and a man of
devoutness and sublime goodness—all because of the
Prophet’s blessed saliva.

However, many ‘ulama’, such as ash-Shatibi disapprove of
performing tahnik with any person’s saliva after the Prophet (38).
The Prophet’s (38) saliva was absolutely blessed. Because of this,
his companions used to compete over his spit, catching it with

1 Recorded by al-Bukhari (3909, 5469), Muslim (2146), and others.

2 Al-Minhdj 14:372.
3. ‘Umdat-ul-Qari 21:84.
4 In al-I‘tisam (2:10).
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canton
their hands, and rubbing it over their bodies. This merit does not

apply to the saliva of any human after him. We never heard that
the people brought their children for tahnik to Abt Bakr or
‘Umar, the best two men after the Prophet (4). How then can we
recommend performing tahnik with the saliva of lesser Muslims,
regardless ofhow righteous they might be?’

Based on the above, we conclude the following:
1. It is recommended for a parent, relative, or friend to perform

tahnik for a newborn soon after birth.

2. Tahnik should be performed with a date. The date may be
softened with water or saliva so that the baby would be able
to suck on it.

3. Introducing saliva into a baby’s mouth with the belief that
such an act imparts blessings to the baby has no evidence
(except what was in the case of the Prophet (3%)) and should
therefore be avoided.

Shaving the Head and Giving Charity
It is required to shave a newborn’s head on the seventh day and

give sadagah equal to its hair’s weight in silver. Allah’s
Messenger (32) commanded his daughter Fatimah to do this
for her children al-Hasan and al-Husayn (é).
AUTHENTIC NARRATIONS

Abi Rafi’ and ‘Ali (%) reported that when Fatimah gave
birth to al-Hasan, Allah’s Messenger (3) told her:

$8, eee st, ate, fet tie
(Labo ae iy daly alot acbb io

<O Fatimah, shave his head, and give charity equal
to his hair’s weight in silver.»

‘Ali (2) added:

1. Paraphrased from Shaykh ‘Abd-ul-Mubsin al-‘Abbad (may Allah bless him) in
his explanation ofSunanu AbiDawiid (4:47).

Newborn Sunnans nu rrecious sprouts
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(lida Ais Sf Bin 55 S155a5
“We

weighed
it and found its weight to be a dirham

or less.”

Salman Bin ‘Amir ad-Dabbi reported that Allah’s Messenger (38)
said:

© MNES | 1105
05 1,4, AG daeSal earoy as

<A ‘agiqah is prescribed for every child.
So,

shed
blood on its behalf and remove harm off it

Commenting on this hadith, al-Albani (#%) said:

“Tbn Sirin said that ‘removing harm’ refers to shaving
the head. He indicated that this was his own
understanding, not having an authentic report in this
regard. Also, Abi Dawid narrated (no. 2840) with an
authentic isndd that al-Hasan (al-Basri) used to say
that ‘removing harm’ means ‘shaving the head’. It
possibly has another meaning, as mentioned by Abi
Ja‘far at-Tahawi, which is to refrain from smearing
the newborn’s head with blood, as was done during
Jahiliyyah times.”?

Similarly, “Abdullah Bin ‘Amr reported:

Ee SV aC53 6 5!
Slices4 coll 3A

oa

“The Prophet (38) commanded us to name a newborn
on its seventh day, as

well
as to remove harm off it

and slaughter its ‘agigah.
“4

-

\5 a

1. Recorded by Ahmad, al-Bayhaqi (in al-Kubrd), and others. Verified to be hasan
by al-Albani (/rwa’-ul-Ghalil 1175).

2. Recorded by at-Tirmithi, an-Nas&’i, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albant (Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 4253, 5877, and Irwa’ -ul-Ghalil 1171).

3. Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 4:400.
Recorded by at-Tirmitht and Ibn Abi Shaybah. Verified to be kasan by al-Albani
(Sahih-ut-Tirmithi 2269).
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BoTH Boys AND GIRLS SHOULD BE SHAVED

The obligation of shaving a newborn’s head applies to both boys
and girls. There is no evidence for those who restrict the shaving
to the boys. Rather, the reasoning given in Salman’s hadith
(removing the filthy hair) holds for both genders. In addition, the
Prophet (38) gave a general rule, as is reported by ‘A’ ishah (1s):

(JENBES LAN

«Indeed, women are but full sisters ofmen.>'

DATE OF SHAVING

Lap

The above hadiths indicate that, similar to ‘agigah, shaving the
head should be done on the seventh day ofbirth.
THEWHOLE HEAD SHOULD BE SHAVED

When shaving a newborn’s head, one should avoid gaz‘, which is
to shave part of the head and leave the rest unshaved.

Ibn ‘Umar (&) reported that the Prophet (8) saw a boy with part
of his head shaved and the other part unshaved. He (4)
disapproved this, saying:

(50,541
<Shave it all or spare it all.”

Ibn “Umar (%) similarly reported:

Hs tll hs
Ae SEN pathos

gh US lot

“(The Prophet ()) prohibited gaz’,
which iis shaving

a part ofa boy’s head and sparing the rest.”

a8

Ibn Hajar (#) commented on thisissue saying:
“Some scholars hold the opinion that isqaz

1. Recorded by Abii Dawid, ad-Darimi, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 1:347 and Sahihu SunaniAbiDawiid 235).

2. Recorded by Abii Dawid, an-Nasi’1, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 212 and as-Sahihah 1123).

3. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5920, 5921), Muslim (2120), and others.
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prohibited because it disfigures one’s appearance,
others say that it is the look of Shaytan, and others
that it is the look of the Jews... Qaz‘ is limited to the
hair on the head, not that of the sideburns or the back
of the neck.”!

Ibn-ul-Qayyim (#) reported that Ibn Taymiyyah (4) said:
“This indicates Allah’s and His Messenger’s absolute
love of fairness. Allah requires fairness in all
matters—even between a human being and himself.
(For example,) it is prohibited to partially shave the
head because this would be unfair to the head, keeping
some of it covered and baring the rest. Similarly, the
Prophet (4%) prohibited sitting partiallyin the shade”
because it constitutes unfairness to part of the body. -

He also prohibited walking with just one shoe,

instructing
to wear shoes on both feet or walk

barefoot.’

As for gaz’, it is four types:
1. Shaving separate streaks here-and-there from the
head, making it appear like broken clouds.

2.Shaving the center and leaving the sides, as the
Christian monks do.

3.Shaving the sides and leaving the center, as is done
bymany of the vile and lowly people.

4.Shaving the front and leaving the back.”*

This clearly indicates the prohibition of some hair styles whereby

Fath-ul-Bari 10:448 (under 5921).
2. Recorded by Ahmad, Abii Dawiid, and others from Abii Hurayrah (&). Verified

to be authentic by al-Albani (as-Sahihah 837, 838).
3. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5855), Muslim (2097), and others from Abi

Hurayrah ().
4. Tuhfat-ul-Mawdiid p. 64.
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parts of the head’s hair are completely shaved, as is done with the
Mohawk, or as is more common now where parts or creases of
the head are shaved.

SHAVING THE HEAD UPON EMBRACING ISLAM

As soon as a newborn begins its new life, its prior hair should be
shaved. Similarly, as soon as a man impinges on his new life as a

Muslim, he should shave his prior hair.

The Prophet (4) commanded new Muslims to do so. Kulayb al-
Juhani (4) reported that he came to the Prophet (32) and told him
that he had embraced Islam. The Prophet (32) commanded him:

Tey of

Sh nb Me gh
<Shave off the hair of skufr, get
circumcised.’

Loeb,

Note that circumcision is also required in both cases. Note also
that shaving the head of new Muslims applies only to men. We
have no authentic reports that the Prophet (4) commanded any
woman who embraced Islam to shave her head.

GIVING CHARITY

We saw above that when the Prophet commanded his
daughter Fatimah to weigh her baby’s shaved hair and give a

charity equal to its weight in silver, ‘Ali (4%) said, “We weighed
it and found its weight to be a dirham or less.”

(3)

Thus, the value of this charity is quite small, and is more
symbolic than real. Still, those who cannot afford paying that
little are exempt from giving it.

It should be noted that it is incorrect to demand paying this
charity in what equals the hair’s weight of gold, because the

Prophet (#8) specified silver. Ibn Hajar (#) said:
“All reports agree that the charity is given in

1. Recorded by Abii Dawiid and Ahmad. Verified to be hasan by al-Albani (Sahih-
1251 and Irwa’ -ul-Ghalil 79).ul-Jami‘
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silver, and none of them mentions gold.”
As for the date of this charity, it also starts on the seventh day of
birth, because it is linked to shaving the hair.

Calling Athan and Iqamah?
Many scholars recommend calling athan in a newborn’s right ear
and igamah in its left ear. This is based on three reports recorded
in the books ofHadith. However, the first of them is weak, and
the second and third are fabricated, as is indicated in the
footnotes.

1. Abii R&fi' reported:
“T saw Allah’s Messenger (38) call the athan in the
ear of al-Hasan Bin ‘Ali when his mother Fatimah
gave birth to him.””

2. Al-Hasan Bin ‘Ali (%) reported that the Prophet (3%) said:

“Whoever gets a new baby and calls athan in its
right ear and igamah in its left ear, it will never be
harmed by Umm-us-Sibyan

3. Ibn ‘Abbas reported:

“The Prophet (4) called athan in the ear of al-
Hasan Bin ‘Ali on the day that he was born, and
he called igamah in his left ear.””

At-Talkhis-ul-Habir 4:148 (as reported by al-Albani under al-Jrwa’ 1175).
2. Recorded by Abii Dawid, at-Tirmithi, and others. Verified to be weak by al-

Albani 1:493-494 and 13:272). Note that al-Albani (4) previously
considered it hasan (Irwa’ -ul-Ghalil 1174) but later found it weak due to further
evidence.

3. Umm us-Siby4n literallymeans, “the Mother ofKids”. It refers to a harmful wind
that afflicts the babies and causes them to fall sick (al-‘Ayni in al-‘Alam-ul-
Hayyib).

4, Recorded by Abii Ya‘la, Ibn-us-Sunni, and others. Verified to be fabricated by
al-Albani (ad-Da‘ifah 321 and Irwa’ -ul-Ghalil 1174).

5. Recorded by al-Bayhaqi (in Shu‘ab-ul-Iman). Verified to be fabricated by al-
Albani (ad-Da‘ifah 6121).
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Since there is no reliable evidence for calling athan or igamah for
a newborn, both acts are considered bid‘ah and should be
avoided.
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7.
PROTECTING THE BABY

FROM EVIL

How to Protect the Baby
We protect our children physically by safeguarding them from
harmful objects and situations, and by supplying them with the

necessary nourishment and means for their growth and
development.

More importantly, we must supply our children with spiritual
care and protection. This includes regular application of ruqyahs
(discussed below), in addition to maintaining our daily athkar
(extolments), hoping that Allah (38) will then protect us, our
children, and other beloved ones.

Do NOT GIVE SATAN FOOD OR LODGING

Pronouncing Allah’s name is to say, “su! eo —bism
Illah—with

Allah’s Name”. This is an affirmation that what we do is by
Allah’s will, help, and protection.

Pronouncing Allah’s name upon entering the home, and over
food, prevents the devils from entering that home or sharing in
that food. Jabir Bin ‘Abdillah (%) reported that the Prophet (#8)
said:

VSG SE stbej
ah

83 Be ab 558 dey JEN Jes ip
OLA SG ia) B53 Le abl

Shp «Jes fy" V5 gSeae

Coll SU calab Be abst S154 1545"oll
<When a man pronounces name upon
entering his home and over his food, Satan tells his

Lassls

Allah’s

allies, “There is no lodging or food for you (in this
house tonight).” But if that person enters his home

Ni7
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without pronouncing Allah’s name, Satan says to
his allies, “You have secured lodging.” And if he
does not pronounce Allah’s name over his food,
Satan

says,
“You have secured both lodging and

food.”>

Particularly at night, we are urged to pronounce Allah’s name as
we close the outside doors. Jabir (4) also reported that the

Prophet (38) said:

esl td 1955515 IGA Ledfig OS

04006 at 2.515955 Carl uu dais
9 Sten 5g

(3

<When the night sets in, close the doors and
pronounce Allah’s name over them. Indeed, Satan
does not open a

closed
door upon which Allah’s

Name was uttered.>”

Therefore, pronouncing Allah’s name upon entering our home
and over our meals provides protection for the entire household,
including our babies, from Satan and his allies.

COVER ALL Foon AT NIGHT

At night, we should cover our food and drinks, pronouncing
Allah’s name over them. Jabir (48) reported that the Prophet (38)
said:

call LS «Sig pb « At 5S yp

Of ell N15
Bye le4955

of 555 GW Ks

(20) 58, JENHE aayYStes
«When the night sets in, close large jars and tie the
water skins, and pronounce Allah’s name; and

\y oy All| Sl
Is

cover food vessels—even if only by placing a stick
across their opening, and pronounce Allah’s name.

Recorded byMuslim (2018) and Abii Dawid.
2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (3280, 3304, 3316, 5623-5624, 6295-6296),

Muslim
(2012-2013), and others.
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Indeed, Satan does not open or uncover closed
vessels.»|

Jabir (45) also reported that the Prophet (3%) said:

SOLAr ts as J MSBS 3 OG S5f5bytbd
BUS 2545 IGM ty cleGy, Pte he5

<Cover your vessels and tie your water skins.
Indeed, one night every year, a disease comes
down (by All&h’s decree). Whenever this disease
passes by an uncovered vessel or water skin, it
descends into it.»

Thus, we should never leave food uncovered during the night.
Even if we have no cover other than a twig, we should use it
rather than keep the food completely uncovered. Covering the
food protects against insects, lizards, and other creatures that may
bring harm into it. While we take these physical measures, we
pronounce Allah’s (8) name, because everything is created by
Him and is under His control. He (88) will then surely protect us
and our offspring from diseases and other harms.

KEEP CHILDREN INDOORS AFTER SUNSET

When the sun sets, the children should be kept indoors to protect
them from the night’s evils. Jabir (#) reported that the

Prophet (3%) said:

Ene OS cpSao |yah (RTSf) Jc ALS
St pp

CSR ES LN Gye Sols CCAS BB 128
_ «When the night sets in, restrain your children
(from playing) until the crest of dusk recedes,
because devils spread out during that time. When
an hour of the night has passed, you may release

1. This is a part of the previous hadith recorded by al-Bukhari and Muslim.
2. Recorded byMuslim (2014).
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them.>!

This hadith indicates that there is a “peak time” in the evening for
the spread of evil and harm, brought about by devils and jinns.
This peak-time extends for one hour, starting from sunset. Since
children are especially vulnerable, they should then be restrained
from playing outdoors. After this hour has passed, the children
may be released and alloweda brief time ofplaying before sleep.

It should be noted that the “restraining” is required for children
who play on the street or away from their parents’ observation. It
is not required for children playing indoors or in their home’s
backyard or garden that does not contain harmful objects.”
ULTIMATE PROTECTION IS FROM ALLAH

We should always remember that, regardless of how good our
schemes to protect our children from all harm are, they can
sometimes fail miserably and inexplicably. This is because the
ultimate protection is only from Allah (8%). We should show Him
true reliance and trust in order to deserve His protection.
This is why we pronounce Allah’s ($) name in the various
situations that we discussed above. In addition, we should
consistently maintain our daily extolments, and should apply
ruqyahs to seek His absolute protection. This is discussed in the
next section.

Protection with Ruqyahs and Extolments
DEFINITION AND RULING OF RUQYAH

Ruqyah consists of words said or written in the form of du‘a’ or
thikr for the purpose of protection or cure. It is sometimes
accompanied with other actions, such as blowing or wiping over
the thing to which it is applied.

People from most cultures and religions use various forms of

1. This also is a part of the previous hadith recorded by al-Bukhari and Muslim.
2. This is expressed by Shaykh Muhammad al-‘Uthaymin(#) in Fatawa

Tata‘allaqu bil-Atfal (Verdicts Relating to Children)—available on the Internet.
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ruqyahs. Most of those rugyahs contain magic, shirk, senseless
words, lies, etc. In English, a rugyah is called a spell, charm,
incantation, and so on.

The Prophet (3%) warned against using ruqyahs that contain shirk.
‘Awf Bin Malik al-Ashja‘i(#) reported that he asked the

Prophet (38), “O Allah’s Messenger, we used to apply ruqyahs
during Jahiliyyah. What do you think of this?” The Prophet (3)
replied:

XG Sb BUY 2505fe1,3
«Present your ruqyahs to me. There is nothing
wrong with ruqyahs as long as they do not involve
shirk.» '

There are some important conditions that must be satisfied in a

ruqyah to be permissible. They were summarized by Ibn
Hajar (&) as follows:

“The ‘ulama’ unanimously agree that an acceptable
ruqyah rust satisfy three conditions:

1. It should be with Allah’s words (Qur’an) or using
His names and attributes.

2. It should be in Arabic or of an intelligible
meaning.

3. One must believe that it does not have an
independent power by itself, but by Allah (8).’”

BEST RUQYAHS

It is best to apply rugyahs that are reported in the Sunnah. This
includes specific portions of the Qur’an, such as al-Fatihah (1:1-
7), Gyat-ul-Kursi (2:255), and the last three s#rahs (112, 113,
114). It also includes other authentic supplications seeking
Allah’s help and protection.

1. Recorded byMuslim (2200), Ibn Hibban, and others.

2. Fath-ul-Bari 10:240 (under 5735).
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RUQYAHWITH AL-FATIHAH

Al-Fatihah is the opening and most important surah of the

Qur'an. It contains great praises of the Lord of lords (8%), and

expresses utmost submission to Him:

MEO AN SIO SLAC KIKIah
be Oa O

5 Bhs LE ACDa
© Wi Gighe BegsSS

«With the Name of Allah, the Merciful, the
Bestower ofMercy. All praise is due to Allah, Lord
of the worlds, the Merciful, the Bestower ofMercy,
and Master of the Day of Judgment. It is You (O
Allah) that we worship, and it is You that we ask
for help. Guide us to the Straight Path—the path
of those whom You have blessed, and not of those

bali baal

who have been condemned (by You), nor of the
misguided.

Al-Fatihah is a most powerful rugyah. The Sahabah understood
this and applied it effectively, and the Prophet (4) approved their
practice.
Abii Sa‘id al-Khudri (4s) reported that he was traveling with a
number of other Sahdadbah. They stopped one night by the

dwellings of a bedouin tribe who refused to host them or give
them food. The chief of that tribe was then stung (by a snake or
scorpion) and his people were unable to treat him. They sought
help from the nearby wayfarers, and Abi Sa‘id said, “By Allah, I
can perform ruqgyah. But since you refused to host us, I will not
apply it until you pledge to give us a gift.” The bedouins agreed
to give them a flock of thirty sheep, and he then started blowing
(with light spit) on the chief’s sting and reading al-Fatihah. The
chief was immediately cured, and stood and walked as though
nothing had happened to him. The Sahabah then received the

1. AL-Fatihah 1:1-7.
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pledged sheep and said to each other, “Let us not divide them
until we reach the Prophet (3) and tell him what happened.”
Upon reaching Madinah, they went to the Prophet (4%) and told
him their story. The Prophet (38) then said:

CNG Kaa S19 Lynd Latch5 9555 FT GL, a agp

«How did you know that it (al-Fatihah) is a
ruqyah? You have done well! So, divide the sheep
among you, and allot a share to me.)

el

Ibn ul-Qayyim said:(#)
“The superiority of the Lord of the worlds’ speech
over other speeches is like Allah’s superiority over
His creation. His speech contains complete cure,
benevolent protection, guiding light, and prevalent
mercy. If this speech were to be sent down over a
mountain, the mountain would collapse from its
greatness and glory ... So how about the Fatihah of
the Book? Nothing comparable to it was revealed in
the Qur’an, Tawrah (Torah), (Injil) Gospel, or Zabiir
(Psalms). It includes the meanings present in all of
Allah’s books ... A surah with these qualities is

worthy of being used as a cure to all diseases and as
antidote for poisonous bites.””

Rue@yYAHWITH SURAT UL-BAQARAH

Surat ul-Bagarah at large is an important ruqyah for protection
against Satan and his evil. Abii Hurayrah (#) reported that the

Prophet (4) said:

9 aa gal oth 5 say Gul y tas 1LED
<Do not turn your homes into graveyards (by not
reciting Qur an). Indeed, Satan is dispelled from a

roy Ne

: Recorded by al-Bukhari (2276, 5007, 5736, 5749), Muslim (2201), and others.

2. Zad ad 4:137-138.
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room in which sé#rat-ul-Bagarah is recited.)'
RuayaAnwith AYAT-UL-KuRsi

Ayat-ul-Kursi is the best dyah of the entire Qur'an. It contains a

great description and praise of Allah’s power, knowledge, and
other sublime qualities:

BL 4
s0do~

¢.oY3S ne an

WY V7 gasGil
seats 1533 Of

5al ES) Las hs aie
«Allah—there is no (true) god except Him, the
Ever-Living, the Sustainer of all (the creation).
Neither drowsiness nor sleep can overtake Him.
He owns all that is in the heavens and on earth.
Who can ever intercede with Him without His
permission? He knows what is ahead of them (the
creation’s future) and what is behind them (their
past), while they do not encompass

any
of His

knowledge except what He wills. His Seat’ extends
over the heavens and earth, and their upkeeping
does not tire Him. He is the most High, the
Great.»*

Ubayy Bin Ka‘b (4) narrated that he had a harvest of dates that
was unexplainably shrinking every day. Keeping a close watch
over it, he found the thief to be a jinni that resembled an
adolescent boy, but with hands similar to a dog’s paws. Ubayy
had a brief discourse with this jinni, and then asked him, “What
would protect us from your kind?” The jinni replied:

1, Recorded byMuslim (780), at-Tirmithi, and others.

2. The seat is a great thing that Allah created to demonstrate His power and glory—
though He has no need for it, just as He has no need for anything else He created.
The Seat is much smaller than the Throne (see the Author’s: “Knowing Allah”).

3. Al-Bagarah 2:255.
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“This ayah from Sirat-ul-Baqarah, ‘Allahu 1a ilaha
illa huw-al-hayy-ul-qayyiim,’'—he who reads it in the
evening will be protected from us until the morning;
and he who reads it in the morning will be protected
from us until the evening.”

In the morning, Ubayy came to the Prophet (3%) and told him
about this. The Prophet (3%) told him, «2,35 345 35 a ub

<Surely, he told you the truth although he is a

RUQYAHWITH AL-MU ‘AWWITHAT

liar.»

The mu‘awwithat (the protecting ones), presented below, are the
last three stirahs of the The last two of them, called the
two mu‘awwithat, carry a clear meaning of ruqyah. Sirat-ul-
Ikhlas (112) does not explicitly carry such meaning, but contains
concise and strong words of praise for Allah (8), making it an

important introduction to the succeeding two surahs.

ur’ an.

Ss CF ASS GAS IC Seat Sl CY

Ky
«Say, “He is Allah, the One and Unique. Allah, the
Eternal Refuge. He neither

begets
nor was He

born. There is no equal to Him.”»

HY Bip O LAB
pialWis fault 5S 5 CO

«Say, “I seek refuge with the Lord of daybreak,
from the evil ofwhat He created, and from the evil

3}Galeosog Gli

of darkness when it settles, and from the evil of the
blowers in knots, and from the evil of an envier

Al-Bagarah 2:255.

2. Recorded by an-Nas@'i and at-Tabarani. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani
(Sahith-ut-Targhib 662).

3. Al-Ikhlag 112:1-4.
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when he envies.”»!

«Say, “I seek refuge with the Lord of the people,
the King of the people, the God of the people, from
the evil of a retreating whisperer, who whispers
(evil) in the breasts of the people, (whether he is)
from among jinns or the people.”»

”

Khubayb (#) reported that he went with other men on a dark

night seeking the Prophet (3) to lead them in prayer. When they
found him, the Prophet (4) said to Khubayb, «fo Say.» Not

knowing what to say, Khubayb remained silent. The Prophet
repeated his command, «po <Say.» Again, Khubayb remained
silent. On the third time, Khubayb said, “O Allah’s Messenger,
what should I say?” The Prophet (3) replied:

be En 5 cook Ga ANG ANASa See
C168 Bie Heads BSE

«Say “Qul huwa ’Lidhu ahad’ and the two
mu ‘awwithat three times in the evening and in the
morning. This would protect you from all
(harmful) things.»°

‘A’ ishah (1) reported about the Prophet (38):

5eek ote
“SN Sa TY lege 15 ga CS is OS Sasi J il |

3}

1. Al-Falag 113:1-5.

An-Nas 114:1-6.

3. Recorded by Abii Dawiid, at-Tirmithi, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Sahih-ut-Targhib 649).
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Ge et AOS SHBhdSells
Bhs

ASI

BSS fadsocdye JST G5 35 sobs Se gy Mitr ace 3 ple
(4 BSSifSf GH eb Botts E98

“When he went to bed, he would bring the palms of
both hands together and blow into them while reciting
“Qul huwa ’Liahu ahad’, “Qul a‘iithu bi rabb-il-
falaq”, and “Qul a‘iithu bi rabb in-Nas’'.He would
then rub with them whatever he could reach of his
body, starting with his head, face, and the front part of

ois (

his body. He would do this three times. When he was
in his (final) illness, he asked me to do this for him.””

Abii Sa‘id al-Khudri (4) reported:

CB IN iF5
OE

oi Gye
SA

plies le dhl re ail
58

(WG 550 6 B55 be Sel
oe og

“Allah’s Messenger (38) used to seek (Allah’s)
protection fromjinns and the human

eye (with various

J
SAN

rugyahs)—until the two mu‘awwithat’ were revealed.
After that, he adhered to them and left all else.’*

RUQYAHS FROM THE SUNNAH

Abt Sa‘id al-Khudri (4) reported that Jibril (#) visited the

Prophet (4%) while sick* and said to him, E231 462 Ww <O

Muhammad, are you ailing?» He replied, ta <Yes.> Jibril
then said:

Stirahs 112, 113, and 114 (cited above).
2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (4439, 5016, 5735, 5748, 5751), Muslim (2192), and

others.

3. Surahs 113 and 114 (cited above).
Recorded by at-Tirmithi, Ibn Majah, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (al-Mishkah 4563).

5. Since the Sahdbah could not normally see Jibril (a), Abi Sa‘id (4) must be
reporting here something that the Prophet (3%) had told him.

Downloaded via sunniconnect.com
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<Bism-illahi arqtk, min kulli shay’in yw thik, min
sharri kulli nafsin aw ‘ayni hdsid. Allah yashftk.
Bism-illahi arqik—
With Allah’s Name I shelter you, from all that ails
you, from the evil of any soul, and that of the
envious eye. May Allah cure you; with Allah’s
NameI shelter

‘Uthman Bin ‘Affan (4) reported that the Prophet (3) said:

28 ESE" Fall Ao585oS ONG LoSGh
<Nothing would harm a ‘abd who says three times
every morning and evening:

“Bism-illah-il-lathi la yadurru ma‘-asmihi shay’un
fil-ardi walafis-sama i wahuw-as-sami-ul-‘alim—

(I shelter myself) with the name of Allah, the One
with whose name nothing can cause harm on earth
or in the heaven. He is the Hearer, the Knower.”»”

RUQYAH AGAINT THE EVIL EYE

Envy is one of the greatest evils among Allah’s creation. It is
what caused Satan to rebel against Allah’s ($8) command. And it
is what causes people to make plots and inflict wars against each
other.

One of envy’s ugly manifestations is the evil eye. This can
happen when an envious person observes something with envy or

1. Recorded by Muslim (2186), at-Tirmithi, and others. A similar hadith, reported
by ‘A’ishah is recorded byMuslim (2185).

2. Recorded by Abii Dawiid, at-Tirmithi, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Sahih-ut-Targhib 655).
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awe; that look can cause an immediate harm or damage to that
thing (with Allah’s permission).
Asma’ Bint ‘Umays() narrated that she said to the
Prophet (3%), “O Allah’s Messenger, the children of Ja‘far are

easily afflicted with the evil eye. Should I seek rugyah for them?”
He replied:

(od eid 50d Sit?CB OS SEE pain

<Yes, if anything were to
race Qadar (Allah’s

decree), it would be the evil eye.>'

‘A’ ishah (#) reported:
ahs BEAT Cab seats J5 Si)

“The Prophet@) commanded us to seek
rugyah f

from
the (evil) eye.”

Umm Salamah (+) reported that the Prophet (3) saw in her
house a young girl with a yellowish face, so he said:

«Sa be 56 Zap

«Seek
ruqyah

for her, because sheis struck with an
(evil) eye.

RUQYAHS FOR CHILDREN

Children are especially vulnerable to evil eyes, harmful insects,
and devils. Because of this, the Prophet (3%) applied ruqyah to
children and urged others to do the same, as we saw above in the.

lly,

case of Ja‘far’s children and in Umm Salamah’s hadith, and as in
the following reports.

‘A’ishah («) reported that the Prophet (4) heard a little child
crying, so he said:

1. Recorded by Ahmad, at-Tirmitht, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (al-Mishkah 4560).

2. Recorded by al-Bukhiri (5738), Muslim (2195), and others.

3. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5739), al-Hakim, and others.
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Stall ESS Si lhe a
<Why is this child crying? Wouldn’t

you
seek to

treat him with ruqyah from the evil eye?’

al

Allah’s complete words are His commands and decree that never
err; they are most truthful, just, wise, and powerful. There is a
number ofhadiths relating that the Prophet (38) performed ruqyah
with Allah’s complete words.

“Abdullah Bin ‘Abbas (&) reported that the Prophet (3) sought
Allah’s protection for his grandchildren, al-Hasan and al-Husayn,
with the following supplication:

BY 2 JB os JS, BO dt odsBel
bikalimat-illah-it-tammah, min kulli
£5

U tthukuma
Shaytanin wa-himmah, wa-min kulli ‘aynin
lammah—

I shelter both of you with Allah’s complete words
from every devil and harmful creature, and from
every envious eye.»

The Prophet (38) further informed:

CAE Ogle deal pl OWS
IK ’

Ly 3 pr

is how Ibrahim
used

to seek protection for
Isma‘Tl and Ishaq (#).>
<This

And Allah (8) tells us that upon delivering Maryam, her mother
_

sought Allah’s protection for her and her offspring from Satan:

Ah2255,MGAss She eas D

Ul ar Ji ao} 555 ByGig Giza als

«When she (Maryam’s mother) delivered her, she

Bho»

<©

1. Recorded by Ahmad. Verified to be kasan by al-Albant (as-Sahihah 1048).
2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (3371), Ibn Hibb&n, and others..
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said, “My Lord, I have delivered a female—And
Allah was most Knowing of what she delivered—
and the male is not like the female. And I have
named her Maryam. And I seek Your protection
for her and her progeny from Satan, the
outcast.”»|

Wrong Forms of Protection
In our ongoing pursuit ofprotecting our offspring from harm, we
should strictly avoid practices that will not benefit them and will
even, potentially, harm them. In this section, we highlight some
of those practices that are often performed by the ignorant.
AVOIDING AMULETS AND TALISMANS

The supplications mentioned above should be seriously and
sincerely uttered by the appropriate individuals.

Some people write their rugyahs on paper or engrave them on
gold and silver, thereby forming amulets that they hang on
babies’ chests or around their necks. This brings a number of
harms, such as the following:
1. This would not produce the desired protection, because it is

not done as instructed in the Sunnah.

2. This is a bid‘ah because it was not taught or practiced by the
Prophet (32) or his companions (4).

3. This may constitute shirk because the people who use these
amulets tend to believe that they have an independent
protective power.

4. This ultimately leads ignorant people to use amulets
containing magical terms and senseless words made up by
devils and soothsayers. This, indeed, is an awful level of
deviation and shirk.

Shaykh Salih (43 said:al-Fawzan aut SL

1. Al ‘Imran 3:36.
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“It is not permissible to hang protective charms or
(Quranic) writings on adults or children..All of this is
classified under the tamimahs (amulets) that the

Prophet (3%) prohibited. If those amulets contain
nonsense, obscurities, words of unknown meaning,
names of jinns or devils, and so on, then they are

unanimously prohibited because they contradict true
faith and surely lead to shirk.

If those amulets contain Qur’an and authentic
supplications (only), they are still prohibited
according to the most correct opinion of the ‘ulama’.
The reason for this prohibition is that hanging them
would open the door for hanging the other prohibited
(shirki) amulets. Additionally, hanging some of the
Qur’an on a baby shows disrespect of the Qur’an ...”"

AVOIDING BLUE BEADS, HORSESHOES, AND OTHER CHARMS OF SHIRK

It is prohibited to use for protection blue beads, horseshoes, eye
images, or other symbols and charms that some ignorant people
use, thinking that they have protective powers. Using them is a
serious act of shirk that the Prophet (4) prohibited as we saw
earlier.

Ibn Mas‘td (#4) reported that he saw a string tied around his
wife’s neck for rugyah. He cut it offher neck and said:

2 - weCEN yb else abl le TT op

“Indeed, the family of ‘Abdullah (Bin Mas‘td) have
no need for shirk.”

Then he added that he heard Allah’s Messenger (38) say:

(553BG llySop
«Indeed, (incorrect) rugyahs, amulets, and tiwalahs’

1. Al-Muntaga Min Fatawa Salih al-Fawzan 1:166-168.

2. Charm that a woman uses to maintain her husband’s love.
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solare forms of shirk.»

‘Isa Bin ‘Abd-ir-Rahman Bin Abi Layla reported that he went to
visit Abii Ma‘bid ‘Abdullah Bin ‘Ukaym al-Juhani (48) who was
afflicted with redness’. ‘Isd suggested to him, “Why do you not
hang an amulet (for cure)?” Abt Ma’‘bid responded, “Death
would be easier than this. I heard Allah’s Messenger (#8) say:

«a Js3Ksjis oe
<Anyone who hangs something (for protection) will
be yielded to that thing.»”

This means that such a person will not get the desired protection
because Allah (8) will yield him to that thing from which he

sought help without right.
No NEED TO MAKE Du’A’ OR THIKR ON BEHALF OF THE BABY

Some parents reason that, since their baby is still incapable of
saying du‘a’ and thikr on its own, it would be good that they say
them for it. Thus when they finish feeding it, they say, “A/-hamdu
lillah.” They say the same when the baby sneezes. They say the

supplications of going to sleep and rising from sleep on behalf of
the baby, and so on.

This practice shows excessive concern and may classify as bid‘ah
for two reasons. First, we have no knowledge that the sahabah or
their true followers did this. Second, the supplications and

ruqgyahs that we cited earlier were recommended by the

Prophet (38) himself; and they should provide the necessary
protection for the baby.

1. Recorded by Abii al-Hakim, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 2972 and Sahth-ut-Targhib wat-Tarhib 3457).

Dawid

2. This is a disease that produces swelling and redness in the face and other parts of
the body.

3. Recorded by Abii Dawiid and at-Tirmithi. Verified to be hasan by al-Albani
(Sahih-ut-Targhib wat-Tarhib 3456).
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ELIMINATING THE “DETERRENTS” OF GooD

There are many “deterrents” that divert or reduce the effect of
ruqyahs and supplications. Such deterrents should be removed
from the presence of children at all times, especially during their
sleep. “Deterrents of good” include music, images, and all other
acts ofdisobedience that may be committed in a child’s presence.
Some of those deterrents will be discussed in the next chapter.

J-¥rotection trom Cvil 134 vur rrecious Sprouts
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8.
DETERRENTS OF GOOD

Why It Does NotWork

Many concerned parents indicate that they did all what they could
to protect their child from harm and evil, such as reading
authentic du‘a’s and applying authentic rugyahs, but illnesses
and accidents continue to afflict the child. Thus they wonder if
the child is under a black-magic spell or is possessed byjinns.
When we inquire from those parents about the environment they
have established for their child, we often find that it contains a
number of wrongs that constitute strong deterrents for the
acceptance of ruqyahs, thereby aiding harm and evil in attacking
their child.

Among those deterrents are images, music, bells, television, and
other acts of disobedience that are committed or maintained in
the child’s proximity. In this chapter, we discuss a few common
deterrents.

Dolls and Other Images
MODERN CHILDREN’S “TOYDOM”

It has become universally acceptable, or even recommended, to
have images of all forms, colors, and sizes on children’s clothes,
beds, walls, and so on.

A large part of the children’s toys are personified after animals
and fictional characters. We see Micky Mouse, Goofy, Donald
Duck, Bugs Bunny, Little Mermaid, Lion King, and other cartoon
characters decorating and populating our children’s world.

Our children’s rooms, walls, shelves, and beds are filled with
dolls and stuffed animals. Teddy bears are accepted as legitimate
longtime companions for our children, with their companionship
often extending into adolescence and beyond.

135
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PROHIBITION OF IMAGES IN ISLAM

In this section, “image” or “picture” means a two-dimensional
painting or photograph, or a three-dimensional statue or figure,
made to resemble humans, animals, or fictional creatures.

Making images is a major sin in Islam. A Muslim should not
make an image or help in making it unless it fulfills a legitimate
need that cannot be fulfilled otherwise.

‘A’ishah and Ibn ‘Umar reported that the Prophet (38) said:

Gl 26 Jue 6575 gd od 5 Gil Opp

«indeed, those who make these images will be

erie Calli yal

punished on Resurrection Day and will be told,
“Give life to what you created.” '

IbnMas‘id and ‘A’ ishah (&) reported that the Prophet (8) said:
« (abl yalay spall)

a it tide ifipCall oo

«Indeed, the people with the most punishment on
Resurrection Day are the

images
makers—those

who emulate what Allah created.)
The relevant part of an image that leads to its prohibition is the
head, because it reflects the actual resemblance. Ibn ‘Abbas ():.
reported that the Prophet (3) said:

C655 play Fold ASN lad1 « yd
<The (prohibited) image is the head.

When theheadis removed, it is not an image anymore.)*
IMAGES DRIVE THE ANGELS AWAY

In addition to the great punishment promised for those who make

wy

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (2105, 3224, 5181, 5951, 5957, 5961,
Muslim (2107-2108), and others.

7557-7558),

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5950, 5954, 6109), Muslim (2107, 2109), and others.

3. Recorded by al-Bayhaqi (in al-Kubra), al-Isma‘ili, and others. Verified to be
authentic by al-Albani (as-Sahkihah 1921 and Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 3864).
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images, there is an immediate punishment for those who display
images: They lose the company of the angels of mercy who
would otherwise engulf the believers with help and protection.
These angels do not like the proximity of the images that
represent disobedience to Allah (88).

‘A’ishah, Maymiinah, Abi Talhah, Abi Hurayrah, and other
companions (#) reported that the Prophet (3%) said:

. + Sar 6
(35 ye 4d ES SM opa3

«Indeed, the angels do not enter a house in which
there is an image.»'

Images that are on display in a certain room drive the angels of
mercy out of that room. This gives Satan and his devils easier
access to the houses, bodies, and lives ofpeople living there.

PERMISSION OF SOME DOLLS AND TOY ANIMALS

Excluded from the prohibition of images are simple dolls that are
intended to teach children certain skills. ‘A’ishah had such
dolls during the early period ofher marriage, and the Prophet (3)
did not disapprove them. She reported:

OSS gat Gali Cote L555 BD) ZS Be SEN, Calf Eis

(6998 GAS BY Se70 heGSJs1 Co) ot
“T used to play with dolls, and some of my friends
used to play with me. When Allah’s Messenger (38)
came home, they would shy away from him, but he
would tell them to go back and play withme.”

J av

‘A’ishah («) also narrated that when Allah’s Messenger (38)
returned from the battle ofTabik or Khaybar, she had some dolls
in her room in an alcove covered with a curtain. He asked, (134

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (2105, 3224-3227, 5181, 5949, 5957-5958, 5960-5961),
Muslim (2104-2107, 2112), and others.

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (6130), Muslim (2440), and others.
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«iste <What is this, O ‘A’ishah?) She replied, “These are my
dolls.” He saw in their midst a horse with leather wings and

asked, «$$ &5K oil jis » <What is this that I see in their
midst?» She said, “A horse.” He asked, al (34 250 «And
what is that thing on it?» She replied, “Two wings.” He
exclaimed, “J 3.33» «A horse with two wings?» She said,
“Did you not know thatSulayman’s horses had wings?” So he

smiled until she could see his molar teeth.!

wry

«¢

Poets

CONTROVERSY REGARDING PHOTOGRAPHY

Since photography was only invented in recent times, there are
no texts in the Sunnah directly applicable to it. Contemporary
‘ulama’, therefore, differ in regard to the ruling ofphotographing
humans and animals.

Those who prohibit it
2 base their opinion on that a photographic

image is still an image according to both commonsense and shar’
and, hence, the ruling of images applies to it.

Those who allow it,’ on the other hand, base their opinion on that
a photographic image does not involve “emulation of Allah’s
creation”, because it is a mere projection of light and shadows of
beings that Allah (3) has created. Its ruling, therefore, depends
on the nature of the particular image: it is prohibited if it
represents shirk or sinning, otherwise it is permitted.

Both of the above two
groups

of ‘ulama’,
however, agree

on the

prohibtion ofdisplayingimages and hanging them.’

1. Recorded by Abii Dawiid, an-Nasa’l, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (SahihuAbiDawiid 4123, al-Mishkah 3256).
Such as: al-Albani, Ibn Baz, and al-Fawzan.

3. Such as: al-Quradawi, ‘Abd-ur-Rahman ‘Abd-ul-Khiliq, and Ibn ‘Uthaymin in
one of his two opinions in this regard.

4. Good reviews of this are available at the following links: islamqa.info/ar/170967,

www.startimes.com/f.aspx?t=32835573 , and islamqa.info/ar/101257.
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CONCLUSION
From the above, we conclude the following:
1, It is prohibited to make images of living beings. This

prohibition applies whether the images are of two or three
dimensions. Photographs and videos are controversial and

may be classified as doubtful. But since Muslims should
beware of indulgence in doubtful matters, they should avoid
excessiveness in taking or sharing photographs of babies or
other family members without a demonstrated benefit.

It is prohibited to display images. Many Muslims
ignorantly hang family pictures on their walls or display them
on desks and dressers. In addition to driving the angels away,
this often results in over-admiring the images, which can
easily lead to shirk. We should be careful to hide away all
pictures, even those ofnewspapers, when they are not in use.

The prohibition is emphasized in the case of images that
make anti-Islamic propaganda or call to corruption. We
see that modern toys and dolls, mostly made by non-Muslims,
project and emphasize cultures and ideologies alien to Islam.
A common example is: Barbie dolls—female dolls shaped
after the West’s distorted understanding of how a woman
should look.

As an exception to (1) and (2) above, it is
permissible to make children’s toys and
dolls that resemble living beings. However,
those toys should be hand-crafted in such a

way as to serve the purpose of teaching
sewing, decoration, and other house-keeping
activities. This exception should not be
widened to encompass today’s images and
toys that are made to closely match Allah’s creation. By
Islamic standards, many of today’s toys are statues that
should be removed from a Muslim’s house.

In analogy to Point 4, it is permissible to make images that
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are needed for legitimate purposes that cannot be otherwise
fulfilled. This includes passport and identity pictures, images
needed for instructional purposes, and so on.

We would never want to deprive our children of the company and
care of the angels of mercy. Yet, this is exactly what happens
when we fill their rooms and our houses with images and statues.

FATWAS CONCERNING IMAGES ON CLOTHES

Shaykh Muhammad Bin Salih Bin ‘Uthaymin (4) said:
“The ‘ulamda’ say that it is prohibited to dress a baby
with anything that is prohibited for adults to wear.
Since garments with images are prohibited for adults,
they are likewise prohibited for babies. The Muslims
should boycott those clothes and shoes (with images)
so that the people of evil and corruption would not
attack us (Muslims) from this direction.””

Shaykh Salih al-Fawzan (434i 3,L) said:

“Tt is not permissible to buy clothes that have images
of beings with souls, such as humans, animals, and
birds. Making and using images are prohibited
because of the numerous hadiths prohibiting this and

strongly warning against it. The Prophet (8) cursed
those who make images and indicated that they will
be severely punished on Resurrection Day. Thus it is
not allowed to wear a garment with images or make a

baby wear it. One should buy clothes that do not have
images, which are available in plenty—all praise is
due to Allah.”

FATWAs CONCERNING DOLLS

Shaykh Muhammad Bin Salih Bin ‘Uthaymin (2) said:
“It is surely permissible for little girls to play with

1. Majmii' Fatawa wa-Rasd@il Salih al-‘ Uthaymin 2:275.
2. Al-MuntagdaMin Fatawa Salih al-FawzGn 3:339-340.
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dolls that have no clear features. This would be
similar to the dolls with which ‘A’ ishah (sé) played.
However, if a doll has clearly distinctive features
making it resemble a human being—especially if it
also has motion or voice—I would have a reservation
in my heart against it, because it would then be clearly
competing with Allah’s creation ...

It is prohibited to make dolls in a way resembling
Allah’s creation. This would be considered of the
taswir (image-making) that is, without a doubt,
prohibited ...

As for purchasing such dolls, I urge that we instead
buy toys that have no images, such as bicycles, toy
cars, cranes, and so on,”

Shaykh Salih al- Fawzan («3 ai4.) said:
“It is not permissible to hold possession of images of
beings with souls, except for the necessary ones such
as photographs of identity cards, driving licenses, and
so on. All other images are not permissible to

possess—not even children’s toys or images used for
teaching them. The reason for this is the general texts
prohibiting making images or using them.

There are many children’s toys with no images. The
opinion of those who permit using images for
children’s toys is weak. They rely on the hadith of
‘A’ ishah’s (w) toys when she was young. However,
some scholars say that this hadith is abrogated by the
later prohibition ofmaking images. Others say that the
images described in this hadith are not like the images
known today. They were made of rags and sticks and
did not resemble an animal the way today’s images
do. This is the more correct opinion, and Allah knows

1. Majmii’ Fatawa wa-Ras@ il Salih al-‘ Uthaymin 2:277-278.
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best. As for today’s images, they precisely resemble
animals—some of them even move like animals.”

Music
Some people believe that “classical” and
soft music has a soothing effect on babies.
Based on this non-Islamic concept, music
competes with images in filling the child’s
world. Music is played constantly in
children’s amusement parks, movies, and
restaurants. Many of the babies’ toys play
music when touched, pressed, or hugged. Even infant toys such
as rattles and swings play musical segments.

It is disappointing to see many Muslims adopt music as an
innocent practice, making it an essential part of their children’s
life. This is an error that conflicts with authentic texts.
Furthermore, there is a consensus among the early scholars of
Islam, including the Four Imams, that music is prohibited.

Anas, ‘Imran, Abi Umamah, ‘Ali, and Abi Hurayrah (4)
reported that the Prophet (3) said:

* oid aod
13) U3 5 «eee CA EV oleGES

Ade25 4251 5325 43

<It will come to pass that there will be among the
people of this Ummah earth-collapsing, stoning,
and metamorphosis. That will be when they will
(widely) drink intoxicants, keep female singers,
and play on musical

Anas (4) reported that Allah’s Messenger (3) said:
at Eee Bet peat Te

Wo Se 555 dans Lhe See 3525 Gl G OU Als ola)

1. Al-MuntaqaMin Fatawa Salih al-Fawzan 3:338-339.
2. Recorded by Ahmad, at-Tirmithi, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-

Albani (Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 5467 & as-Sahihah 2203).

ray)

Llp: PEN

instruments.»
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<Two sounds are cursed (by Allah) in this life and
the hereafter: flute (music) played when a good
fortune occurs, and wailing when a misfortune
occurs.»’

Shaykh Muhammad Bin Salih Bin “Uthaymin (#) was asked
about children’s games and educational programs that include
some music. He replied:

“The prohibition of music is confirmed by what al-
Bukhari recorded from Abt Malik al-Ash‘arT (4) that
the Prophet (3) said:

Gyles 315 5 dig LS Ll, 55,5
will be among (the people of) my Ummah

those who will violate the prohibition of adultery,
silk clothing (for men), intoxicants, and musical

«There

instruments.»

... Therefore, it is prohibited to use such programs
without removing the music.” °

Other Angel-Repelients
We saw above that images repel the angels ofmercy from our
homes. This is also true about dogs and bells—as we explain in
this section.

Docs &
Some Muslims, in imitation of the non-
Muslims, keep dogs as pets in their homes and
around their children. The presence of dogs
inside a house, however, drives the angels
away from that house.

1. Recorded by al-Bazzar, ad-Diya’-ul-Magqdisi, and others. Verified to be hasan by
al-Albani (Sahih-ut-Targhib wat-Tarhib 3527 and as-Sahihah 427).

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5590) and others.

3. Fatawa Tata‘allaqu bil-Affal (Verdicts Relating to Children})—widely available
on the Internet.
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‘A’ishah, Maymiinah, Abi Talhah, Ibn ‘Umar, and other
companions (.) reported that the Prophet (3) said:

(3552 f C15 a3 By JY Op

«Indeed, the angels do not enter a housein which
thereis a dog or an image.’

BELLS & RINGING

Bells and ringing also repel the angels of mercy
from our presence.

As for bells, Abi Hurayrah (4) reported that the

Prophet (3%) said:
° Goyers Boo a LF ~ 0 2%

CAS tgs 13 KH CALI
<The angels do not

accompany
travelers who have

with them a dog or a bell.»

And as for the ringing of bells, Abi: Hurayrah also reported
that the Prophet (3) said:

CoE alge Rody
<The bell is (one of) Satan’s flutes.>°

Bunanah reported that she was with ‘A’ishah (i) when a young
girl was brought in wearing an anklet with ringing bells. ‘A’ishah
requested to either remove that girl from her presence or remove
her bells. She then explained that she heard the Prophet (38) say:

4oe 4d4a ESBS [AS
<The angels do not enter a house containing a bell.>*

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (3225, 3227, 5949, 5960), Muslim (2104-2107), and
others.

2. Recorded by Muslim (2113), Aba Dawid, and others. There are similar reports
from other Sahabah: ‘A’ishah, Umm Habibah, Anas, and Ibn ‘Umar (4).

3. Recorded byMuslim (2114), Abii Dawiid, and others.

Recorded by Abii Dawid and others. Verified to be hasan by al-Albani (Sahih-
ut-Targhib wat-Tarhib 3120).
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Television
Television encompasses all of the evils that we covered earlier in
this chapter, plus many others. From the moment that a baby can
discern what it sees, the TV starts

playing a major role, mostly
destructive, in forming the child’s
personality and establishing the
child’s principles. It is not surprising
then that we include it among the
repellents of good and even consider
it one of their worst.

Shaykh ‘Abd-ul-‘ Aziz Bin Baz (4) said:
“With regard to television, it is a dangerous device. Its
harmful effects are great—like those of the cinema, or
even worse. From the research that has been written
about it, and from the words of experts in Arab
countries and elsewhere, we know enough to conclude
that it is dangerous and very harmful to Islamic
beliefs, morals and the society’s condition. The reason
for this is that it includes presentations of bad morals,
tempting scenes, immoral pictures, semi-nakedness,
destructive speech, and disbelief. It encourages
imitation of the disbelievers in conduct, way of
dressing, and revering their (non-Muslim) leaders. (At
the same time, it encourages) neglect of Islamic
conduct and way of dressing, and belittling the
Islamic scholars and heroes. It damages their image
by portraying them in a disdainful manner that makes
the people despise and disregard them. It teaches
cheating, stealing, plotting, and committing acts of

Similar to music, many babies’ toys have bells or

produce a ringing sound. This includes some infants’
toys, such as rattles. Such toys must be eliminated to

keep the angels ofmercy around our babies.
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violence. Without doubt, anything that produces so
much evil should be stopped and shunned ...”

Imitation of the Non-Muslims
Muslims nowadays perform many acts that are not from the

guidance of Islam but are, rather, done in imitation of the non-
Muslims. This was foretold by the Prophet (3), as Abii Sa‘id al-
Khudri (4) reported from him:

og
Vik 2153

9

I Iie LS OW GaGo Each
°

oF ghee tageof GD

Ceepnd Gnd jw (hes OS
<You will follow the ways of those who preceded
you, a span for a span, and a cubit for a cubit.
Even if they enter into a lizard’s hole, you would
surely follow them!>

The Prophet (4) was asked, “Do you mean the Jews and
Christians?” He replied, «Who else?)”

Obviously, the Prophet (3) was not referring to matters of
technology and science. The Muslims are required to benefit
from any nation that can help them improve in such areas.
However, they should be extremely careful, not allowing their
imitation to extend to areas of culture and customs that may end

up affecting their religion itself.

Thus, the worst form of imitation of the non-Muslims is in
practices that involve shirk or are based on their deviant religious
beliefs.

A Muslim who is bent on imitating the non-Muslims in many of
their practices will end up imitating them even in religious
matters. This may lead him to become, effectively, one of them.
Tbn ‘Umar and Huthayfah (#) reported that the Prophet (28) said:

1. Al-Fatawa 3:227.
2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (3456, 7320), Muslim (2669), and others.
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<Whoever imitates a people is one of them.»'

Earlier in this chapter, we discussed a number of issues that
reflected imitation of the non-Muslims. In what follows, we
mention a few additional acts in which the Muslims specifically
imitate the non-Muslims in areas relating to children.

CELEBRATING BIRTHDAYS

Celebrating birthdays is an act in which
Muslims bluntly imitate non-Muslims without
reason.” Birthdays have reached such a high
degree of importance in some Muslims’ lives
that, to them, neglecting them is as bad as
neglecting one of Islim’s two annual ‘ids!

4

By introducing innovations and wrong practices like birthdays
into our children’s lives, from their early childhood, we would be

imparting to them life-long misconceptions and deviation.

Shaykh Muhammad Bin Salih Bin ‘Uthaymin (2) said:
“Celebrating a child’s birthday is either an act of
worship or a normal habitual practice.

1. If it is an act of worship then it is an innovation
(bid'ah) in Allah’s religion. It is confirmed from the
Prophet (38) that he warned against bid'ahs and
indicated that they are acts ofmisguidance. He said:

é ae we oye aeC0 GTS J55 GIS B24, JS OB ANI Ls
«Beware of the (religious) matters that are
innovated (by the people), for every innovated
matter is an act of misguidance that (whoever

1. Recorded by Abii Dawiid and at-Tabarani (in al-Awsaf). Verified to be authentic
by al-Albani (Sahih-ul-Jami‘ 6149 and Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 1269).

2. For a detailed discussion of this subject, the reader is referred to the Author’s,
“Festivals & Celebrations in Islam”.

vur rrecious Sprouts 147 S-veterrents of Good
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initiated it) will reside in the Fire.»

2. If it is a habitual practice then it carries two
violations:

a) It constitutes making a particular day ‘id when it is
not. This exhibits disrespect of Allah and His
Messenger (3%) by instituting a day of celebration
without Allah’s permission. When Allah’s
Messenger (#8) arrived at al-Madinah,he found that
the Ansar had two (annual) days of celebration. So he
said:

6555 Sol 657 ageEK, ShEL
<When I came to Madinah, you had two days that
you celebrated from Jahiliyyah. Indeed, Allah has
substituted them for you with two better days: the
Day of Fitr (Breaking the Fast) and the Day of
Nahr (Sacrifice).>”

355 Hath Gaga og NG KES ww

b) It constitutes imitating Allah’s enemies, because
this practice is not one of the Muslims’ practices but
came to them from other nations. The Prophet (3)
said:

08 oegt
6 phy dees on”

«Whoever imitates a people is one of them.”

1. Recorded by Ahmad, Abii Dawiid, and others from al-‘Irbad Bin Sariyah (5).
Verified to be authentic by al-Albani 2455).ul-Ghalil

2. Recorded by Ahmad, Abii Dawiid, and others, from Anas (#). Verified to be
authentic by al-Albant (Sahth-ul-Jami‘ 4381).

3. Recorded by Abii Dawid and at-Tabar4ni. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani
(Urwa’-ul-Ghalil 1269).

4. Fatawa@ Manar--ul-Islam 1:43-45.
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BaBy SHOWER

A baby shower is a non-Muslim practice whereby
a party is held for the expecting mother, usually
before the baby’s birth. It is typically a women-
only party, arranged and hosted by a close friend
of the family. Guests are expected to bring gifts of
baby furniture, clothes, accessorie, supplies, and

toys. The expectant mother usually makes her
wish-list of items and conveys it to the guests
either directly or discreetly.
The simple fact that the baby shower is a non-Muslim practice
makes it unacceptable for Muslims to hold or join. It is a
celebration of a fetus that may or many not make it into this
world alive. Also, this places undue burden on the guests who
would feel pressured to buy whatever the mother requests.

In Islam, a baby is not celebrated until it is born healthy and
alive. We discussed early in this book (p. 19) that it is permissible
to give presents to families for their newborn baby. But those
who wish to do so should do it outside the setting of this practice.
CLOTHING ISSUES

Nowadays, most clothing and bedding items are produced by
non-Muslims with un-Islamic concepts. They often contain
images of sports or movie stars, musical instruments, cartoon
characters, and so on. They might also carry writing and symbols
that reflect un-Islamic ideologies.

This makes it difficult to purchase baby clothes, blankets, and
other items that are Islamically acceptable.

Nevertheless, Muslim parents should be keen to oppose the trend
of purchasing popular and the more readily available baby items.
They should be prepared to conduct a more careful search for
items that are Islamically appropriate. If they receive as gifts
items that are in violation of Islam, they should return or
exchange them, or try their best to alter them in appropriate ways
to make them Islamically acceptable. This will also serve the
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purpose of clearly emphasizing to their family and community
that they indeed revere the teachings of Islam and abhor blind or
ignorant imitation of the non-Muslims. Allah will certainly grant
blessing and happiness to the families of those who truly strive
for His cause.

Shaykh Muhammad Bin Salih Bin “‘Uthaymin (2) said:
“It is prohibited for a Muslim—whether male or
female, young or old—to imitate the nonbelievers in
clothing or other matters ... Muslims should have a

strong personality that prevents them from being
subsidiary to others. They should be the uppermost
because their religion is the most sublime.” !

Shaykh Bin ‘“Uthaymin was asked whether it is permissible
to dress young children in clothing that exposes their thighs and
other parts of their body. His reponse was:

“It is well known that ‘awrah does not apply to
children who are under seven years of age. Yet,
getting children used to short and indecent clothing
will make it easier for them to expose their ‘awrah in
the future ... Therefore, my opinion is that children
should be prevented from wearing such clothes, and
should only wear decent clothes to avoid such
concerns.” ”

1. Fatawa Tata‘allaqu bil-Atfal (Verdicts Relating to Children)—widely available
on the Internet.

2. Fatadwa Tata‘allaqu bil-Atfal (Verdicts Relating to Children)—widely available
on the Internet.

(#)
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9.
OTHER BABY ISSUES

Cleanliness and Purity Issues
BABIES’ URINE

Human urine is najis (impure/filthy). Its traces should be

completely washed off if it falls on a garment, sheet, carpet, etc.
There is one exception to this: the urine of a MALE baby whose
main source of nourishment is breast-feeding. In this case, the
location of urine may be merely sprayed with water without
thorough washing.
‘A’ ishah («) reported:

(AG at gly Eddcassfe SG «Ccat sp

“A male baby was brought to Allah’s Messenger (38),
and the baby urinated on his garment. The Prophet (4)
requested water and sprayed it over his garment.”

Umm Qays Bint Mihsan (+) reported:
SB oo deGALEet 25 JFab Bid ood uesfy

AL 15Maeool EG wt
“T brought to Allah’s Messenger (#) a son of mine
who had not eaten food (i.e., was only breast-feeding).
He placed him on his lap, and the baby urinated on his
garment. The Prophet (3) requested water and
sprayed it over his garment without washing it.””

‘Ali Bin Abi Talib (4) reported that Allah’s Messenger (2) said:

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (222, 5468, 6002, 6355), Muslim (286), and others.

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (223, 5693), Muslim (287), and others.

151
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«hk 35 (eesaeel jp
<The urine of a breast-fed male baby is sprayed,

dS

and the urine of a breast-fed female baby is
washed.’

There are several other authentic reports to the same meaning by
other Sahabah (#).
Since spraying a baby’s urine with water does not remove the
urine, the above narrations indicate that the urine of a breast-fed
male baby is fahir. This is true as long as the baby’s main
nourishment comes from breast-feeding—although he might be
fed other supportive foods. However, when breast-feeding
becomes a minor portion ofhis diet his urine becomes najis.
The above discussion does not apply to a female baby—her urine
is najis from birth.

The ‘ulama’ have various speculations regarding this distinction
between male and female babies. But we did not find any of their
opinions strong enough to present here.

On the other hand, some recent studies seem to indicate that there
is indeed a chemical difference between the two urines, with the
urine of a female baby containing 90% more bacteria than a male
baby’s when both are in their first few months of life.
Whether this is the actual explanation of this distinction or not,
we still submit to Allah’s and His Messenger’s (32) judgment—
whether or not we fully understand its underlying wisdom. ”

CARRYING BABIES DURING THE PRAYER

Abii Qatadah (45) reported:
eae

lal de bE PS

1. Recorded by Ahmad, Abii Dawid, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (/rwa’-ul-Ghalil 166).

2. This research was presented during the Eighth International Conference for the
Scientific Miracles of the Qur'an and Sunnah, Kuwait 1427 (2006).
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(Geb 5 Si 5 GLE 6B SB atl of etal GY
“T once saw Allah’s Messenger (42) leading the people in prayer
while carrying upon his shoulder (his granddaughter) Umamah,
Zaynab’s daughter from Abi Bin ar-Rabi’. When he
stood, he held her. And when he prostrated, he set her down.”!

al- As

Commenting on this, Ibn-ul-Qayyim (#) said:
‘(This indicates) the permission of carrying children
even when the condition of their clothes is not known
(whether /ahir or najis) ...

This was clearly during an obligatory prayer. It
provides a refutation of those who have paranoia (in
regard to moving during the prayer). It indicates that
infrequent movement during the prayer does not
invalidate it—if there is need for it. It also reflects
mercy toward the children, teaches humbleness and

good manners, and indicates that touching little
children does not invalidate

And an-Nawawi (2) said:
“Some of the Malikis claim that this hadith is

abrogated, others claim that it is an exclusive act of
the Prophet’s (8), and others claim that there was a

necessity (for carrying Umamah). However, all of
these are invalid and rejected claims, because they
have no evidence. The hadith does not indicate
anything that violates the rules of Shar’. A human
being is (initially) ¢ahir, and what is within the belly is
immaterial. As for the children’s clothes and bodies,
they are considered ‘ahir until there is proof to the
contrary. Also, movement during the prayer does not
invalidate it—if it is slight and discontinuous. The

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (516, 5996), Muslim (543), and others.

2. Tuhfat-ul-Mawdid p. 134.
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proofs for this are overwhelming.”
Based on these important statements by Ibn-ul-Qayyim and an-
Nawawi, we conclude that it is also permissible to hold diapered
babies during the prayer regardless of the content of their diapers
(as long as they are not leaking).
BRINGING BABIES INTO THE MASJID

The above hadith of Abii Qatadah clearly indicates that, contrary
to some claims, it is permissible to bring young children into the
masjid. This is further supported by the following hadith.

Anas and Abt Qatadah (#) reported that the Prophet (3) said:

pel AKanclgid 4,16 J259 gp

iyo
Ah ats SeGal

«Indeed, I start the prayer intending to extend it.
Then I hear a baby’s cry, and I shorten my prayer
because I know its mother’s concern for its
crying.»

TOUCHING A BABY’S PRIVATE PARTS

The.

The mother or other adults often need to touch a baby’s private
area for cleaning, changing, checking temperature, and so on. An
often-raised concern is whether this touching invalidates wudii’.
The simple answer is that it does not, because there is no
evidence that it does.

Many scholars reason that since touching one’s private area
invalidates wudii’, touching a baby’s private area invalidates
wudii’ as well. However, this analogy is not correct because of
the difference between the two cases. In addition, the hadiths of
the Prophet (32) clearly indicate that touching one’s private area
does not necessarily invalidate wudi’ —unless it is done with
lust.

1. Reported by Ibn Hajar in Fath-ul-Bari 1:765 (under 516).
2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (707-710, 868) andMuslim (469-470).
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Busrah Bint Safwan («) reported that the Prophet (3%) said:

L525 3555 ja Bp
<When one of you touches his penis, he should
perform

Abi Hurayrah (4) reported that the Prophet (3) said:

hte ey
OS FG ae fone SN gail

Bp

«When one of you reaches with his hand to his

genitalia,
without a separation, he should perform

wudii’.»

Talq Bin ‘Ali(#) reported that he went with other men to
Allah’s Prophet (3). While they were there, a man who appeared
to be a bedouin came and asked, “O Prophet of Allah, what do

you say in regard to a man who touches his penis (during the

prayer) after having performed wudi’?” The Prophet (3) replied:
keEasNEWBY Jay

ds it anything but a piece of flesh from his body?>°

Commenting on this hadith, al-Albani (#) said:
“This contains a subtle indication that the touching not
requiring wudii’ is only that which is not associated
with lust, because in this case it is possible to liken
touching that part to touching any other part of the
body. Contrary to this is the touching with lust, which
is not then similar to touching other parts of the body
where the touching is not associated with desire. This
should be quite obvious. Thus, this hadith does not

1. Recorded by Ahmad, Abii Dawiid, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 116 and SahihuAbiDawiid 181).

2. Recorded by Ibn Hibban, al-Bayhaqi, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 1235).

3. Recorded by Abii Dawid, at-Tirmithi, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (SahihuAbiDawid 182, 183).
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serve as evidence for the Hanafis who say that
touching never invalidates wuda’. It can only serve as
evidence for those who say that touching without lust
does not invalidate wudi’, whereas touching with lust
does, because of Busrah’s hadith. This reconciles
between the two hadith, and is the opinion that
Shaykh-ul-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah chose in some of his
books, as I remember.”

Piercing the Ears

Piercing involves two acts that are normally prohibited in Islam:
changing Allah’s (88) original creation, and causing unnecessary
harm and pain.
CHANGING ALLAH’S CREATION

Cutting animals’ ears and changing the way Allah created them
constitute a sinful act of disobedience. Changing Allah’s creation
without permission demonstrates obedience to the Devil, as
Allah (8) says:

>
45 4 2 os. ° we
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«They call (instead of Allah) upon none but
rebellious Satan, whom Allah has cursed. And he
had said (to Allah), “I will surely take from among
Your servants a specific portion. I will mislead
them, give them false promises, command them so

they will slit the ears of cattle, and command them
so they will change the creation of Allah.”
Certainly, whoever takes Satan as an ally instead

G
a

oe sey -

hoe

1. Tamam-ul-Minnah p. 103.
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ofAllah is in tremendous loss.»'

This prohibition of slitting the ears applies more so to humans
whom Allah (8) honored and fashioned in the best form:

ol €O pgs pola BpPe jaya
«Verily, We have created the human being in the
best of stature.»

Changing this stature without permission is indeed an act of
atrocity and deviation that deserves punishment.

For the same reason, the Prophet (3%) indicated that Allah (@)
curses those who change what He (38) created. This includes (but
is not limited to) removing their facial hair, wearing wigs, filing
their teeth, or tattooing their bodies) seeking by that to improve
their appearance. Ibn Mas‘iid (4) reported that the Prophet (4)
said:

oles22, abl gahly

CON BEAFR LAY lead,
<Allah curses those women who tattoo (for others)
and who get tattoos, those who pluck the facial hair
(for others) and who have their facial hair plucked,
those who connect their hair with other (fake) hair,
and those who file their teeth for beauty—they all
change Allah’s creation.»°

INFLICTING HARM AND PAIN

Harming a human without reason is strongly prohibited as well.
Allah (8) says:

wat’ ope Gar

radi Zagah cylbe pw crnragasly <

An-Nis@’ 4:117-119.
At-Tin 95:4.

Recorded by al-Bukhari (4886, 4887, 5931, 5939, 5943, 5944, 5948), Muslim
(2125), and others.
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Ae GOZOhee os
«And those who harm believing men and women
for what they do not deserve have certainly born
upon themselves a slander and manifest sin.»

‘Abdullah Bin ‘Abbas and “Ubadah Bin as-Samit (4) reported
that the Prophet (3%) said:

«515895558
<No harm may be inflicted on oneself or others.»

EARRINGS DURING THE PROPHET’S TIME

There are a few reports in the Sunnah indicating that the Muslim
women during the Prophet’s (#) time wore earrings, and the

Prophet (32) did not condemn or prohibit this.

Ibn ‘Abbas (#) reported that, after the Prophet (4) prayed the
two rak'Gt on the day of ‘Jd and gave the khutbah, he approached
the women:

(od baht abTi esd SABI CoalspheLt of
yf Goh Ltt ceils (Gain sig city

“He (#8) then walked (with Bilal (#)) to where the
women sat. He (3) admonished them and urged them
to give sadagah. They responded by giving their
earrings, bracelets, rings, and necklaces to Bilal.”?

If it was prohibited to wear earrings, the Prophet (3) would have
declared it when he saw the jewelry that the women gave.

In a long hadith known as the hadith of Umm Zar‘ 4

Al-Ahzab 33:58.

2. Recorded by Ahmad and Ibn Majah. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani and
others (as-Sahihah 250).

3. Recorded by al-Bukhari (98, 863, 964, 977, 979, 1431, 1449, 4895, 5249, 5880,
5881, 5883, 7325), Muslim (884), and others.

4. . The full hadith is cited in the Author’s, “The Fragile Vessels”.
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‘A’ishah reported that the Prophet (38) told her that Umm
Zar‘ said the following about her husband:

Ae
<“My husband was Abi Zar‘. And what would you
know about Abi Zar‘! He made my ears heavy
with jewelry ...”»

33 63.93391

In the conclusion of this hadith, the Prophet (3%) said to ‘A’ ishah:
4 <- ° oe

65 GS WES dae“est iy

<O ‘A’ishah! I am to you like Aba Zar‘ was to
Umm Zar‘.»’

This indicates the Prophet’s (3%) approval, among other things, of
Abii Zar‘’s giving earrings to Umm Zar‘ to wear.

CONCLUSION

We have seen that it is prohibited to pierce any part of the body,
because it involves changing All&ah’s creation and inflicting harm
and pain. This general rule holds all the time, with only one
exception that derives from the hadiths presented in the previous
subsection.

Most of the ‘u/ama’ conclude that it is permissible for women to
have their earlobes pierced in order to wear earrings on them.

They argue that had it been prohibited, the Prophet (3) would’
have taken the occasion to explain this to the people and warn
them against it. Ibn-ul-Qayyim (3) said:
“As for piercing a girl’s ear, it is permissible for the purpose of
wearing jewelry. This was stated by Imam Ahmad. He also stated
that it is disapproved to do it for a boy. The difference between
the two is that a female needs to wear jewelry, making piercing
her ears ofbenefit—contrary to a boy.””

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5189), Muslim (2448), and others.

2. Tubfat-ul-Mawdiid p. 126.
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However, because of the earlier discussed prohibition of
inflicting pain and piercing, as well as other numerous warnings
in the Sunnah against imitating the kuffar or the other gender, the
conclusion should be as follows:

1. It is permissible to pierce a female’s earlobes only in order to
place earrings in them.

2. No additional holes are permitted than what is necessary to
place the earrings.

.

3. No other parts of the body (nose, navel, tongue, etc.) may be
pierced, because this involves imitation of the kuffar.

4. Males may not pierce their ears or wear earrings, because this
is a strictly feminine adornment in Islam. In addition, this is
done nowadays by singers and other corrupt individuals that a
Muslim should avoid imitating.

Kissing Children and Showing Mercy to Them

Showing mercy to children is a noble trait in Islam. This was
done by the Prophet (3%) in various ways, as we have shown
throughout this book. For instance, he rubbed children’s heads, .

gave them gifts, called them with nicknames and kunyahs,
performed tahnik and supplicated for them, taught them simple
lessons, joked with them, carried them during and outside the

prayer, and kissed them.

Abii Hurayrah (4) reported that the Prophet (4) kissed al-Hasan
Bin ‘Ali (#) in the presence of al-Aqra’ Bin Habis at-Tamimi.
Al-Aqra‘ commented, “Indeed, I have ten children and have
never kissed any of them.” Allaéh’s Messenger (38) looked at him
and said:

aN(RY LY GM

<He who does not show mercy, no mercy will be
shown to him (by Allah).>’

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5997), Muslim (2318), and others.
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‘A’ ishah reported that some bedouins who visited Allah’s
Messenger (38) asked his companions, “Do you kiss your
children?” The companions replied, “Yes!” The bedouins said,
“By Allah, we never kiss them.” So the Prophet (32) said:

1

PERS OSLS Sa 655 by 0ST

«What can I do for
you

ifAllih has removed mercy
from your hearts?»

Abt Hurayrah (4) reported:
AE op pal Gh ali alias caw 1 Ss)

(SMS IEF Ball os
“Indeed, Allah’s Messenger (4) used to stick his
tongue out for al-Hasan Bin ‘Ali. When the baby
would see the redness of the Prophet’s (3%) tongue, he
would rush to him.””

Breast-Feeding
DEFINITION AND DURATION

Vos

Allah (4) ordained breast-feeding for humans and animals. It is a

period during which the babies grow and build strength while
enjoying the closeness and attention of the mother. At the end of
the breast-feeding term, the child is “weaned” from the mother in
preparation for becoming an independent being.

The normal duration of breast-feeding for humans is
approximately two years. Allah says:

CisAANA iy GaffCis
VE Ola) chile os Je

«We have enjoined upon the human being to treat

(38)

Recorded by al-Bukhari (5998), Muslim (2317), and others.

2. Recorded by Abii ash-Shaykh (in Akhlaq-un-Nabi) and al-Baghawi (in Sharh-us-
Sunnah). Verified to be hasan by al-Albani (as-Sahihah 70).
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his parents kindly. His mother bore him with
weakness upon weakness; and his weaning is in
two years.»

And Allah (88) says:
A? gst Peasi a Sie rey SosagUn atl

Cee a sae Pad shoreVo
578 ales

«We have enjoined upon the human being to treat
his parents kindly. His mother bore him with
hardship and delivered him with hardship. And his
gestation and weaning (period) is thirty

Og,

months.»

According to Ibn ‘Abbas (%&) and many other ‘ulama’, the
difference between the two ayat (30 — 24 = 6 months) is the
duration ofa short-term pregnancy.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Breast-feeding has been the practice of humans from earliest
times; never was formula feeding widely practiced prior to this
modern time.

Allah’s messengers were no exception—they too were breast-fed.
When Misa (#) was a baby, Allah (8%) revealed to his mother to
throw him into the river. Down the river, Miisa was discovered
by Pharaoh’s family who decided to adopt the unidentified baby.
However, there was a serious problem: the baby would not suckle
from any woman’s breast. Allah (3) says:

Y
Sos cass}

«And We had previously made all wet-nurses
VS aclel

prohibited for him (i.e.. only his mother could
nurse him).»°

1. Lugmdan 31:14.

2. Al-AhqGf46:15.
3. Al-Qasas 28:12.
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In his childhood, the Prophet Muhammad (3%) suckled from his
mother Aminah, Thuwaybah—a slave girl of his uncle Abia
Lahab,' Umm Ayman (Usamah Bin Zayd’s mother), and
Halimah as-Sa'‘diyyah.”
In recent times, many women have unnecessarily left their homes
to work in careers inferior and less fulfilling than that for which
they were created. This has forced them to drop many of their
natural practices. Pregnancy is now often avoided or limited, and
breast-feeding is being propagated as a useless and unnecessary
duty in the face of formula and processed baby-food. This is
denying many infants born today emotional and health benefits
that are critical to their well-being.
IMPORTANCE OF BREAST-FEEDING IN ISLAM

Islam emphasizes the importance of breast-feeding in various
ways. In what follows, we highlight a few of them.

1. Breast-feeding is clearly an obligation upon both parents. The
mother provides the milk, and the father provides the material
support. This is discussed further in the next subsections.

2. Islam gives to the relationships resulting from breast-feeding
a status similar to that of blood relationships. ‘A’ ishah,Umm
Salamah, Ibn ‘Abbas, and reported that the

Prophet (38) said:
Alt (#)

aC6SIASI BBYI Gye BSE Ue PLB Ge 055 all Opp
«Indeed, has prohibited (marriage) amongAllah
suckling relatives, as He has prohibited it among
birth (or blood) relatives.»°

3. Although Allah (8) ordained that people who commit

1. Recorded by al-Bukhari (5101, 5106-5107, 5123, 5372), Muslim (1449), and
others from Umm Habtbah (+).

2. Recorded by Ibn Hibban, Abi Dawid, and others from ‘Abdullah Bin Ja‘far (&).
Verified to be hasan by ath-Thahabi and others.

3. Recorded by al-Bukhari (2645-2646, 3105, 4796, 5099-5100, 5103, 5111, 5239,
6156), Muslim (1444-1448), and others.
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adultery must be stoned to death,’ the punishment of an
adulteress pregnant from zind is postponed until she either
finishes breast-feeding her baby or finds someone to breast-
feed it after her sentence has been carried out.

A woman came to the Prophet (3) and confessed that she was
pregnant from zind. The Prophet (3) asked a man from the
Ansar to take her into his custody until she delivered her
baby. After delivery, the Prophet (4) said:

ested Ui Ea
«We cannot stone her and leave her young baby
with no one to breast-feed it.»

A man from the Ansar pledged to provide a wet-nurse for the
baby. The Prophet (3) then had her stoned and said:

Oe 8 Bot ye Oo oe

pba D Eyal lis Geis Hees HEY eV Lh

Ga Cate fail ysD325 65
«Indeed, she has repented such a repentance that,
were it to be divided among seventy of al-
Madinah’s residents it would encompass them.

Ol4,

Have you seen a better repentance than giving
herself for Allah

4. The Prophet (3) informed that mothers who voluntarily
refuse to feed their milk to their babies (leading to their
starvation) will be severely punished in the hereafter. In a
long hadith reported by Abi Umamah the
Prophet (4) related to his companionsa (true) dream that he
saw regarding many incidents taking place in barzakh’.

al-Bahilt (#),

1. A detailed discussion of this is presented in the Author’s, “Closer than a
Garment”.

2. A combined report recorded by Muslim (1696), Abii Dawid, and others (see
Irwa’-ul-Ghalil 2322, 2333).

3. This is the intermediate life after death and before resurrection. It is fully
discussed in the Authors, “Life in al-Barzakh”.
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Among what he (38) said was the following:

ghoyS588 » FinkBe ones goth seul ley
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«While I was sleeping, two men (angels) came to
me, held me by my upper arms, and took me ...
We moved on, until we came upon women
suspended upside-down from their ankles, snakes
biting at their breasts. I asked, “Who are these?”
They replied, “These

are women who deny their
children theirmilk.”»'

LEGISLATIVE TEXTS
The following texts from the Qur'an cover most of the

regulations pertaining to breast-feeding.

Allah (88) says:
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«Mothers may breast-feed their children two
complete years for whoever wants to complete the
nursing term. Upon the father is their (the

eins a” a oT, toSe
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1. The full hadith is combined from narrations recorded by Ibn Khuzaymah (1986),
Ibn Hibban, al-Bayhaqi, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-Albani (as-
Sahihah 3951, Sahih-ut-Targhib 1005, and at-Ta ‘ligGt-ul-Hisan 7448).
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mothers’) provision and clothing according to what
is reasonable. No person is charged with more than
his capacity. No mother should be harmed through
her child, nor should a father be. And upon the
heir (of the father) is a similar obligation (if the
father dies). And if they both (parents) desire
weaning through mutual consent and consultation,
there is no blame upon either of them. And if you
wish to have your children breast-fed by a
substitute, there is no blame upon you as long as
you give payment according to what is reasonable.
And revere Allah and know that Allah is Seeing of
what you do.»'

And Allah (8) says in regard to the divorced wives’ ‘iddah
(waiting period):

5: Bh 4 bY her 2 TS Sen
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«(During their ‘iddah,) lodge them (your divorced
wives) of where you dwell out of your means, and
do not harm them in order to oppress them. And if
they should be pregnant then spend on them until
they give birth. And if they breast-feed for you,
give them their payment and negotiate among
yourselves in the acceptable way. But if you are in
dispute, then another woman may breast-feed for
him (the father).

1. Al-Bagarah 2:233.
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Let a man ofwealth spend from his wealth. And he
whose provision is restricted, let him spend from
what Allah has given him. Allah does not require
from a soul except according to what He has given
it. Allah will bring about after hardship ease.»

REGULATIONS

From the above, we derive the following regulations concerning
breast-feeding:

1. Unless she has a legitimate excuse, a mother is required to
breast-feed her baby for two full years.

. During the breast-feeding term, the baby’s father is required
to support the mother, even if she was divorced from him.

The father should support the mother appropriately in
accordance with his means.

In case of the father’s death, his heirs are responsible for the
father’s obligation.
It is impermissible for the father to prevent the mother from
breast-feeding her baby in order to cause her harm and

aggravation. Similarly, it is impermissible for the mother to
refuse to breast-feed her baby in order to harm or aggravate
the father.

If one of the baby’s parents thinks that there is need to wean
the baby prior to the end of the two-year term, he (or she)
should consult with the other parent. Weaning would then be
allowed after the consultation and a joint agreement.
With the parent’s joint agreement, it is permissible to hire
another woman to breast-feed the baby.

ADVANTAGES OF THE MOTHER’S MILK & BREAST-FEEDING

Breast-feeding has many advantages over artificial feeding. In
what follows we present a selected list of them as proposed by

1. At-Taldg 65:6-7.
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many physicians’:
. Advantages of theMother’s Milk:
It contains all the necessary nutrients for the baby.
It provides the baby with immunity against various infections.
It is assured to be clean and sterilized.
It is always at the right temperature for the baby.
It is available whenever the baby needs it.
It remains fresh and does not go bad in storage.
It is suitable for the baby’s digestive system.

Advantages of Breast-feeding:
It suppresses obesity in mothers and babies.

It strengthens affection and emotional ties between the
mother and her baby.
It may be performed as an act of worship

seeking
through it

Allah’s pleasure and acceptance.

In conclusion, we cite the following statement from the American
—

Academy ofPediatrics (AAP):
“AAP reaffirms its recommendation of exclusive
breastfeeding for about the first six months of a

baby’s life, followed by breastfeeding in combination
with the introduction of complementary foods until at
least 12 months of age, and continuation of
breastfeeding for as long as mutually desired by
mother and baby.”

MILK BANKS

The importance of the mother’s milk that we emphasized above
applies as well to premature infants and other babies who do not

Adapted from an article by Dr. Fartiq Musahil published in al-Ummah Journal
(50:1405), Qatar. See also: http://americanpregnancy.org/first-year-of-
life/breastfeeding-and-bottle-feeding/
From: www.aap.org/en-us/about-the-aap/aap-press-room/Pages/AAP-Reaffirms-
Breastfeeding-Guidelines.aspx
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have mothers to breast-feed them. This gave rise to the modern
concept of mothers donating excess milk to milk banks.
Nowadays, there are milk banks in the United States, Britain, and
other Western countries. These “banks” collect and preserve
breast milk, which is then fed to various babies as needed.

Contemporary Islamic scholars have differed in regard to the

permissibility of establishing and using milk banks. Some of
them approved of this’ based on the understanding that:

a. In their view, breast-feeding that leads to the prohibition of
must involve direct suckling from the mother.marriage

b. The milk of milk banks does not come from identifiable
mothers. Rather, it is a mixture coming from an undetermined
number of women. This makes it very unlikely that a baby
would drink its fill ofmilk from just one woman.

However, the position of many ‘ulamda’ * and Islimic figh
councils is that milk banks are prohibited because they bring
doubts regarding milk relationships.
For example, the Islamic Figh Council issued the verdict:

“Indeed, collecting milk from various mothers, mixing
it, and then feeding it to the children—this leads to

losing the identity of the nursing mother, and might
result in a man marrying his milk sister, mother, or
aunt ... Thus, the Council of Islamic Figh, a
subdivision of the Islimic Convention Organization,
has met in its Second Symposium in Jeddah on 10-16
Rabi‘ ath-Thani 1406 (22-28 December 1985),
carefuly reviewed and discussed detailed figh and
medical studies concerning milk banks, ... and
decided:

1. Such as Yiisuf al-Qaradhawi, ‘Abd-ul-LatifHamzah, and Mustafa az-Zarqa. See:
http://figh.islammessage.com/NewsDetails.aspx?id=4375

2. Such as Bakr Abii Zayd, ‘Abd-ur-Rahman Abd-ul-Khiliq, and many others._See:

http://figh. islammessage.com/NewsDetails.aspx?id=4375
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i) The prohibition of establishing milk banks in the
Muslim world.

ii) The prohibition of feeding babies from
Based on the above, we conclude that it is best to avoid milk
banks due to the difference of opinion among contemporary
scholars.

PREGNANCY OF A NURSING MOTHER

When a nursing woman gets pregnant, the condition of her milk
declines due to her body diverting resources to support the new
fetus. For this reason, some scholars recommend that nursing
mothers avoid intercourse with their husbands or take measures
to avoid conception.

However, the Prophet (3) did permit having intercourse with the

nursing wife, and he did not consider it necessary or useful to
practice early withdrawal (as a measure ofbirth-control) with her.
Judamah Bint Wahb (4) reported that the Prophet (4) said:

po E355Ss ahh yo lofna si
(ASV5f 22596 US 5 53085

<I was about to prohibit having intercourse with a
nursing women, but then realized that the Romans
and Persians do it and it does not harm their
children.»

He (3) was then asked about early withdrawal and he replied,,ca 313i 20S» «That is the secret killing of children.»”

Sa‘d Bin Abi Waqqas (%) reported that a man came to Allah’s
Messenger (3%) and said, “I perform early withdrawal with my
wife.” The Prophet (38) asked him, «$3 jas «J» «Why do you do

1. See: http://fatwa.islamweb.net/fatwa/index.php?page=showfatwa&

Option=Fatwald&Id=17699
2. Recorded byMuslim (1442) and others.
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that?» He replied, “I pity her child (that she nurses).” Allah’s
Messenger (3%) said:

(6955 55
55 (fn BB 6 5h

<Iif it is harmful for a woman to continue breast-
wd

feeding after conception, it would have harmed the
Persians and Romans.»!

We conclude from this the following:
1. It is permissible for a man and his breast-feeding wife to have

intercourse.

If the two parents wish to wait for their baby to grow older
before the breast-feeding mother becomes pregnant again, it
is permissible (but not recommended) for them to practice
early withdrawal.
If the nursing mother gets pregnant, she does not have to stop
breast-feeding her baby. However, if her physical condition is
such that her pregnancy clearly degrades her milk or threatens
the wellbeing of her fetus, she may need to terminate her

breast-feeding and find an alternative wet-nurse (which is not
easy in our times) ormilk substitute for her baby.

CONCLUDING REMARKS FROM IBN-UL-QAYYIM

We conclude with an important advice from Ibn-ul-Qayyim (#)
concerning breast-feeding:

“Babies should only be fed the (mother’s) milk until
their teeth appear. Their stomach and digestive system
(in the early months) are incapable ofhandling (solid)
food. When the baby’s teeth come out, its stomach
becomes strong and ready for food. Indeed, Allah (8%)
delays the growth of teeth until the baby needs the
food. This is from His wisdom and kindness, and out
of mercy toward the mother and her nipples, so that
the babywould not bite them with its teeth.

1. Recorded byMuslim (1443) and others.
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Babies should be given solid food in a gradual
manner, starting with soft foods, such as wet bread,
(animal) milk, yogurt, meat broth, ...

The parents should not be too disturbed by the baby’s
crying and screaming, especially when it is hungry for
milk. That crying benefits the baby tremendously,
training its limbs, widening its intestines, broadening
its chest, ...

The complete breast-feeding term is two years. This is

a right for the baby ... Allah confirmed this with the
word “complete”, saying Y¥Y ol» «Two
complete years,» so that no one would assume it to
be less than this ...

asl

When the nursing mother wants to wean the baby, she
should do so gradually ... she should train it because
of the harm involved in a sudden change ofhabits ...
And care should be taken not to force the baby to
walk before it is ready, because that would cause its
legs to become bent and twisted ...

When a nursing woman is approached (with
intercourse) by a man, she may get pregnant, which is
bad for the baby who is being nourished by her milk.
The good blood would then be redirected to nourish
the fetus in her womb ... This would cause the milk in
her breasts to become scarce and deficient ... Thus,
when a nursing women gets pregnant, it is best for her
to stop (or decrease) breast-feeding her baby and seek
another wet-nurse for it ... ”

1. Tubfat-ul-Mawdiidpp. 140-145.
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APPENDIX A:
LIST OF NAMES

Introduction
In what follows, we present a selection of names for boys and
girls. Many of these are names of prophets, Sahabah, and other
male and female individuals from among the righteous salaf.
GENERAL GUIDELINES

The following guidelines were taken into consideration in
preparing the following lists:

1. Sorting: The names are sorted according to the English
alphabetical order, overlooking special transliteration symbols:’
(for hamzah),

‘
(for ‘ayn), under-dots, and over-dashes.

2. Meanings: The provided meanings of names are often not all-
inclusive or precise due to the expanse of the Arabic language.
Further details should be sought using a lexicon.

3. Pronunciation: In addition to carrying a good meaning, we
recommend selecting a name that is easy to pronounce.

4. Names of Servitude: Boys’ and girls’ names that are
constructed by prefixing one ofAllah’s excellent names with the
terms ‘abd, ‘ubayd, or amah, are discussed in Appendix B.
Therefore, they are not included in the following two lists.

5. Disliked Names: In the following, some names are followed
by an asterisk (*). Although those names were disapproved by
the Prophet (3), the ‘u/ama’ do not have a unanimous view about
the level of their disapproval (see Chapter 3).

6. Abbreviations: In the following, we use the abbreviations:
superlative (Sp); diminutive (Dm); plural (PI). It should be noted,
however, that a quality modified in one of these manners usually
becomes ofexaggerated meaning.
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Names of Boys

Aban Follower otf

Abbad Sp. of ‘Abid oe
“Abbas Sp. of ‘Abis (frowner; austere) le
‘Abid Worshiper 4
Adam Of tan complexion; agreeable esl

‘Adil Just; upright; honest Jae

‘Adiyy Group of fighters (gde

‘Adnan Settler olse

‘Afif Chaste Wate

Aflah* Successful lif
Agharr Horse; white-faced

Ahil Friendly el
Ahmad Sp. ofHamid or Mahmiid wel

Ahnaf Sp. ofHanif ree
‘Aid Returner

A’ish Living; ofwell-being ule
‘A’ ith Seeking shelter isle

‘Ajlan Hurried; rushed

‘Ala’ Highness, supremacy ee

Name Meaning

le
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Names ©
aie |

‘Aliyy (‘Ali) Lofty, sublime ise

‘Alqamah Piece of bitterness idle

Amin Trustworthy cnal

Amir Leader; prince wl

‘Amir Established; long-living ple

“Ammar Of excessive worship glee

‘Amr Alive pe

Anas Sociable; cheerful oll
Anis Sociable; pleasant ol
‘Aqil Tied; intellectual nas

‘Arib Person wise

Argam Ofwritings or marks ol
Asad Lion asf

As‘ad Sp. of Sa‘id Jacl

Asbat Pl. of Sabt (generous; kind) bust

Ash‘ath Horse; unkempt eal
Asid Sp. of Sayyid tl
Asil Of noble descent eel
‘Asim Shelter; protector

Aslam Sp. of Salim lal
mele
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Asqa Protected from enemies gel
“Assaf Custodian; oppressor

Aswad Sp. of Sayyid (prevailer) oad

‘Ata’ Giving othe

‘Atif Affectionate ible

‘Atiyyah Gift ithe

‘Awf Affair; matter ye
Awfi Sp. ofWafi (loyal) a
‘Awn Helper oye

Aws Wolf; tribe of the Ansar on
Ayman Blessed (Sp.) eal

‘Ayyash Sp. of ‘A’ish oils

Ayytlb A prophet’s name; returner (to Allah) Yri
Azhar Sp. of Zahir

Badr Full moon ars

Bahij Cheerful Cet:

Bakkar Early worker IK
Bakr Young camel; an Arab tribe ss

Bara’ Innocent; blameless 5
Bashir Bringer of glad news ntSd
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Bashshar Sp. ofBashir ots

Basil Brave hel

Basir Seer ea
Bassam Sp. ofBasim ely

Bayan Clarification; eloquence oly

Bilal Dew; water JX
Bishr Joy; happiness Sy

Bukayr Dm.ofBakr ac
Burayd Dm.ofBarad (dew or hail) Ly
Buraydah Sp. ofBurayd Bap

Burd Pl. ofBurdiyy (good dates) on

Bushayr Dm. ofBashir foes

Busr Soft; tender fant

Dahhak Sp. ofDahik (smiler) SAB

Damrah Sp. ofDamir (lean) sje
Dawid A prophet’s name oyf3

Daylam Black and smooth; genius els
Dihyah Open; smooth i>
Dimam Gatherer; lion phon’

Dinar Gold currency; bright & shiny gles
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Striker; fighter

Savior; sacrificer gob

Fadil Virtuous; generous pels

Fadl Virtue; favor je
Fahd Leopard ag

Fa id Beneficial JB
Faiz Successful pl
Fakih Good spirited; humorous asi

Falah Success cu
Fagih Ofunderstanding and

Farid Unique up

Faris Knight wh
Fargad Name ofa star; flat & level land 5,

Fariiq Distinguisher between right & wrong

Fatih Conqueror; leader el
Fawwaz Sp. ofFa’iz iss

Faysal Decisive; sword as
Fayyad Sp. ofFa’id (overflowing; generous) ae
Fihr Smooth stone 7
Firas Of insight; lion wl
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Fudayl Dm. of Fadil Sea
Furat Sweet water; name of a river oI3

Ghalib Conqueror cle
Ghanim Collector of gains mk

Ghassan Depth of heart; peak of youth

Ghayth Rain; aid tb
Ghazi Fighter; attacker

Ghazwan Sp. ofGhazi Oy se

Ghiyath Relief, aid ole
Habib Beloved ae
Habis Barrier; preventer ue
Hadi Guide ge

Hadiyyah Gift tsa

Hafiz Protector

Hafiz Sp. ofHafiz daar

Hafs Lion; small house as
Hajib Preventer worl

Hakim Wise SF

Hamad Praised (his Lord)

ow ae

Heart

ose
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Hamdan Sp. ofHamid

Hamid Praiseworthy we

Hamid One who praises his Lord dal>

Hammad Sp. ofHamid olx

Hammam Of determination; dynamic elas

Hamzah Tough & sharp; lion aie

Hani’ Content; happy tala

Hanif True; upright arRee

Hannad Gentle; kind sth

Haniin Comapassionate; caring Oe
Harith Cultivator; lion

Harithah Sp. ofHarith db

jlo

Hariz Well protected RE
Hariin A prophet’s name sje
Hasan Good; handsome re
Hashim —_|Generous; one who crushes food for guests)

Hasib Careful; accountant eee
Hassan Sp. ofHasan oles

Hatim Determined; decisive pie
Hawshab Gatherer nis
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Good mannered; descender; lion we

Modest is
Hawk; climbable mountain oe

Sp. ofHayy (alive) ols
Of strong determination pal

Hazm Strong determination Sra

Hibban Pl. ofHibb (beloved) ote

Hijr Custody Pe
Hilal Crescent Je

Hisham Generous (similar to Hashim) plas

Hizam Sp. ofHazim ele
Hubaysh Earner of food for his family ue
Hid A prophet’s name; returner to Allah ya

Hudayn Dm. ofHadin (care-taker) Cea
Hudbah Eyelashes, edge of garment aa
Hukaym Dm.ofHakim oe
Humim Magnanimous; brave ele

Humayd Dm.ofHamid

Hunayf Dm.ofHanif wat

Hunayn Dm.ofHaniin Oe
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‘Nanie Meaning.
Hunayy Dm.ofHani’

Hurayth Dm.ofHarith a>
Husim Decisive; sword ele
Husayn Dm.ofHasan Re
Husayn Dm.ofHusn a>
Hushaym Dm.ofHashim ete
Husn Chastity; protection

Huthayfah Clear of defects ide
Huyayy Dm.ofHayy (living)

Ibrahim A prophet’s name; Honorable father male
‘Id Festival as

Idris A prophet’s name; learned & studious orl
‘Tkrimah Black; female pigeon iaKe
Ilyas A prophet’s name vw a)

Tlyasa‘ A prophet’s name; wide and plentiful esl
‘Imad Foundation she

‘Imran Building; construction Oljes

‘Isa A prophet’s name; noble camel et
‘Isam Shelter; protection plas

Ishaq A prophet’s name dhs]

er
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Meaning |

A prophet’s name; obedient to AllahIsma ‘Tl

Iyad Support aly

‘Tyad Compensation

Ilyas Despair (of the worldly life) whl
Jabal Mountain bt
Jabalah Sp.of Jabal as
Jabir Comforter

Jabr Consolation se
Ja‘far Stream; plentiful pee

Jamil Beautiful; handsome AS
Jarir Reins; controller

Jarrah Surgeon; doctor che
Jasir Brave; of large frame pile
Jasr Of large frame pe

Jubarah Sp. of Jubayr aL
Jubayr Dmof Jabir ae
Jumay‘ Dm.of Jam‘ (gathering) eee
Junadah Sp. of Junayd Ske

Junayd Dm.of Jundi (soldier) >
Jundab Grasshopper ws

YI

vals
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Jurayy Fast runner Sr
Ka‘b Rising land, honorable ed
Kamil Perfect els
Kathir Plentiful as
Kaysan Considerate; tactful OAs

Khabbab Trotter; fast walker ts
Khadij Born before full term ae
Khadir A prophet’s name; greenery ae
Khalaf Successor wilt

Khalid Eternal; long-living; mountain

Khalifah Sp. ofKhalaf ids

Khalil Close friend; beloved LS

Khallad Sp. ofKhalid Bas

Kharijah Sp. ofKharij (apparent; superior) azle
Khasif Grey; two-colored apart

Khatib Speaker whe

Khattab Sp. ofKhatib vibs

Khayr Goodness oo

Khubayb Dm. ofKhabbab wt
Khufaf Light; fast slat

Ae
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ning

Khulayd Dm. of Khalid

Khusayf Dm. ofKhasif Wr

Khuwaylid Dm. ofKhalid wht

Khuzaym Dm. ofKhazim (similar; alike) we
Khuzaymah Sp. ofKhuzaym rege

Kinanah Quiver of arrows wks

Kumayl Dm. ofKamil bs
Kurayb Near; close

Kuthayr Dm. ofKathir is

Labib Intelligent; clever ced
Labid Resident

Latif Gentle ab)
Layth Lion os

Lu’ayy Dm. ofLa’iyy (slow mover; settler) ri
Luqman One who eats many bites ala

Ma‘bad Submission (to Allah) Jana

Mahbib Beloved wy
Mahdi Guided She

Mahfuz Protected b

Mahir Clever; skilled ale
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Name Meaning

Mahmiid Praiseworthy >

Ma ‘in Water spring Cn

Majid Glorious dol

Makhlad Of long youth alt
Malik Owner; master UL
Ma‘mar Establisher pons

Mamdih Praised C:gence

Ma’miin Trusted gal
Ma‘n Beneficial oe

Ma‘qil Shelter

Known; benefactor 593
Mansir Victor yea
Marthad Generous by

Marwan White fire-stone; a fragrant plant

Marziiq Sustained 395
Maslamah Security

Mas ‘iid Happy Dyan

Matar Rain ye

Maymiin Blessed Oyee

Maysarah Ease & facility

Ma'‘rif

Oly
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Name Mesping og
|

Mihjan Bird’s beak; good manager (eee

Miqdad Good manager shade

Miqdam Brave
plade

Miswar Riser above things oe
Mu ‘afa Given well-being gle

Mu ‘alla Elevated je

Mu’ammal Hoped in him eh
Mu ‘an Supported; aided Ole

Mu ‘ath Protected (by Allah) bles

Mu ‘awiyah One who barks; one who bends things xqgles

Mu‘awwath Protected (by Allah) St
Mubarak Blessed

Mubashshir Giver of good news ne
Mudar Lover of Yogurt pan

Mudrik Comprehender Sa
Muflih Successful cebit

Mughirah Sp. ofMughir (attacker) Bop

Mughith Helper; giver of aid tae

Muhajir Migrator ole
Muhammad Name of our Prophet; Sp. ofMahmiid
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Muhanna Given happiness te
Muhannad Indian sword LG

Muharrar Liberated en
Mubriz Accomplishing

Muhsin Benefactor oe
Muhsin Helping to be chaste cae
Mu ‘in Helper oe

Mujahid Striver

Mujammi‘ Gatherer ga
Mukhtar Chosen oth
Munib Returner (to Allah) ae
Munif High and superior Ase

Munir Shiny; brilliant yo
Munjid Helper; giver of aid det

Mungith Rescuer as

Munsif Fair; just Winer’

Munthir Warner hs
Mugaddam Placed ahead esis

Mugarrin Capable Rye

Muditil Fighter (plas

iMeani
%;
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Wish; goal

Murajja Sp. ofMarjii (expecting his help) oP
Murrah * Sp. ofMurr (bitter) ae

Misa A prophet’s name os
Mus‘ab Master; stud

Musaddad Guided saad

Musi ‘id Helper Joli
Musayyib Giver an)

Mushrif Overlooking; supervisor 3oe
Muslim Submitter; Muslim enw

Mustafa Chosen

Mutahhar Purified eat

Mutarrif Attacker of the enemy’s borders 57h

Mu ‘tasim Taking refuge (with Allah) pain
Mutayr Dm. ofMatar as

Muthanna One who doubles the reward oe
Muti Obedient

Mut‘im Feeder; generous eal’
Muttalib Seeker; requester th
Muwaffaq Facilitated; aided ay

Name

Murad ol
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Meaning,

Muzaffar Given victory pt
Nabhan Sp. ofNabih oles

Nabih Attentive; alert des

Nabil Noble des

Nadim Comforting companion me

Nadr Blooming; flourishing ps
Nafi‘ * Beneficial al
Nahar Daylight Me

Nail Attainer (ofwishes) bl
Na‘Im Happiness; happy woe

Naji Secure rt
Najib Decent; honorable wee

Najih * Successful oe
Namir Tiger

Nasib Relative; of good descent aged

Nasih Advisor cel
Nasir Defender; supporter ee
Nasir Defender; supporter el
Nasr Victory pas

Nassar Sp. ofNasir

one
** Yi
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Nawf Highness; loftiness Bi
Nawfal Gift Sy
Nawwaf Lofty; superior oils

Nawwas Disordered; relaxed ols
Nayif High and superior wil
Nazih Honest; incorrupt 43

Nizar Deserves plenty NB

Nazir Of insight; equal yo
Nu‘aym Dm. ofNa‘tIm pa
Nubayh Dm. of Nabih ag

Nufayl Relates to a fragrant plant

Nufay‘ Dm. ofNafi' ee
Nth A prophet’s name; weeper (fearing Allah) ce

Nujayd Brave os

Nujayy Holder of secret A
Nu‘man Sp. ofNa‘im oles

Numayr Dm. ofNamir ae
Nusayr Dm. ofNasr (eagle) yas

Nusayr Dm. ofNasir po

_ Qahtan Affected by Drought oUass
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[ ‘Name
|

. Meaning pee

Qa‘qa' Makes clicking sound while walking clas

Qasim Distributer (of good) me

Qatadah A thorny tree sabe

Qays Toughness os
Qudaimah Brave talus

Qurrah Coolness; satisfaction 34

Qusayy Tracer; Distant ie
Qutaybah Camel’s saddle 4235

Rabah *
Winner chs

Rabi Spring time en
Rabi‘ah Sp. ofRabi tne3

Rafiq Gentle; companion rey

Rafi‘ * Raiser; elevator eds

Raghib Wisher; hoper

Raid Pioneer; guide 4315

Raja’ Hope

Rajih Intelligent; wise Cr)
Rashad Guidance

Rashid Guided dds

Rashid Guided Jel,
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Rasim Running water rel
Rawh Mercy ay)

Rawwad Sp. ofRaid 3195

Rayhan Perfume dey
Razin Serious; solemn O29

Rib‘iyy Of spring-time em)
Rifa‘ah Supreme; lofty ib,
Riyah Winds chs

Rubayh Dm. ofRabih (winner) oe
Rufay’ Dm. ofRafi‘ 33

Ruhayl Dm. ofRahl (camel’s saddle)

Rukanah Balance; solemn wis}

Ruwayfi‘ Dm. ofRafi‘ e835

Ruzayq Dm. ofMarziiq

Sabih Beautiful like the morning cre
Sabiq Competitor Ge
Sabir Patient se

Saburah Experienced ae
Sa‘d Happiness Jae

Sadagah Charity; truthfulness Sie

WI)
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Safi Pure dle

Safiyy Chosen cso
Safwan Clear; pure olpie
Sahl Easy be
Sahm Share; arrow re
Sa‘ Messenger; hard worker ele
Sa’ib Fast walker or runner

Sa‘id Happy; lucky we

Sakan Dwelling; tranquility ne
Sakhr Rock pe
Salah Goodness che
Salam Peace pe
Salamah Sp. of Salam (security) ahs

Salamah Safety

Salimah Stones alc
Sallim Giver of security; protector els
Salm Bucket; secure pa
Salih Righteous; good gle
Salim Good; clear of defects whi
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Salim Secure

Salman Sp. of Salim

Salt Sharp ele
Sami Lofty; dignified

Samih Tolerant; good hearted Cer
Samir Companion in evening talk pes

Samurah A thorny tree

Sam ‘an Listener; attentive Obes

Sarilyy Valuable Gro

Sayf Sword

Sayyar Mover sts

Sayyid Master we

Shabib Young cnt
Shaddad Hardy; Strong alas

Shafi‘ Mediator, intercessor a 3

Shafig Compassionate oad

Shahin Falcon; hawk cal
Shahr Month re
Shakal Agreeable Jes
Shakir Grateful; thankful yi
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Shaqiq Full brother; equal

Sharif Noble; honorable wyce

Sharik Partner dh 3

Shaybah White-haired ine

Shayban Sp. of Shaybah ots
Shibl Lion’s cub be

Shu‘ayb A prophet’s name; Dm. of Sha‘b (nation) wend

Shu‘bah Group; branch ro
Shubay! Dm. of Shib] det

Shuja‘ Brave pint

Shurayh Ofunderstanding ceat

Siddiq Most truthful & acceptor of truth Gude

Silah Prize; connection ihe

Simak High; lofty Stan

Sinan Spear Oty

Siraj Lantern aly
Subay‘ Dm. of Sab‘ (lion or wild animal) om

Subayh Dm. of Sabth om
Sudayy Very thirsty; of brains ive
Sufyan Quick and hasty ote,
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Suhayb Blondish; reddish

Suhayl Dm. of Sahl

Sukayn Dm. of Sakin (quiet) ne
Sulaym Dm. of Salim pt
Sulayman A prophet’s name; Sp. of Sulaym oO
Sultan Authority

Sumayr Dm. of Samir ee
Sumayy High; superior Po
Sunayn Dm. of Sanin (comparable) ces

Surayj Dm. of Siraj ar
Su‘iid Sp. of Sa‘d yaw

Suwayd Dm. of Sa’id (prevailer)

Tahir Pure pb
Talal Pleasant; admirable Job

Talhah A thorny tree

Talib Seeker St
Talid Inherited; ancient Ji
Taliq Free Gab

Talq Free ib
Tamim Complete poe)

ae
Name Meani

Je ger
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Tammaim Accomplisher ples

Tarafah Type of tree; overlooking and high usb

Tarif Humorous waye

Tariq Star Gib
Tawd Mountain 25

Tayyib Good web

Thabit Firm cul
Thakwan Type of tree; lighting up 1353

Tharr Small ants 3
Thawban Returner (to the right) oy
Thuhayl One who loses attention or forgets grief as
Thumamah Sp. of Thumam (repairer; fixer) iat
Thuwayd Dm. ofTha’id (protector) 433

Tubay‘ Dm. of Taba‘ (follower) es
Tufayl Easy or slow walker ab
Tuhayr Dm. of Tahir Ne
Tu‘mah Providence; sustenance ica
‘Ubadah Sp. of ‘Abid se
‘Ubayd Dm. of ‘Abd (slave) ie
‘Ubaydah Sp.of ‘Abd sie

Name
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Ubayy Dm. ofAbiyy (proud) if
‘Ufayr Covered with dust; beige-colored ae
Uhban Giver of gift; generous otal

‘Umar Builder; alive ype

‘Umarah Sp. of ‘Umar sje
‘Umayr Dm. of ‘Umar Res

Umayy Having a goal A
Umayyah Sp. ofUmayy icf

Unays Dm. ofAnis or Anas ol
“Ugayl Dm. of ‘Aqil fie
‘Ugqbah Follower; successor ie
‘Urwah Tie; knot age

Usamah Lion

Usayd Dm.ofAsad sof

‘Utbah Returner to the right; repenter ise

‘Uthman Goose’s chick; baby snake ols
‘Uwaymir Dm. of ‘Umar wie
Uways Wolf; Dm.ofAws ot
‘Uyaynah Sp. of ‘Uyayn (choice or best) ra
Wabil Rain

wast

ls
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2 Meaning | c
Wabisah Bright; sparkling ass
Waddah Shiny cles

Wadi‘ Gentle e23

Wafa’ Honesty; fulfilment ofpromises Aly

Wafiq

|

In harmony; constant a3
- Wahb Gift CAS

Wail Sheltered bls

Wajih Distinguished 45
Waki Stung ess

Walid Child 45
Wagqid Lighter of fire 515

Wasi‘ Wide; Compassionate ee!5

Wasil Kind to others; generous els
Wasim Handsome ers
Wasim Marker; handsome mals

Wathiq - Sure; steady as
Wuhayb Dm. ofWahb was

Yahya A prophet’s name; alive wu
Ya‘la * Lofty; supreme be

Yaman Ease and facility ol;

Naine Pa
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Megning

Ya‘qib A prophet’s name; successor

Ya‘rub Well expressed wy
Yasar * Ease; facility ey
Yasir Facilitated; aided mit

Yazid Increase A
Yiinus A prophet’s name; sociable re
Yusayr Dm. ofYasir or Yasar fac

Yisuf A prophet’s name; cause of grief sy
Zafir Victor is
Zahid Renouncer ofundue worldly pleasures sal5

Zahir Shiny ai
Zahir Supporter ab
Zaid Increased 4515

Za ‘idah Sp. ofZa’id

Zakariyya A prophet’s name 85
Zaki Pure "55

Zayd Increase 45

Zayid Same as Za’ id

Zirr Sword-edge +3

Ziyad Sp. ofZayd ok)

Name
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Zubayd Dm. ofZabad (foam or fat)

Zubayr Dm. of Zabir (wise) BD

Zufar Master 3
Zuhayr Dm. of Zahr (flowers) a3
Zur‘ah Land for planting; planting seeds

Nani ning

dw)=

465)
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Name
‘Abidah Worshiper sale

“Ablah Ofperfect proportions ale

‘Adilah Leveled; fair thas

‘Afaf Chastity lis
“Afifah Chaste daa

‘A’idah Returner (to truth) sasle

‘A’ishah Living; ofwell-being isle
Ala’ Favors; bounties eNI

‘Aliyah High; lofty ie
‘Aliyyah High; lofty

“Alya’ Loftiness elle

Amah Female slave inf

Aman Security oul

‘Amilah Worker ile
Aminah Trustworthy Fea

Aminah Secure ial

‘Amirah Sp. of ‘Amrah ajale

‘Amrah Alive; vivid aoe

Anisah Friendly; good companion ial
‘Aqilah Intellectual ius

Meaning 4
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: “Meaning oti
Arwa Mountain goat; thirst quencher a5)

Asil Smooth; soft del
Asilah Ofnoble descent el
‘Asimah Protector ingle

Asiyah Good & comforting ol
Asma’ Excellent; supreme otal

‘Asma’ Protected; sheltered

Athilah Ofold and established origin af
‘Atikah Covered with reddish perfume (saffron) isle
Ayah Miracle; sign a]

‘Azizah Dear; honorable

‘Azzah Dear; honorable ae

Badiyah Starter (of good) tol

Bahiyyah Good looking iy
Banan Finger of
Barirah Kind (to her relatives) aay?

Batil Matchless

Buraydah Dew or hail 545:

Bushra Good news Cre

Busrah Soft; tender on

Buthaynah Easy and soft land re

Name
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“Meaning

Rainy cloudDimah

Durrah Jewel 358

Fadilah Virtue das

Fadilah Virtuous Let
Fa izah Winner

Fakhitah Moonlight; a bird ob
Fatimah Weaner or weaned

Fukayhah Good spirited; humorous

Ghaniyyah Self-sufficient; rich ie
Ghufayrah Forgiver ae
Ghunayyah Dm. ofGhaniyyah ab

Ghuzaylah Weaver; young deer

Habab Desire; inclination wh
Habbabah Sp. ofHabibah ats

Habibah Beloved a>
Hafizah Protector; one who takes good care bus

Hafsah Caring; merciful ies
Hajar Migrator cae

Hakimah Wise 1S
Halah Halo around the moon da

Halimah Tolerant

Name

abl
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Hamidah Praiseworthy

Hamnah Small monkey; small grape

Hana’ Contentment; happines ola

Hanadi Related to Hind gota

Hanan Compassion; care ols

Hanifah Inclined to the truth; upright as
Hasan Chaste Olas

Hasanah Good; goodness cs
Hasibah Careful; accountant

Hasna’ Good; fair

Hassanah Sp. ofHasna’ ous

Hawwa’ Eve

Hayah Life ale

Haya’ Modesty ole

Hibab Love wh
Hibat-Ullah Gift from Allah sil ie

Hind Herd of camels wba

Hissah Share

Huda Guidance sia

Hujaynah White camel reer

Humaydah Dm. ofHamidah se
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Hunaydah Dm. ofHind

Husna Best prize pore

Jamilah Pretty; beautiful ‘hie

Jumanah Jewel Gus

Juwayriyah Young neighbor

Kahilah Of antimony-lined eyes; wide-eyed es
Karimah Noble day

Kathirah Plentiful eS
Khadijah Born before full term cee
Khialidah Eternal; long-living sls
Khalisah Pure alle
Khawlah Female deer ays

Khayyirah Full of goodness rye

Khulaydah Dm. ofKhalidah salt

Khulid Eternity; long-life >it
Khuzaymah Similar; alike aye

Kuhaylah Dm. ofKahilah iss
Labibah Intelligent; clever iJ
Lama Example; thin lips a
Lamis Soft to touch ore

Lamyéa’ Of thin lips; follower oi)

Name Man n aca ”
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Latifah Gentle

Layla Oflong black hair i
Lubabah Of intellect re
Lubna Tree with sweet juice 3

Luhayyah Playful; entertaining ig
Majidah Glorious

Malikah Queen

Ma’miinah Trusted isale
Manal Sought prize

Maram Wish el
Maryam Wished for we

Masarrah Source ofjoy Baa

Protected Dyas’

Mayminah Blessed iS

Mays A walk of vanity om

Maysa’ Walks with vanity Plas

Maysiin Ofnice figure and face © penny

Mayyah A tree that produces leaves is
Mayyasah Sp. ofMaysa’ iol
Mu ‘athah Protected (by Allah) Blea

Mubarakah Blessed 155K

Name Meaniag rr

Masiin
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«Meaning
Mufidah Valuable

Mulaykah Dim. ofMalikah cL
Muna Wish

a

Munayyah Dm. ofMuna re
Munibah Returner (to Allah)

Munifah High and superior

Munirah Shiny; brilliant aoe

Musaykah Perfumed with musk

Muznah Rainy cloud

Nabihah Attentive; alert ved

Nabilah Noble is
Nada Dew; generosity os

Nadiyah Generous aot

Nafisah Valuable digi

Na ilah Attainer of goals and goodness ast

Na ‘imah Happy; ofeasy-living des

Najah Security ses

Najah Success cas
Najiyah Secure

Najiyyah Intimate companion ie
Najla’ Beautiful-eyed ees

Fe

oo
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Najwa Intimate discourse; secret conversation

Nasikah Piece of gold or silver

Nawar Clear of doubts IS
Nawf Highness; loftiness ay

Nazihah Honest; incorrupt up
Ni’am Favors; bounties as
Ni‘mah Favor; bounty dias

Nufaysah Dm. ofNafisah ines

Nuha Intelligent ot
Nuhayyah Dm. ofNuha ror

Nu‘ma Happiness; happy we
Nar Light

Norah Lighted; shiny iy
Nusaybah Relative; of good descent cs
Nuwaylah Dm. ofNa’ilah 3
Qaribah Near; relative i$
Qurrah Cooiness; satisfaction a3

Rabab White clouds

Rabiyah Overlooking; highness 5
Rabi‘ah Spring time; ofbalanced body da)

Settler; resident dal5

Meshing aay!

wh

Rabi‘a
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Radiyah Satisfied

Radiyyah Satisfying 485

Radwa Satisfied

Rahmah Mercy

Ra ’idah Pioneer 3815

Ramlah Weaver; fast walker al;
Randah Nice-smelling tree 855

Rashidah Guided Ba
Rashidah Guided B35

Rasimah Running water

Rawa’ Thirst quenching e195

Rawdah Garden 4355

Rawiyah Quencher of thrist 42915

Rayhanah Fragrant plant; basil

Rayya Quencher of thrist U5

Razan Seriousness; balance 0155

Razinah Serious; well-balanced 4355

Ru’a Visions $35

Rubia Hills; highness res)

Rubay’ Dm. ofRuba ib
Rufaydah Prize; gift; generous 335

aa)
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Rumaysa’ Mended: comforted ais}
Rumaytha’ One who corrects and repairs ens

Rumaythah One who corrects and repairs iis}

Ruqayyah Riser; lofty a5
Sabah Morning; of shiny face che
Sabr‘ah —_|Ofperfect body; born on the seventh month) #,
Sabthah Bright-faced; good looking

Sabiqah Competitor dala,

Sabirah Patient bile

Sadidah Balanced; correct Bde

Safiyyah Chosen ie
Sahar Dusk pe
Sahba’ Blonde rlge

Sahlah Easy ils
Sa‘idah Happy Bass

Sa’idah Prevalent

Sakinah Tranquility Ke
Salamah Safety whe

Salihah Righteous; good isJL2

Salimah Secure isis
Sallamah Sp. of Salimah ws

Name Meaning

Bugle
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Salma Secure

Samar Night chatting youn

Samhah Tolerant; good hearted dees

Samiyah Lofty; dignified ale
Sana’ Light; gleam ola

Saniyyah Of light rece

Sarah Pleasant 35a

Sarra’ Ease el ja

Sarrah Pleasing a5la

Sawdah Woman of authority Bc
Sawsan A flower ony

Shafiqah Compassionate

Shakirah Grateful; thankful

Shaqiqah Full sister; equal

Sharaf Honor 355

Sharifah Noble; honorable ia,oe

Shayma’ Good mannered olan

Shifa’ Cure elas

Su‘ad Happiness

Subay ‘ah Dm. of Sab‘ah (lioness) dn
Subayhah Dm. of Sabihah
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Su‘da Happy; cause of happiness

Suhaylah Dm. of Sahlah ys
Sukaynah Dm. of Sakinah ike
Sukhaylah Beloved by her parents ast
Sulafah Most pure 15
Sulayhah Dm. of Salihah Sele

Sultanah Of authority ble
Sumayyah Dm. of Simiyah inet

Tahirah Pure sjalb

Tamimah Complete dass

Tarfah Overlooking and high

Taybah Goodness ib
Tayyibah Good; righteous ib
Tayma’ One who enslaves others with her love oles

Thamirah Fruitful al
Thana’ Praise ok

Thurayya A star us

Tulayhah Dm. of Talhah

Tuméadir Green and soft branch; good praise pals

‘Uhiid Covenents

|

‘Uli Highness Se

(Gram
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“‘Ulayyah Dm. of ‘Aliyyah

Ulf Friendliness

Umamah Guide and role-model ial
‘Umirah Establishment alae

Umaymah Dm. ofUmamah id
“‘Umayrah Alive; vivid Bee

Umayyah Having a goal
4

“A

Unaysah Dm. ofAnisah iil
Uns Good company oll

‘Ugaylah Dm. of ‘Aqilah alae

Wadha’ Good-faced; shiny-faced

Wafa’ Honesty; fulfilment ofpromises G5

Wahibah Gift

Wa ‘ilah Sheltered isl
Wajidah Loving

Wajihah Distinguished

Wasilah Kind to others; generous Lely
Wi 4m Good relationships ¢ iy

Wida‘ Gentleness a
Widad Love and kindness aly

Wuhaybah Dm. ofWahibah

wl

do-|

Ant9
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Facility and easeYumn ot
Yumna Facilitated and blessed we
Yusra Facilitated and blessed Spa

Zahidah Renouncer ofundue worldly pleasures

Zahra’ A planet; flower

Zakiyyah Pure 55
Zaynab Good smelling and looking tree

Zubaydah Cream ofmilk 3g)

dal

a}
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APPENDIX B:
ALLAH’S EXCELLENT NAMES

Introduction
In this appendix, we present an authentic list of Allah’s (32)
excellent names (al-Asma@’-ul-Husnd). These excellent names are
needed for forming compound Islamic names.

Prefixing Allah’s excellent names with ‘Abd, ‘Ubayd, or Amah,
results in compound boys’ and girls’ names, as is demonstrated in
the following table:

Guidelines Concerning Allah’s Names
The following are some important guidelines that should be
considered when dealing with Allah’s names:

1. ALL OF ALLAH’S NAMES ARE EXCELLENT

Allah’s names are the most excellent and supreme of names.

They reflect qualities ofperfection that have no weakness or flaw
in them. Allah (3€) says:

SNEG6 ectACY3
«To Allah

belong
the excellent names, so invokeHim by them.»'

2. ALLAH’S NAMES HAVE DISTINCTIVE MEANINGS

Allah’s various names are synonymous in that they all refer to

1. Al-A ‘raf7:180.
221

‘Abd ‘Abd-ul-Ahad Servant of al-Ahad Boy

“Ubayd | ‘Ubayd-ul-Ahad | Small Servant of al-Ahad ‘Boy

Amah Amat-ul-Ahad | Female Servant of al-Ahad Girl

VAs
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Him alone. On the other hand, each name hasa distinctive REAL
meaning and describes a distinctive attribute or act ofperfection.
3. ALLAH’S NAMES REQUIRE EVIDENCE

Allah’s names are restricted to those authentically mentioned by
Him. There is no room for the human intellect to construct and
ascribe names to Him without evidence. We may not attribute to
Allah any name that He did not explicitly attribute to Himself in
His Book or His Messenger’s Sunnah.

4. ALLAH’s NAMES ARE COUNTLESS

There is no limit to the number of Allah’s names. While He (38)
mentioned many of them in His revelation, He kept many to
Himself.

‘Abdullah Bin Mas‘iid (4) reported that the Prophet (%#)
instructed anyone who is touched by anxiety or grief to say:

8BLES
G als Bay Sool 215 Bae Bite Jy

GOSTNOSy chsWSOl ais aSe
Of Bote pledy ofGude sf

PDS5 GIFMES 4G yh 3919 eld AesTalSa
‘Allahumma inni ‘abduka, wa-bnu ‘abdika, wa-bnu
amatik. Ndasiyatt biyadik, Madin fiyya hukmuk.
‘Adlun fiyya qada@’uk. As’aluka bi-kull-ismin huwa
lak, sammayta bihi nafsak, aw anzaltahii fi kitabik,
aw ‘allamtahii ahadan min khalgik, aw-ista’'tharta
biht fi ‘lm-il-ghaybi ‘indak: an taj‘al-al-Qur’an
rabi‘a qalbi, wa-niira sadri, wa-jala’a huzni, wa-
thahadba hammi—

JXwu
“Sheed SLES

O Allah! I am Your servant and the child of Your
male and female servants. My forehead is in Your
hand. Your command is in force on me. Your
Decree for me is just. I beg ofYou with every name
ofYours with which You named Yourself, revealed
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in Your Books, taught to any of Your creation, or
kept within Your private knowledge: to make the
Qur'an the rain for my heart, the light ofmy chest,
and the means of clearing my grief and dispelling
my anxiety.»

The Prophet (&) further indicated that whoever says this,
Allah (3%) alleviates his anxiety and distress, and replaces his
griefwith cheerfulness.!
5. MERIT OF NINETY-NINE OF ALLAH’S NAMES

Ninety-nine of Allah’s names have a special benefit for anyone
who encompasses them. Abii Hurayrah (#) reported that the

Prophet (38) said:
ofe LT -% oe feo, ®

aad hye ets Vy Shee Col unt Seta ah Op

Rh A Ss 59Gi Jos ND

«Indeed, Allah has ninety-nine names—one
hundred minus one, whoever encompasses (or
memorizes) them will enter Jannah. And He

(\ bas

(Allah) is Witr (Unique) and loves uniqueness (i.e.,

Encompassing or memorizing these names means: knowing
them, believing in them correctly, and acting in a way that
conforms to this belief. We will show below that more than

tawhid).»

ninety-nine of Allah’s excellent names appear in the Qur’&n or
Sunnah.

Lists of Allah’s Authentic Excellent Names
A) SINGLE-wWoRD EXCELLENT NAMES FROM THE Qur’ AN
The following list includes all ofAllah’s single-word names that
are mentioned in the Qur’an.

1. Recorded by Ahmad, at-Tabarani, and others. Verified to be authentic by al-
Albani (as-Sahihah 198, 199 and al-Kalim-uf-Tayyib 124).

2. Recorded by al-Bukhari (2736, 6410, 7392), Muslim (2677), and others.
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1 Al-‘Afuww Pardoner fall
2 Al-Ahad One & Unique 351

3 Al-Akhir Last

4 | AlAkram Most Noble & Generous 55 |

5 ALA‘la Most High EM
6 | AbAlim Knowledgeable

7 | AL‘Aliyy Sublime Joss

8 | AlAwwal First Jou

9 | Al‘Azim Great coal
10 | ALBari’ Originator ésstl
11 Al-Barr Benevolent as
12 | Al-Basir All-Seeing et
13 | Al-Batin Intimate & Close 2busi

14| Al-Fattah Establisher ofMercy & Justice cea
15 | Al-Ghaffar Perpetual Forgiver suis

16 | Al-Ghafir Forgiver in Plenty 3yaa

17.| Al-Ghaniyy Self-Sufficient jas
18 | Al-Hadr Guide gall
19 | Al-Hafiz kyGuardian

Sadi
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20 Al-Hafiz Preserver

21
|} Al-Hakam Judge esa

22 | Al-Hakim Wise
23 | Al-Hakim Commander & Judge esea)

24 Al-Halim Forbearing & Tolerant eat
25 Al-Hamid Praiseworthy Kaen

26 | Al-Haqq Truth Bi
27 Al-Hasib Reckoner & Sufficer

28 Al-Hasib Reckoner Cath
29 | Al-Hayy Ever-Living ni
30 | God ‘iy
31 | AlJabbar Formidable & Restorer 5a
32 | AlLKabir Magnificent & Grand Fk
33 | Al-Kafil Guarantor Jad
34 Al-Karim Generous & Noble raai
35 | Al-Khabir Well-Acquainted & All-Aware

Al-Khalig Creator Sod

37 | Al-Khallaq Perpetual Creator Su
38 Al-Lah Greatest Name abst

dasth|

ash

Create

Al-lah

36
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39 Al-Latif Subtle & Kind Esai
40 Al-Majid Glorious dunt

41 Al-Malik Sovereign Aah
42 | Sovereign Asch

43| Al-Matin Powerful egal

44! Al-Mawla Protector

45 | Al-Mubin Manifest & Manifesting byl
46 | Al-Muhaymin Guard & Witness

*ego!
47 Al-Muhit Acquainted & Embracing Leth
48 | Al-Mujib Responsive ce
49 | Al-Muatadir All-Capable jaca
50 | Al-Muait Custodian ceva

51 | Al-Musawwir Fashioner 3a)
52 | Al-Musta‘an HeWhose Help Is Sought jue
53 | Al-Mutakabbir Majestic RES
54 | Al-Muta‘ali Most Exalted Seth
55 | Al-Mu’min Grantor of Security “age
56 | Al-Qadir Capable 4a
57 | Al-Qadir Capable & Competent Jalal

Al-Malik

dja
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58 | Al-Qahhar Prevailing Suga

59 | AL-Qahir Subjugator Arla

60 | Al-Qarib Near

61 | Al-Qawiyy Strong Gil
62 | Al-Qayyam Sustainer ofAll fil
63 | Al-Quddis Pure & Holy Goss

Al-Wadiid Loving 55955

65 | Al-Wahhab Grantor

66.| Al-Wahid One dontgit

67 Al-Wakil Trustee

68 | Al-Waliyy Ally di
69 | Al-Warith Inheritor bli
70 | Al-Wasi‘ Encompassing a!il
71} Al-‘Aziz Honorable & Mighty toch

72 | An-Nasir Helper Jal
73 | An-Nasir Helper to Victory

74 | Ar-Rabim Dispenser ofMercy woz!

75 | Ar-Rahim Merciful esl
76} Ar-Rahman Most Merciful el

US
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B) RELATIVE EXCELLENT NAMES FROM THE QurR’ AN

The following list includes all of Allah’s names that are derived
from their mention in the related to something else.

# .| Alih’s Name |> o> ShortMeaning =>oorpe
77 Ar-Raqib Watchful

78 | Ar-Raziq Sustainer

79 Ar-Razzaq Ever-Sustaining 15
80 | Ar-Ra’if Compassionate 59555

81 | As-Sadiq Truthful Gola

82 | As-Salam He Who Is Free of Ills ered

83 As-Samad Eternal Refuge

84 As-Sami’ All-Hearing Ceol
85 | Ash-Shahid Witness Jugal

86 | Ash-Shakir Appreciative

87 | Ash-Shakir Ever-Appreciative 3Stl
88 | At-Tawwab | Repentance Facilitator & Acceptor JN
89 Az-Zahir Apparent & Sublime ath

devall

Allah’s
| Moant cyl sey

Name Short Meaning aley pol
Be oh aye

Al-‘ Alim All-Knowing Bats call dle
Al-‘Allam| Most Knowledgeable YPay ee adie

Incomparable & et AN

ta! ZouchAl-Badi Originator ANG at) artSH
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C) EXCELLENT NAMES FROM THE SUNNAH

The following list includes Allah’s single-word names that are

only mentioned in authentic hadiths of the Prophet (38).

vur rrecious Sprouts 22Y B: AWANS Excenent Names

4) Al-Fatir | Creator & Originator oIpay“2laa
5

|
Al-Ghafir Forgiving Sul ae

6
|
Al-Ghalib Predominant

aSNe | Cul
7\ Al-Jami‘ Gatherer aslt

8| Al-Kafi Sufficient oe ils iS
9| Al-Malik Owner Set Buu Au
10| Al-Muhyi Giver of Life Sei ZA |Stl
Li) AnNor | Overof Mem

|

a 5a
12] Ar-Rabb Lord dual 25 Jy
13) Ar-Rafi’ Lofty jal55 ai

Allah's awl
Name Short Meaning

ye

Wy

oI

_ Allab’s Name.
|

ShortMeaning

Ad-Dayyan Supreme Judge & Ruler sal

Al-Basit Giver to the Worthy

Al-Hayiyy Modest Who Loves Modesty | 3,41

Al-Jamil OfExcellent Qualities

AL-Jawad Bountiful Sid

Al-Mannan Giver in Plenty jth

* Yi

ol

bul
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D) ComPOUND EXCELLENT NAMES

In the above lists, we excluded Allah’s authentic names that are

compounded from two words. The reason for this is that such
names cannot be normally used for forming human names.
However, we list below, for completeness, Allah’s most
commonly accepted compounded names.

L 4 Allah’same he ce: Meaning 5 2 4
7 Al-Muhsin Benevolent and Kind een
8 | Al-Muqaddim Promoter of the Worthy eae
9 Al-Musa‘‘ir He Who Fixes the Prices aca
10 | Al-Mu’akh-khir Repressor (of the Unworthy) sei
11 Al-Mu ‘ti Grantor pari
12| Al-Qabid Withholder (from the unworthy) | 2a
13 Al-Witr One & Unique $si
14 Ar-Rafiq Gentle

15 As-Sayyid Master JESS

16 As-Sittir HeWho Covers Sins & Ills

17} As-Subbih Exalted trl
18} Ash-Shafi Curer us
19 At-Tabib Healer

20 At-Tayyib Good & Pure fat

Short!

2331
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Names without Evidence

Many of the names commonly thought to be excellent names of
Allah have no evidence in Allah’s Book or His Messenger’s
Sunnah.

Most of those unauthentic names derive from a weak hadith
attributed to Abi Hurayrah (#). The beginning of this hadith is
identical to the earlier authentic hadith of Abi Hurayrah, but

goes on to list 99 names, thirty ofwhich are unauthentic.'

The often distributed poster of Allah’s 99 names contains more
than 20 unauthentic names as well.

The following list contains the most common unauthentic names.

1. Recorded by at-Tirmithi, al-Bayhaqi, and others. Verified to be unauthentic by
al-Albani (a¢-Da Tfah 2563 and al-Mishkah 2288).

Allah’s Name : Short Meaning ot
Faliq-ul-Habbi_= Splitter of Seeds and Pitswan-Nawa

Muaallib-ul- ede
Qulab*

Turner ofHearts
op slit Clie

Musarrif-ul-
Qulaib*

Turner ofHearts oll
Thul-‘ Arsh The One of the Throne eal ss
Thul-Fadl The One of Favors pal 3°

Thul-Jalali wal- | The One ofGreatness and
elsug dod3Ikram Honor

Thul-Ma ‘arij The One ofHighness cys 3°

Thut-Tawl The One ofBounties J 95

C41
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# | Wrong Name Short Meaning —

1 Ad-Dahr Time

2 Ad-Da’im Permanent

3 Ad-Darr Harmer sual

4 Al-Abad Eternity

5 Justice Sasi

6 Al-Baqi Lasting sts
7 Al-Barr Dutiful sul

8 AIL-Ba ‘ith Resurrector Est
9 Al-Burhan Proof oll
10 Al-Hannan Caring & Compassionate otal

11 Al-Huwah He ofl

12 Al-Jalil Majestic Jot
13 Al-Khafid Lowerer aah
14 AL-Majid Glorious

15 Al-Mani‘ Deterrent ld
16 Al-Maqsiid Goal 3

17 Al-Ma‘biid Worshiped 5pac
18 Al-Mubdi’ Originator tenet

19 Al-Mughith Succorer

Al

LY!

Al- Adi

do|dI
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Wrong Name Short Meaning tl : ;
20 Al-Mughni Enricher gal
21 Al-Muhst Enumerator ger
22 Al-Mu ‘in Helper inti
23 Al-Mumit Causer ofDeath

24 Al-Munir Giver of Light

25 Al-Muntagim Avenger eal
26 Al-Mun‘im Giver ofFavors ex
27 Al-Mugsit Just Lath
28 Al-Mursil Sender

29 | Al-Muthill Giver ofHumility Jaz
30 Al-Mu ‘id Repeater Std
31 Al-Mu‘izz Giver ofDignity sath

32 Al-Qadim Ancient ees
33 Al-Qa’im Standing esta

34 Al-Wahid Unique do

35 Al-Wajid Passionate dortgil

36 Al-Wali Ruler Jll
37 Al-Waqi Protector slsil
38 An-Nafi‘ Beneficient at

Creal
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eal39 Ar-Rafi‘ Raiser

40 Ar-Rashid Guided As
41 | Ar-Rashid Guided

42 As-Sabir Patient Spell

43 As-Sami’ Hearer

44 As-Satir Coverer SS
45 As-Sattar Ever-Coverer ZESS

46 | Ash-Shadid Stern Jas
47 At-Talib Seeker thst
48 At-Tamm Complete ets

Mea ng

sal

Lost
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APPENDIX C:
ARABIC TERMINOLOGY

Introduction
TRANSLATING AND REFERENCING QUR’ AN AND HADITH
The Qur’an contains Allah’s exact words. These words cannot be

precisely translated into other languages because of possible
misinterpretation and limited human understanding. We may only
translate the meanings as understood by trustworthy Islamic scholars.
With this in mind, our Qur’anic quotes include the Arabic text, the

English meaning in «boldface», and a footnote specifying the location
of the cited Gyah(s).

Likewise, our hadith quotes (as well as some quotes from the Salaf)
include the Arabic text, the English meaning in «boldface, and a
footnote briefly specifying its location in hadith compilations and its
level of authenticity. If the quote contains a supplication or exaltation,
we normally includea transliteration of its text.
RELEVANT CHARTS
Near the end of this appendix, we present two important charts. The
first defines the transliteration symbols used in this book. The second
defines veneration terms that should be uttered at the mention of

Allahor one ofHis righteous worshipers.
ARABIC TERMS
The following glossary contains definitions of Arabic terms that are

commonly used in Islamic discussions. These terms constitute a basic
vocabulary for readers of Islamic material. The glossary is followed
with charts of Arabic week-days, Islamic lunar months, and important
Islamic places.

Other terms specifically pertinent to the current book are included in
the “Index” section at the end of this appendix, together with a page-
reference indicating where they are first defined in this book.

235
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Glossary of Common Terms

Term [Definition © a
‘Abd Slave, servant, or worshiper. PL.: ‘7ad or ‘abid.

Abii Father of. Also, aba and abi (depending on position in sentence).

Adab Good characters or manners; etiquette. Pl.: ddab

Akhirah |The last life (or hereafter).

Al-Fatihah |The first chapter of the Qur’an.

‘Alim Scholar; learned man.

‘Allamah |Exaggerated form of “‘alim”.

Amin “O Allah, grantmy request,” said in concluding a du ‘@ .

Ansar Residents ofMadinah who supported the Prophet (3).
‘Asr Afternoon; the third daily obligatory prayer.

Athan Announcement; call to the prayer,

‘Awrah Weakness that requires protection; body-parts that should be
concealed from others.

Ayah Miracle; sign;
a
portion of the Quranic text that is usually one

sentence in length. Pl.: aydt.
Barakah |Blessing.

Bid‘ah Innovation; unjustified change in the Islimic teachings.
Bin Son (a shorter form of ibn).
Bint Girl; daughter.
Da ‘wah Call; mission.

Din Religion — often used in reference to Islam.

Dinar Old currency ~ 4.25 g of22k gold in today’s standards.

Dirham Old currency ~ 3.0 g ofpure silver in today’s standards.

Du'a’ Invocation; supplication; prayer.

Dunya The lower (i.e., worldly) life.

Fajr Dawn; the first daily obligatory prayer.

Obligation. Fard Kifayah: A communal obligation that must be
Fard performed by at least a few Muslims. Fard ‘Avn: An obligation

upon everyMuslim.
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Ferm ‘Definition

Fatwa Religious verdict. Pl.: fatawa orfatawi.

Figh Understan ding; Islamic jurisprudence—a subject dealing with
practical regulations in Islam. 7

Fitnah Trial; test, temptation; affliction.

Fitrah The pure nature upon which Allah (3%) created people.

Ghayb All knowledge beyond the reach ofhuman perception.

Ghusl Bath; ritual bath required after intercourse, ejaculation, and after
a woman completes her menses.

Hadith tacit
of the Prophet’s (4%) sayings, actions, and

Hajj Major pilgrimage to Makkah.

Halal Permissible,

Halqah Circle or ring; study circle.

Haram Prohibited

Hasan Good; acceptable.

Hilal Crescent.

Hijab Cover; curtain; the Muslim woman’s proper attire.

Hijrah Migration. the earlyMuslims’ migration to al-Madinah.

Ibn Son.

Td Festival. Pl.: a vad.

Thram
Prohibition. a state assumed by pilgrims, prohibiting for them
specific acts, such as hunting, perfume, marriage.

Ijima‘ Consensus.

Ijtihad Ability to reach correct conclusions from the available evidence.

Imam Leader (ofa nation, prayer, etc.); distinguished Islamic scholar.

Iman Faith; belief.

Igamah Establishment; call for starting the prayer.
Isha’ Night time, the fifth daily obligatory prayer.
Isndd Chain ofnarrators of a hadith.
Jahannam |Hell.

Jahiliyyah |The era of ignorance (jah/) and disbeliefprior to Islam.

specch; reports
rovals.
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sie

Muslim community; congregation ofprayer.

Janabah State of “uncleanliness” arising from ejaculation or intercourse.
Jandabah is terminated with ghusl.

Janazah |Funeral.

Jannah Garden; the gardens ofparadise.

Jihad Striving (or fighting) for Allah’s cause.

Jin Creation that Allah (3%) made from fire, sometimes translated asinn “ ” :
Satan is one of thejinns.

Jumu‘ah \Friday; the Fridaymid-day prayer,
Junub Person in a state ofjanabah.

Kafir Person who practices kufr. PL.: kuffar.
Successor. A Muslim ruler who succeeded the Prophet (38). PI.:

Khalifah khulafa’.

Khamr Alcoholic beverage.

Khilafah _|Succession; caliphate — a khalifah’s rule.

Kufr Ingratitude; disbelief; rejection of the faith of Islam.

Khutbah |Speech; sermon.

Maghrib _|Sunset; the fourth daily obligatory prayer.
A man closely related to a woman and permanently prohibited

Mahram
from marrying her; examples: father, son, brother, uncle,

.
nephew, father-in-law, son-in-law, son through nursing. Non-
mahrams include: cousin, stepbrother, brother-in-law.

Makrih Disliked; act that is disapproved but not prohibited in Islam.

Malak Angel; also: maldk.

Masjid Place designated for sujiid; mosque.

Mathhab Way or approach. It often refers to one of the four schools of=
igh: the Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi‘l, or Hanbali.

Minbar Raised platform in a masjid for delivering a khutbah.

Mufti A ‘Glim who gives fatwa.

Muhajir Migrant; immigrant; person who undertakes hijrah. PI.:
muhdjirii(i)n.

Mujahid —_|Person who performsjihad. Pl.: mujahidi(i)n.

Definitions

Jamd‘ah

demon
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|

Munkar Disapproved or rejected act. Pl.: munkarat.

Musalla __|Place designated for salah (or prayer).

Mushaf —_|Collection of “suhuf”’ or sheets; book of the Qur’anic text.
Mushrik who practices shirk. Pl.: mushrikii(i)n.

Nafl Extra; voluntary; supererogatory deeds.

Najasah _\\mpurity; filth. Adj.: najis.
Qada’ Allah’s decree and measure.

Qadar Allah’s predestination; often used as synonym ofgada’.
QOiblah Direction ofal-Ka‘bah in Makkah.

Oiyam Standing; the night prayer.

Qudst Holy. A qudsi hadith isa statement that the Prophet (4%) attributes
to Allah (3%), though it is not from the Qur’an.

Rak‘ah Full prayer unit, containing one rukid‘. PL: rak ‘at.
Riba Usury; interest.

Ruki‘ Bowing; bowing in the prayer.

Sadagah |Charity.

Sahabah {Companions of the Prophet (4%). Singular: sahabi.
Sahih True; authentic.

Salaf The early righteous pioneers and scholars of Islam.

Salah Prayer; supplicating for the Prophet (33).

Salam Peace; greeting with peace: as-salamu ‘alaykum.

Sanad Same as isnad.

Testimony; the Testimony of Islim: “There is no true god but
Shahddah \Allaéh, and Muhammad is Allah’s Messenger”; martyrdom for

Allah’s (8%) cause.

Shahid Witness; person martyred for Allah’s cause. Fem.: shahidah, P1.:
Shuhada .

Sham Middle-East area ofPalestine, Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon.

Shar‘ (or |The Islamic Law. Shar 7: legislated or permissible matter. Ash-
Shari'ah) |Shari‘: the Legislator (Allah 38).

Person
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Elderly man; title of respect for a man with an above-average
Shaykh level in Islamic knowledge.

Satan; devil.

Shirk Polytheism; paganism; joining partners with Allah (8).
Sirah Biography; the Prophet’s (3) biography.
Siwak Stick from a desert tree, used for brushing the teeth.

Siyam Fasting.

Sujitd Prostration; prostration in the prayer.
Sunnah Way; guidance; teachings; the Prophet’s (4%) way and guidance.

Sirah Quranic chapter.

Tabi T Follower; student of the Sababah. Pl.: Tabi

Tafsir Explanation; Qur’anic interpretations and commentaries.

Takbir Saying, “Allahu Akbar — Allah is the greatest.”

Taharah |Purity; cleanliness. Adj.: fahir.

Tahiil Saying, “Ld ilaha illallah — There is no (true) god except Allah.”

Tahmid (aso, ham): praise; saying, “Al-hamdu lillah — Praise be to

Taqlid Imitation, especially without knowledge.

Taqwa Fearing and revering Allah.

Tarbiyah |Cultivation or education.

Tasbih Saying, “Subhdan-Allah — Exalted be Allah.”

Tasfiyah Filtration or cleansing.

Tashahhud
ihe Shahadah;

the last part of prayer that includes

Taslim Saying salam; concluding the prayer with salam.

Tawaf Circumambulation around the

Tawhid Belief that Allah is the only Lord and God
to be worshiped, and

. that He possesses the most sublime attributes.

Tayanmanelites nthbens le,pated by wining

Thikr Remembrance and extolment ofAllah (38). P1.: athkar.

un

Pronouncing
pronouncing

ofw
(to
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ArabicWeekdays

241 C: Arabic Terminology

‘Ulama , Plural of “ ‘alim ”
Umm Mother.

Ummah |Community; nation; followers.

‘ Minor form of pilgrimage to Makkah that may be performed at
Umrah .

any time of the year.
Wahy Revelation; inspiration.

Wajib Obligatory or required; obligation.

Wali Friend; ally; guardian.

Wi
Odd number; last part of the night prayer (consisting of an odditr
number of rak ‘Gt).

Ritual ablution for the prayer; it includes washing the face and
forearms, wiping over the head, and washing the feet.

Zakah Obligatory charity. Zakat-ul-fitr: charity in the form of food
given to the needy at the end ofRamadan.

Zina Adultery or fornication.

Zuhr Noon; the second daily obligatory prayer.

Wu

@ Friday Al-Jumu‘ah

@ Saturday As-Sabt Ls
© Sunday Al-Ahad as
© Monday Al-Ithnayn

@ Tuesday Ath-Thulath@’

@Wednesday ola
Thursday Al-Khamis ord

a4

ses

Al-Arbu‘@’
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Islamic HijriMonths

Important Places
The following is a brief list of important places and locations for
Muslims.

Transliteration

Except for proper nouns, transliterated Arabic terms are italicized. In
general, the rules of English pronunciation are applicable. The
following table includes additional symbols employed in this book to
help pronounce the Arabic terms.

Lunar Mouth

Al-Muharram

Safar pe

Rabi'-ul-Awwal ee)

@ Rabiuth- Thani(or | -
Rabi‘-ul-Akhir)

Re

Jumada al-Gla gale

@ Jumad-al-Akhirah (or}
Jumad-ath-Thaniyah)

EM ale

‘Lunar

Rajab ee
© Sha‘ban Olas

© Ramadan

© Shawwal

@ Thu!l-Qa‘dah Baal53
® Thul-iijjah SALI3

— Ot t

The Prophet’s (4%) birthplace and the holiest town in Islam. It is|

Makkah .
located in western central Arabia.

The town in Arabia to which the Prophet (4%) migrated, built!
Al-Madinah {his Masjid, and lived the last ten years of his life. Its old name

was Yathrib, but he changed it to Taybah.

Al-Quds The holy town
of Jerusalem. It contains the third most sacred|

masjid in Islam.

Al-Ka‘bah The house of worship in Makkah that all Muslims face in their|

prayers.

Al-Masjid-ul-|The Sanctified Mosque; the grand masjid in Makkah that
Haram contains al-Ka‘bah at its center.
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aA Long vowel “a”. Mostly: Man, sad.
>

1Occasionally: Father, hard, god.

3| Waw | &,U |Long vowel “u”. Root, soup, flute.

S| Ya’ 1,1 {Long vowel “i”. Seed, lean, piece, receive.

+ |Hamzah
The frst

consonant vocal sound uttered when saying: at,

“| Tha’ |th, Th|Three, moth.

Ha |hu No equivalent. Produced in the lower throat, below “h”.
Cy 4a > © somewhat resembles the “h” in “ahem”.

>| Kha’ kh, |No equivalent. Produced in the back of the mouthc a Kh |top of the throat.

3| Thal |th, Th|There, mother.

= A deeper “s” sound. Somewhat close to the “sc” ini? Sad 5, S
“muscle”.

Sounds deeper than a “d”. Produced by touching the
| Dad | d, D |tongue to the mouth's roof, with the sides of the tongue

pressed against the top molars.

+] Tah | t,T |Similar but deeper than a “t”.

b| Zak z A deeper thal, produced by touching the backside of the’
° 4

tongue to the tip of the upper front teeth.

&| ‘Ayn Produced in the bottom of the throat, underneath the 4a’.

h
A gurgling sound produced in the back of the mouth, just

&| Ghayn GL above the kha’. Similar to the “R” in some French
accents.

Atabic ent Sounds Exanip

Alif

It

and
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Veneration Symbols
Out of love, appreciation, and gratitude, a Muslim is urged to utter the
following phrases at the mention of Allah, His messengers, or other

righteous individuals.

q, Q |Somewhat similar to the “c” in “coffee”.

Subhanahi wa ta‘ala,
He 1s_ exalted above
weakness and indignity;

fala}alah: exalted is His glory; He Allah220 is exalted and glorified.

Sallallahu ‘alayhi May Allah’s peace and| Muhammador other

wasallam praise be on him. prophets

‘Alayhi-ssalam; . .
‘ - Peace be on him, her,} Remarkably righteous
‘Alayha-ssalam;‘ : both of them, or all of} individuals (prophets,‘Alayhima-ssalam;‘ : = them. angels, etc.)‘Alayhimu-ssalam

Radiy-allahu ‘anhu;
Radiy-allahu ‘anha; May Allah be pleased
Radiy-allahu with him, her, both of Sahabah
‘anhumd; them, or all of them.
Radiy-allahu ‘anhum

Rahimahulla;
Rahimahallah;
Rahimahumallah;
Rahimahumullah

ee
ee

EO
Re
H
e!

May Allah have mercy
on him, her, both of
them, or all of them.

Past ‘ulamda’ or
righteous Muslims
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Index of Arabic Terms
Al-Asma’-ul-Husna
‘Aqqa

‘Aqiqah
‘Uqiiq

Barzakh
Bisharah
Fitr
Hady
Hanak

Tahnik
Iddah
Istihbab
Khalil
Khaliq
Khinzib
Khitan
Kunyah
Mu ‘awwithat
Nahr
Nasaka

Nasikah
Qaz*
QOiyas
Raqa

Ruga
Ruqyah

Shat
Tahni‘ah
Tamimah
Tarkhim
Taswir
Tiwalah
‘Ubiidiyyah -

Udhiyah
Walimah

245 C: Arabic Terminology

221
65
65
65

164
15

148
72

107
107
166
69
24
92
52
105
47
125
148
66
65
112
75

120
120
120
73
17

132
63

141
132
35
75
85
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